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PREFACE

Professor Vernon Louis Perririg ton’s book oeme to my atten
tion when I was an undergraduate at the University of Idaho.
It was ay first intimation of the faot that the University of 
Washington was more than a point of departure for effloient 
athletic expeditions. The sinoere humanity revealed in Far
rington* a work, and the insight he provided into Amerloan 
thought and literature almost at onee reoonoiled for me Idaho*8 
defeats by Husky raiders. Main Currents in American Thought 
is a book I needed then and still do.

It has been a pleasure for me to make this study of Far
rington’ 8 work and of the principle of economic determinloa of 
literary expression. I owe much to the following teaohers for 
their patienoe and their wisdom: Ur. Allen Rogers Benham of
the University of Washington; Dr. Oscar Cargill of Washington 
Square College, New York University; Professor L. w. Boardmen, 
Dr. waiter Barnes, Dr. H. H. Horne, and Ur. Charles Skinner, 
all of the School of Education, New York University.

GEORGE R. CERVENY
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PART I 
INTRODUCTION

Purpose
The purpose of this dissertation is to exornine the prin

ciples of literary criticism and historical analysis used by 
Professor Vernon Louis i'arrington in Main Currents in Amer
ican Thought. Chiefly involved is the general principle that 
objective forces, sociological, biologioal, and physical, mark
edly influence, dominate, or determine the content, form, end 
style of literary expression. The inspiration for such an ex
amination as is here proposed stems largely from Professor Far
rington’s book end will oover three general problems: (1) an
historical view of the development of the elements of the prin
ciple Farrington followed; (2) Parrington’s modification and 
use of the principle; end (3) Perrington’s influenoe on crit
ical points of view.

Method of. Procedure
Before the three major portions of the dissertation can 

be begun, it will be necessary to outline some background 
materiel. This will form Part I and will consist of the fol
lowing topics: standard critical points of view; Farring
ton's chief orltloal tenets; Main Currents in American Thought: 
and the man, Vernon Louis Farrington. After the introductory 
material has been presented, Part II, the historical view of
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a
"objective" oritioism will be attempted. The method of 
developing this eeotlon will be to searoh primary sources, 
with some attention to secondary sources, for the origin and 
development of the principle and its elements, ''art III, 
Barrington's modification and use of the principle, ie to be 
chiefly an analysis of Main Currents in American Thought. 
Secondary sources will bo used. ’art IV, the estimate of 
Barrington's influence will come from all the primary and 
secondary evidences that may be found among critics and their 
work.

Background Material
Standard Orltioal ’pints of View 

For the sake of general oomparieon, the more usual of the 
standard oritionl points of view should be outlined. The first 
of there is that known as olacsioal. Generally it is thought 
to be dogmatio. It sets up a body of rules regulating expres
sion and then judges an artist by his control of material 
within the limits of the rules. The rules are thought to be 
aesthetic absolutes fixed in nature. The Greek and Latin classi
cists are believed to have best learned and applied the rules; 
hence the term "classical oritloism." Aristotle’s Rhetoric 
and his ’oetios form a leading source of rules. Aristotle 
drew them from tue writings of such men as Homer, Aesohyluo, 
and kuripldea. Thus he followed a different procedure than 
do those who study sim for authority. Bolleeu In France, ’ope 
in England, and Babbitt in modern Amerioa are classical critics. 
The following lines from i’ope's "Essay on uritioism" illustrate
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the type:
Learn henoe for anolent rulea a juat esteem;
To oopy Nature is to oopy them.

A second and nopular critical point of view 1b that called 
impression!atio, or appreciative. This method If characterized 
by a lack of critical diota other than the taste of the individ
ual critic. It puts the basis for Judgment on the critic's per
sonality. Me likes the work of art, or he does not like it.
The critical judgment is essentially pert of the emotional re
sponse of the oritio to the literary work. The critloisn is 
more oonoerned with the critic and how ho felt than It is with 
the objeot of criticism. An outstanding impressionistic oritio 
is Anatole France. Another is Lemaitre. J-. !5. Spingern, in a 
leoture entitled "The Hew oritioism", said of this type,

To have sensations in the presence of a ^ark of 
art and to express them, that is the funotion of 
oritioism for the impressionistic oritio.

A third critical point of view ia that employed by par
tisans of a particular sooial movement. It reoelvos its 
greatest attention from artists of the proletariat. This type 
of oritioism frankly states that art is a weapon in the battle 
for sooial reform. Art is good or bad as it takes a pro or 
contra position in relation to the critic's position on the 
sooial problem involved. If the oritio is "proletarian" he 
takas the additional position that economic faotors form the 
basis of all ideologies, uranville Hicks in America and Halph

1. In Edwin herry Hurgum'a The Hew Criticism: An
anthology of Modern ^esthetioa, p. 4.
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Vox in England are oritlofi who follow the partisan theory.
A fourth oritioal point of view la that frequently called 

"objcotiveH or "solentifio." In this type the oritio attempt® 
to explain eolentifioolly the creation of the art object. 
Psychology, biography, sooiology, hietory— all form a nort of 
environmental aura within whloh art develops and from whioh 
art geta ita impulse. Any one oritio may emphasize one or more 
of these elements; and hia oritioism will take its name from 
the emphasis, being called historioal, psychological, biograph
ical, or even eoonomlo. The oritio refrains from outright 
Judgment. He explains.

darrlngton’e Crltloal Theory Outlined
Professor farrington’c oritioal principles may now be 

introduoed. It should be pointed out that Professor Parrington 
did not write a generalization of hie oritioal tenets except 
by implication in hie disoussion of how he would treat American 
literature. It is possible to raaoh his philosophy only through 
his statements about the method and the purooso behind his ao- 
proaoh to American literature and through his actual oritioal 
oonolualona regarding his material. It is not as abstract 
theory, then, but in relation to American literature that a 
disoussion of Parrington’s oritioal beliefs must begin. The 
following are the points to note:

1. Amerloan literature was shaped by foroes anterior 
to it.

8. The primary shaping foroes were two:
A. The eoonomlo situation rising from natural 

oonditlons in America.
B. The transplanted Ideals from TSurope, whioh 

remotely or olosely eonteined their own 
eoonomlo implications.
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3. These two sets of foroes are pertioularized in 
soolei movements: religious, political, and eoo-
nomlo (the word ’’eoonomlo’’ is to be separated from 
the primary meaning used above, and to mean here 
philosophies supporting, or movements of, indus
trialization, agrarianism, plantation aristooraoy, 
etc.). The foroes may be grouped under the term 
soeio-eoonomio.

4. These particularized foroes were actually groups 
of people in oonfllot for supremacy of power.

5. literature in America achieves its fullest sig
nificance when seen aa growing out of tho con
flicts end developing with them, literature in 
America is thus partly to be thought of as par
tisan and aotive in the conflicts.

6. The belletristio in America is subordinate to 
economic realities, but it is not denied a place.

As additional explanation of Barrington’s position, the 
following points should be noted:

1. The emphasis on an economic interpretation of the 
forces which underlie American literature is not 
to be taken as a crass attitude that ignores the 
spiritual qualities given to art by tho artist.
That economics has spiritual significance is self- 
evident. It would be difficult to find an his
torian who valued the spirit more than Barrington 
did, or to find a book that exhibits more of it 
then does Main Currents in American Thought.

2. Barrington aaid little about the belletrlatic in 
American literature because the eoonomlo approach 
seemed to him to be richer In reward and because 
the belletristio approeoh had been already widely 
used.

3. It is hard to say whether or not Perrington denied 
freewill to the individual or whether or not he 
said that eoonomlo forces determine the whole oon- 
tent of an individual’s thought. Probably his 
position is like that of Marx and Engels, who per
mitted Individual freewill but argued that it 
oounts for little in aooiel movements. Barrington 
did at least imply a belief that the eoonomlo re
alities underlying American life Impose themselves 
on the attention of the individual and of sooiety 
by sheer weight. It is not clear that Barrington 
believed that a writer in Amerioa will necessarily 
have to be en eoonomlo liberal or an eoonomlo con-
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servative. It does appear clear, however, that 
Farrington believed it has been empirically im
possible for tho signifioant body of American 
writers to escape tho eoonomlo environment. Thus 
American literature is oonoeived as having been 
formed in an economic mold.

Tho following generalization ia possible: Professor Far
rington believed that Amerioan thought found its fundamental 
materials in the Ideologies of aocio-eoonomlo situations and 
interests, out of which conflicts developed. Politics, re
ligion, art, and economic movements found their points of 
view in the oonflicts, and were as well forces causing sooial 
changes that seem removed from economic problems. Amerioan 
literature embodies the ideologies rising from these oonfliots 
and sooial changes. Tho belletristio is of secondary consider
ation in any attempt to explain and unify the history of Amer
ioan literature.

Main Currents in American Thought (1927-1930)
Professor Vernon Louis Farrington produced but one chief 

work, a three volume book entitled .Vain Currents in American 
Thought. The titles and dates of the three volumes are these: 
Volume I, The Colonial .Mind. 1927; Volume II, The Romantio 
Revolution in America. 1927; Volume III, The Beginnings of 
Critical Realism in America. 1930. Volumes I and II were 
given the 1927 Pulitzer prize for history. Volume III was
only half finished when Professor Farrington died. It was
completed by S. H. Eby, a student and colleague of Farring
ton’s at the University of Washington, in Seattle. The expe
dient devised for finishing was that of editing Farrington's 
remaining material nod publishing it os fragments, foregoing
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any effort at unified assimilation. The result is a rich,
but somewhat inoohorent third volume. The main purpose in 
■’nrrLnpton's mind as he gathered his material was to write 
a history of Amerioan thought. lie defined literature so ob 
to include such Tetters as politioel arguments and essays on 
systems of taxation, thus making oonventlonal literature but 
one phGse of the broad stream of thought agitating Amerioan 
life.

Vernon Louis Per ring, ton (1871*1929 )*
Vernon Louis Farrington was born in Aurora, Illinois, on 

August 3, 1871. He died in England on June 15, 1929. His 
fat er, who had been a Union captain during the Civil ftar, 
was prinoipal of schools in Aurora. His mother was u MoClellan, 
a re Intivo of General George n, UcClellan.

Vernon Louis Harrington received his A.B, degree from 
Harvard University in 1893. He took his M.A. degree at the 
College of llmporia in 1895. From 1893, immediately upon leav
ing Harvard, until 1897 he was instructor in English and Frenoh 
at the College of Emporia. In 1901 he married Julia Hoohester 
illians. Luring 1953-1904 he studied ot the British Museum, 

London, and nt the Bibliotheque Nationals, Paris.
In 1897 Harrington became on instructor in English and 

modern Language at the university of Oklahoma, and in 1898 he 
was promoted to ’rofessor of English.

Professor Farrington went from Oklahoma to the University 
of Washington as Assistant Professor of English in 1908. In

1. Basic outline taken from Who*8 Who in Amerloa. 
Volume 15, 1928-1929.
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1912 he became a full professor. He remained at the University 
of Washington for the rest of hie teaching life exoept for a 
summer session at the University of California in 1903, one at 
Columbia University in 1923, and one at the University of Mich
igan in 1927. Me was on a vacation trip to England and the 
continent at the ti :e of Ida death, June 16, 1929,

By nature Professor Farrington was on aesthete.1 One of 
his hobbies was architecture. Another was painting. He was 
something of a poet. He was impatient of theoretical philo
sophy. TTis religious affiliations were lip i scope lien. In 
politics he called himself a Democrat, and he thought of him
self as a liberal of the Jeffersonian variety. He feared a 
centralized government. He had a deep sense of the humane.
City life accented in him a love of the soil and the small 
farm, and at Seattle one of his cherished activities was flower 
gardening. In the classroom he oombined his kindliness, his 
homely qualities, his aesthetio appreciations, his liberalism, 
his keen wit, and his scholarship into a weapon to be used on 
and with his students that won a loyalty from them vhioh has 
steadily inoreased.

At the University of Washington Professor Farrington found 
a congenial place for the development of his intellectual life. 
The university, comfortably watched over by the State of Wash
ington and serving both an agrarian and industrial community, 
lies on a beautiful hillside above a lake. It has spiritual 
aspirations that are symbolized in its buildings and in the

1. Much of the following is from IS. H. Sby*a apprecia
tion of Parrlngton, printed in the foreword of 
Volume III.
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up-reaohing fir trees on Its oampus. Its link with the native, 
more pragraatio qualities that motivate the political and Indus
trial Ideals of a state in oonatant liberal-oonservative turmoil 
is visible in the students who come and go from those buildings 
and fir trees, and in the activities of the students. Seattle 
itself is the breeding and testing plaoe for liberal and radloal 
movements. The university, though essentially conservative, 
works surrounded by vital struggle, and the intellectual life 
of the sohool does not esoope the struggle. Those who know 
the campus reoogriize on it a fusion of pragmatism and idealism 
that seems rell balanced. The result is that a kind of religious 
fervor for modifying Amerioan life, or for preserving elements 
of it, may be detected here and there.

In this place Professor Parrington grow to his fulleBt 
height, stimulated by conservative opposition, aided by lib
eral inspiration, he worked out the method he believed would 
give a significant unity to u hi story of Amerioan thought. His 
general Information gave him a knowledge of oritioal methods.
The university gave him u long friendship with J. Allen Smith, 
a polltlool scientist who used economic foroes as the funda
mental basie of political realities. The university, further
more, gave him students from the frontier and from the more 
stable and cultured cities. tx>ne of those students demanded 
from their instructors more than just facts. Professor Parring- 
ton tried to supply the demand from his own synthesis of in
tellectual and faotual materials. In the final analysis it 
might not be inaoourately said of Parrington that he oan be 
explained in the same way lie tried to explain others. Born
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in the west, partaking of the rise of the west in its eoonomioa 
and in its oulture, he seems to illustrate the pragmatio ele
ments of his environment, re was an aesthete driven Into prag
matism.

iiearly everything Parrlngton wrote found r pluoe in Main
Currents In Amerioan Thought. but the following titles may be
distinguished:

"The Puritan Divines”, a chapter in the Cambridge 
history of Amerioan literature. Volume I.
"The Development of Realism”, a chapter in Sorman 
Poerster*e The Re-interpretetlon of Amerioan Lit
erature.
"An introduction", in tho volume The Connecticut 
VTita, 1986.
"Sinolair Lewis, Our Own Diogenes”, a broohure,
1987.
Mein Currents in American Thought. 1927-1930.
It is a smell list to represent a soholar*s labor; but 

the importance of the works and their principles warrants their 
full examination.
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PART II
111STO H I SAL • JACKOIt 0! JHL 

OP
FA/t iiINGTOJi * f> TH20HY

It is not? proposea to examine the important' historical 
facte in the development of 'Frofeasor Farrington*s critical 
theory. The theory reduces itself to three propositions. Each 
of these is traceable in history and will be kept distinct un
til it is no longer practicable to do .so. The propositions are 
these:

1. literature ie related to social inetitutions: 
it embodies institutional ideologies; it Is 
effected by institutions; and it affects in
stitutions.

8. The ideologies of social institutions are de
termined by economic forces.

3. The ideologies are in a state of conflict.
In developing t iis soot ion of the dissertation attention will 
be given primarily to literary critics; but it will be neoeesary 
to examine others, such as Marx end Kngels, because they origin
ated theories that wore borrowed by oritios or beoause they had 
direct, personal Influenoe on Farrington.

The Relationship of Literature to Institutions
The first proposition to be examined historically states 

that literature is related to sooial institutions by oausal 
connection and by being the embodiment of institutional ide
ologies. In general the social institutions are thought by 
oritios who use this theory to be government, law, politics, 
religion, end economic systems— euoh as, oapltsllsm and sooial-
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ism. It does not harm the theory, however, to expand the Hat 
to Include suoh relatively narrow fields us systems of eduoatlon, 
oharlty, or industrial set-ups. Literature, according to this 
theory, is not n matter of aesthetlos. It is fundamentally a 
matter of content, the mooning, the significance expressed, of 
which the form, or aeathetio, is secondary. The political 
tract and Milton’s Paradise Lost are alike literature. The 
theory, or proposition, is not oonoerned with definitions so 
much as with the belief that suoh works as the political traot 
and Paradise Lost sprang from the social institutions that 
formed the environment of the tract and the epio. It is this 
idea that in now to be -traced.

Giambattista Vloo (1668-1744)
The first historian, in the modern era, to say that literary 

art is not owed entirely to the Individual artist was Giambattista 
Vico. His book, La solenza nuova. 1735, was an effort to explain 
the foroes thut underlie human history. Speaking of literature, 
he said that Homer and Orpheus should be considered as repre
sentatives of an epoch, not as individuals, and that Homer’s 
poems

must henceforth be considered as two treasure hoards
containing the customs of the ancient Greeks.......
......Cfurthermoroi....... The habit of considering
the Homeric poems as the work of a single, eminent 
poet has kept us from knowing the Innate laws of the 
people of Greeoe.l

The quotation contains two remarkable implications: Homer'a

La eolenoe nouvelle de Vloo. Traduite par ilfiuteur
de 1* easai aur la Formation du dogma oathollque. 
p. 517. Investigator's translation from the French.
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poems have a definite relationship *1 th Greek life and manners; 
and the poems may not be the work of one man.

Thomse Blaokwell (1701-1757)
Following the Solenza nuova and one of the Important books 

Involved in toe history of oritioism is Thomas Blackwell*s An 
'Inquiry into the Life and writings of Homer. 1730. It is a full 
length volume treating Homer as a product of his environment plus 
a rare natural geniuB. Homer is oonceived to be, not a gift from 
heaven, but the produot of a "ooneourse of natural c a u s e s .*3.

Dlaokwell’s book develope itself along two sets of con
ditions that are said to have greet effect upon us and under the 
general principle that mlndB

are apt to receive suoh strong Impressions from 
the oiroumstanoes of the country where they are born 
and bred, that they contract a mutual kind of like
ness to those oiroumstanoes 2

Implicit in this quotation is the principle that sooial in
stitutions have a real relationship with literature; the prin
ciple, however, becomes explicit when Blackwell generalizes on 
the sete of condibions he propoBee to examine for their influ
ence on Homer. Note that the epeoifio social institutions having 
influence are named. The two conditions ere

First, the state of the country where a person is 
born and bred; in which I include the common man
ners of tho inhabitants; their constitution civil 
and religious, with its causes and consequences....
Next, the manners of the times t or the prevalent 
humour8 or professions in voguej-The two are publiok 
and have a common effect on the whole generation.

1. Blackwell, T., A& inquiry in the Life and. Writings
of Homer, p. 4.

2. Ibid.. p. 11.
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Of a more confined nuture is, first, private eduoa- 
tlon: and after that, the particular way of 1 lfe we 
ohuee and pursue, with our fortunes in it.^

Of particular interest 1g the paragraph that follows the one

From these uooidente men in every country nay be 
justly said to drew their c.-.araotor, on - derive 
their manners. They moke us what we are, in so far 
as they reach our sentiments, end give us a peculiar 
turn and appearance: A ohenge in anyone of them
makes an alteration upon ujsj and taken together we 
must oonsider them as the moulds that form us into 
habits and dispositions, which sway our oonduot, und 
distinguish our actions.
In his development of this thesis as it applies to homer, 

Blackwell considered the influenoe of climate, religion, govern
ment, language, and an audience on writing.3 These are said to 
have a deep Influenoe. Concerning Homer’s social status and 
Its effect, Blaokwell wrote:

Homer's being born poor, and living a wandering in
digent bard, was, in relation to his poetry, the great
est hap nine se that oou’d befall him.4

A further influenoe on Homer was his own travelling and that
of the strangers who came hie way.§ Blackwell considered this
so important that he made oareful mope of Homer’s supposed

In summation, and adding the point of international rela
tionships and their influenoe on literary content, Blaokwell

above.

trips

wrote:
By these stops, then, Homer is beoorae the parent of 
poetry, and his works have reaohed their exalted 
station: By the united Influenoe of the happiest
climate, the moat natural manners, the boldest lan-

1.
2.
3.4.
5.

Ibid.. p. 12.
JHJ. P. 18.US., Cf,pp. 43-122 

P.Ibid., p. 145.
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guage, and most expressive religion: Tfhen these
were applied to so rloh a subject as the war between 
Oreeoe and Troy, they produeed the Iliad and the 
Oflyatscy .*
Thomas Blaokwell, who probably did not know it, olearly 

followed Vioo'a lead in saying that Homer was a produot of the 
oustoms of tho Greeks. Blaokwell is, however, the first to 
write a full length study of a literary figure, employing the 
principle that literature is formed by the environment in which 
it appears. He preceded Montesquieu's work on climate by twelve 
years, and Herder's work on reolal and sooial influences by a 
half century.

C. K. Helvetlus (1715-1771)
Of some importance because of the influenoe of Helvetlus

on the philosophy of materialism is De 1“ esprit. In this book
Helvetlus said that genius is the produot of environment.

The man of genius is the produot of the oiroumstenoes 
in whioh he is found.2

This is not a statement that the arts, specifically literature, 
are expressions of social institutions. It aays only that 
genius, the rare ability to do exceptionally well what another 
man does less well, is t; e product of environment. Genius de
pends upon government, the century, the education, and the 
greatness of the ideas with whioh a man meets.® To ooraplete 
the principle that environment determines literature, one would 
have to add that besides oausing genius it gave genius the sub-

Ibid.. p. 345.
2. Helvetlus, C. A., Dai' esprit* P. 257. Investigator's

translation.
3. Ibid., p. 256.
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Jeot matter with whioh to work and determined the result. The 
latter half Is not clearly implicit in Helvetlus* remark.

Johann Gottfried Von Herder {1744-1803)
Continental references to sooial Influenoe on literature 

remained scattered and vogue until the tine of Johann Cottfried 
Von Herder. He vac largely responsible for the first German 
movement toward nationalism in literature. Kuno Franoke, a 
reoont sociological oritio, wrote that Herder considered all 
the achievements of civilization--language, religion, law, cus
toms, poetry, art— to be the natural product of collective 
human life.1 It ia true: Border did hold to the theory of a
national type of literature blossoming from genetic racial roots 
modified by climate, by hiBtory, and by national culture. A 
glance at Herder's exposition reveals the influence of Rousseau's 
primitivism and Montesquieu's theory of the influenoe of climate 
on laws. The idea of the influence of notional culture springs 
from 31nokwell and from Herder's own mind. The theory is de
veloped in Ideas of the Philosophy of the History of Humanity. 
1784-1791.

In Ideas 21 the Philosophy of the History of Humanity 
Herder ie induotively trying to discover the mainsprings of 
history. He believed that God created the forms of life, but 
that He no longer interferes. Han was given at his primal souroe 
the ability to reason, to exercise art, and to use language.®
All men and raoes hove a primal equality, but olimata and

The Warner Library. Vol. 12, p. 7278.
2. Herder, jfohann von Gottfried, Ideas of the Philosophy

of the History of Humanity. Translated by T. Churchill, 
pp. 71-82.
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geography develop Inequality by modifying human organs. Nature, 
that is, the natural environment, made some rooas well formed. 
From

the region of well formed people we have derived our 
religion, our arts, our soionoea; the whole frame of 
our cultivation and humanity, be it much or little.1

Genetic ability modified by environment is the process by whioh 
herder believed civilization woe created. Of the two forces, 
the genetio is toe "mother of all forms upon earth" with climate 
acting as auxiliary or as antagonist.2

From here on Herder’s book increasingly oalled attention 
to the influence of tradition and custom on civilization. The 
oomraon eenee wisdom of the human species, for instanoe, la said 
to be a "son of tradition end custom."^ Happiness, also, is 
"the offspring of practice, tradition, and custom."4 Concern
ing man’s attitude toward civilization Herder said that men is 
ready to imagine he produces everything from himself; but in 
reality

he is nevertheless dependent on others for the devel
opment of his faculties......... the whole structure
of his humanity is connected by a spiritual birth with 
education, with his parents, teachers, friends; with 
all oiroumstences of his life, and consequently with 
his countrymen and their forefathers; »Bg lastly with 
the whole chain of the human species....-

Man does not live alone. He is a complex, and his actions grow
out of his complexity. Herder’s principle of history takes
oognizenoe of this. Herder stated it thus:

1.2 .
3.4.
5.

2£34*• p - US*ibid.. p. 177.
itld.. 
I b i d ..
T b l d ..

P.
P.
PP

8»£.
218.. 225-287.
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That everywhere on our earth whatever could be has 
been, according to the situation end wants of the 
place, the circumstances and oocasions of the times, 
and the native or generated character of the people.1

An event In history is seen to depend upon primitive racial 
traits, upon the material environment, and upon the character 
of sooial institutions. Following hie statement of the prin
ciple, Herder applied It to various nations in an effort to 
show its truth. In his discussion of the Creeks and their art 
end poetry he came directly to the problem of social influences. 
The Greeks, he said, gained their poetry, their myths, their 
language from

the genius of nature, their oountry, their way of 
life, the period in which they lived, and the char
acter of their progenitors.

Homer was oonoeived to have been a child of nature. The Grecian 
gomes, political, institutions, religion, and olinate are all 
thought to have promoted Oreoian art. Hules could not have done 
it; rataer it was the produot of circumstances. we now can not 
ever succeed in imitating the Greek spirit, for the genius of 
those times is gone by.^

Herder carried this philosophy into oil his writing about 
literature. He fought against all imitation as stieh. Litera
ture, if it were truly significant, sprang from s race true to 
genetics, to history, to national traditions, and to institutione. 
herder aoouaed the French classicists of performing mere exer
cises. II© praised Shakespeare for being true to Lngllsh history

1. Ibid., p. 340.
2. ibid.. p. 359.
3. Tbl?.. pp. 360-369.
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and iuiiglish ideals. ’eople who prefer not to imitate, he said, 
would

Invent, as far as possible, a drama according to 
their own history, to the spirit of the times, to 
the customs, opinions, language, national pre
judices, traditions and hobbies....!
Herder’s philosophy of literary criticism came to be known 

os the "historical -method." To underetand the literary art of 
a time the critic nust include with his equipment an understand
ing of tnc race, the place, and the social institutions that 
produced the art. Herder, although not the originator, gave 
historical criticism its oompletest definition and its first 
wide popularity.

Madame da Steel (1766-1617)
Following Herder and of great importance is Madame de atael.

Like Herder, sue was influenced by nousseau, for she saw in the
primitive source of the raoe one of the determining factors of
intellectual history. Like Herder, she was a notionalist} and
she looked, in part, as he did, to primitive racial origins to
explain differences in national literatures. She said

....the variety of tastoa....derive not only from 
accidental causes, but also from the primary sources
of the imagination and of thought."

This being so, one should Judge a nation’s taste on a basis of 
the racial, historical, and institutional environment that pro
duced it. 3

Madame de Stael’a important contribution to the theory of

1. Herder, J. 0., "Essay on Shakespeare", Fischer, A. D.,
a dissertation and translation, p. 28.

2. Madame de Stael, £>* Allawaane. Oeuvres. Tome 3,
p. 128. Investigator*s translation.

3. Ibid.. p. 329.
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a relationship between sooial institutions and literature ia 
the book De jya literature oone1daree dans eee rapporta aveo 
lea institutions aooiolea. 1800. This la a thorough analysis 
of the effeot she believed sooial institutions have on litera
ture and the effeot literature has on sooial institutions. She 
said that the two interaot. In her preliminary disoussion she 
wrote

I propose to examino the nature of the influenoe 
of religion, oustoms, end laws on literature, and 
the nature of the Influenoe of literature on reli
gion, oustome and laws.

It seemed to Madame de Steel that the writers of her day had
not "sufficiently analyzed" the palltloal and moral oauses that
modified literature, and how the human faculties lied gradually
been developed in their turn by all types of literature sinoe
the days of Homer.2 Madame de Steel had observed, as has been
pointed out, differences in national tastes in literature.
Part of her explanation of the differences Ilea in her theory
of racial beginnings; but an additional oause lies in her oon-
oept of institutional relationohips with literature. She thought
herself able to show

that political and religious institutions had the 
greatest part in these constant diversities.3

Her attempt in De la litter a ture was to develop this idea. Her
problem was to show the oharaoter that suoh and suoh form of
government gave to eloquence, the moral ideas that suoh and
suoh religious beliefs developed in the human spirt, and the
mode of civilization that had the best effects on literature.4

1. Madame de Stael, De la lltterature.Oeuvres. Tome II, p. 149.
2. Loo. oit.
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Her problem also was to show the obverse of thisj the effeot 
of literature on social lnstitutlone.

Madame de .Steel was a relativist. She had no dogmatlo 
standards to be applied to every nation alike. She believed 
that literatlire was national and that the differences between 
tastes sprang from raoial beginnings, from the events that modi
fied the raoe, and from the existing sooial Institutions. Her 
emphasis was on the sooial institutions.

Prosper de Darente (1788-1866)
A book that is comparatively unknown, but which deserves 

reoognition for its subjeot matter no less than for its method, 
is Prosper de Barents's A Tableau of Frenoh Literature in 18th 
Century. 1808. This work does for a particular period of Frenoh 
literature what de Stael attempted for the whole of wrld lit
erature. It giveB what Barante considered a thorough refleotion 
of 18th oentury Frenoh sooiety in Frenoh literature of the same 
period. There were persons, Barents said, who considered the 
Frenoh Revolution to be the product of literary attaoks, but 
suoh wqs not so; literature having only conformed to the state 
of society.*

The impartial observer of the Revolution would consider 
literature neither an enterprise of conspiracy to overturn a 
government nor a noble effort to benefit humanity. He would 
consider it only as tho expression of sooiety. He

1. 3arante, ĵ rosper de, A Tableau of Frenoh Literature.
p. ixf Translated from the 4thedition De la lltterature 
francalse pendant le dlx-hultltoe sleole. Translator 
not given.
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would see, that letters, Instead of regulating.... 
the thoughts and aotions of e people, were very often 
the result, and immediately consequent upon them;.... 
.......He would see how public opinions formed them
selves, how writers adopted and developed them, and 
how the direction in which writers travelled was mark
ed out to then by the age. It was a current whioh 
they navigated.!
Speaking of particular writers, Barante’a whole effort was 

to relate them to the "currents'* of particular societies. Vol
taire was said to be greatly the product of hie circumstances.2 
And Montesquieu was said to present to the same remarkable degree 
the traces of the times in whioh he lived.®

Barentses book is a small one, but it reads ae though it 
were ourrently written. Hla position os a historian and as a 
member of Frenoh governmental cirolee gave him facts of real 
validity. His method ooupled with his learning gave hla book 
dignity.

During the years 1B28-182© Victor Cousin gave a oourse of 
lectures in Parle published under the title The Course of the 
History of Modern Philosophy. Beoause he approved of Vioo, 
Montesquieu, and Herder, it is safe to say that he was under 
their influenoe. He credited Vioo with being the first to say 
that Homer was a product of his times.4 He approved warmly of 
Herder*s effort to show that all the environmental factors, 
natural and aoolologloal, are interrelated, mutually affecting

. - ‘bo Course of the History of Modern Philos
ophy. P. 220.

Victor Cousin (1792-1867)

1.
2.
3.
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eaoh other.^ For himself, he added the belief that a nation 
is oallod to represent an idea. The idea would unfold in 
Industry, the state, art, religion, and philosophy. The his
torian would follow the progress of this idea in eaoh of five 
elements: the useful, the Just, the beautiful, the holy, and
the true--that Is, in the social Institutions: industry, the
state, art, religion, and philosophy. But, and herein lies 
the statement of institutional interrelationships,

It is not suffioient for the philosophy of history 
to examine these five elements one after the other, 
it is necessary that it should compare them with eooh 
in order to seize their relations, for these reletions 
are far from being insignifioant.*
Cousin was one of the popular and influential philosophers 

of his tl e, and he did a great deal to spread the idea of 
environmental influenoe upon human thought and action. This 
idea was not new with him; and as far as he dealt with lit
erature, he was general. It was :>ainte-Beuv<i and Taine who in 
France erected a complete orltioal theory upon the general his
torical principle of environmental necessity.

A u g u s tin  S a in te -B e u v e  (1 8 0 4 -1 8 6 9 )

Sainte-Beuve did not write muoh concerning his oritioal 
theories, but they are implioit in nearly all of his oritioal 
output. For sheer artistry, volume, and aoumen Sainte-Beuve 
has few equals. His famous Lund is were written week.after week 
for years. His method was •’soientlfie." It is said of him 
that he

2. , p. 176.
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prepared the ohoeen people of literature (with Taine 
for their Joshua) the Canaan of oritioal naturalism.1

In "A Critic’s Aooount of his own Oritioal Method”, written in
1862, Bainte-Deuve wrote

For me, literature— literary production— ie not dis
tinct, or at least not separable, from the rest of 
the man and from its environment.2

That remark contains the heart of the ”soientifio” method. A
oheok over any of the essays in the famous Lundla. indioateo,
however, that Sainte-Beuve’e scientific interest was in the
psychology of a writer more than in the relation of the writer
to sooial institutions. This is not to mean he completely
slighted tlio sooial environment. He said in his essay on Taine,
1864, that whatever a man desires to do, to think, or to write
depends in a more or leas intimate manner on his rsoe and the
natural attributes he draws from race, and

not less does it depend on the kind of sooiety end 
civilization in whioh he was educated end also the 
time, and incidental cirourastanoes and events which' 
ooour daily in the course of life.3

In order to know a man, Bainte-Beuve said, one must approach 
him from many sides. The nan’s relationship to sooial insti
tutions is one of these. What did he think about religion?
How was he affected by the speotaole of nature? Was he rich? 
These questions answered indicate in part the men’s relation
ship with the natural and sooial environment.4 To get at a 
writer nowadays we examine as far os possible

1. wells, Benjamin, Warner Library, p. 12661.
2. Ibid.. p. 12663.
3. oainte-Beuve, A., Essays, translated by K. Lee, p. 229.
4. Sainte-Beuve, A., "A Critio’s Aooount of his Own Method”,

Warner Library, p. 1266S.
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the Individual In hie eduoatlon, culture, life and 
origins,•*-

and If the attempt le complete, we round out a picture of the 
sources of the psychology that was the author.

In this much, then, it oan be said that Sainte-Beuve*s 
oritioal theory included the relationship of a writer to the 
sooial institutions. The writer cannot be separated from them.

Hippolyte Adolphe Taine (1828-1893)
It is said of Hippolyte Adolphe Taine that he claimed only 

to have coordinated and systematized the scientific method 
latent in sainte-3euve.2 A comparison of Taine with Cousin, 
however, will reveal that the latter probably had considerable 
Influenoe. Cousin and Taine have decided similarities.3 There 
seems little doubt, however, that Paine's ability to generalize, 
as exemplified in his History of English literature. 1863, caused 
more commotion in the literary world than did either Cousin or 
Sainte-Beuve. The Hi story of English Literature, especially the 
"Introduction", is now generally thought to be one-sldod and too 
rigidly clinging to a narrow principle, but It was and still is 
Influential.

Taine wee a scientific positivist, believing that the basis
of knowledge was soientifio faot gained from the minute analysis
of phenomena. Genuine hiBtory, he believed,

is brought Into existence only when the historian 
begins to unravel.... the living man, toiling, im
passioned, entrenched In his ouetome, with his voice

1. Sainte-Beuve, A., Nouveaux lundls. IX, 71. From Mao-
Cllntook, Sainte-Beuys's Critical Theqry and Praotioe
after 1849, p. 31. Investigator*a translation.

2. Babbitt, Irving, Masters of French Crltlolem. p. 218.
3. see Cousin's History, p. 168.
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and features, hie gestures and hie dress, diatinot 
and complete as he from whom we have Just parted in 
the street.1
Taine found three pri' al mainsprings of human action:

raoe, surroundings, and epooh. Heoe is for bin the sane as
it was for Herder, ’"pooh, os for Cousin, is to be explained
in terms of o master idea. Hurroundings inolude the natural
and the sooiologioal. Kan, Taine said,

is not alone in the rorld; nature surrounds him 
and his fellow men surround him; accidental and 
seoondary tendencies come to pleoe themselves on 
his primitive tendencies, ond physical or sooial 
ciroumstenoee disturb or oonfirm the oharaoter 
committed to their charge.2

Again, oonoerning eooial interrelationships, Taine said that
there was a law of mutual dependence:

A civilization forma a body, and its parts are con
nected with eaoh other like the parte of an organio 
body.3

when there is a change in one of the organa of an animal, all
the organa compensate; and

even so in a civilization, religion, philosophy, 
the organization of the family, literature, the
arts, make up a system in which every looal change
induoea a general change....4

In suoh remarks ns these Taine revealed his philosophy of lit
erary oritioiem.

With hiB philosophy stated, Taine ie ready to apply it to 
literature. He selected tinglish literature, and the question 
propounded by his method is this:

1. Taine, II. A., History of anglish Literature, translated
by N, Van Leun, p. 2.

2. Ifaif«, P. 14.3. SS*. P.4. LOO. Pit.
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Given a literature,. what res the moral con
dition which produced it? What the oonditionB of 
raoe, epoch, circumstance, the most fitted to pro- 
duoe this moral condition?!

It is t'nis question that Taine tried to answer in his History
of gngllsh Literature. The historical significance of Taine
is his method of accounting for literature by accounting for
the eutuor as genes modified by environment and epoch. Taine,
after t3laokwell, herder, de otael, and iiainte-Beuve, oalled
new attention to trie thesis that non ie e sooial being and that
man's art is related to sooial institutions.

Kuno Franoke (1855-1030)
In Kuno Franoke we come to another of the Important 19th 

oentury names in sooiologioal literary oritioism. Kuno Franoke 
was frofeasor of German Uulture in Harvard University. His 
important book is A History of German Literature as Determined 
by aoolal Foroea. 1896. The book followed the example set by 
previous sooiologioal oritios. Though wider in soope, it seems 
similar to Barents's A Tableau of Frenoh Literature In the 18th 
Century.

Franoke'a purpose and method are clearly stated in his 
"Preface.” He wished to take the point of view of the student 
of civilization rather than the point of view of the linguistic 
scholar or of the literary oritio. He was interested in sub
stance instead of form. He saw in literature primarily the 
working of "popular foroes", and he considered it "ohiefly as 
an expression of national culture."** The relation with Herder

! •  * M d . .  p .  8 4 .
2 .  F ra n o k e , Kuno, A H is t o r y  o f  German L i t e r a t u r e  as De- 

te rx a in e d  b3L s o c i a l  t f f it f ta a .  p .  v .
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1b obvious.
There were, so Franoke thought, enougi. books dealing with

the history of German literature from the linguistic or the
literary point of view. There needed to be one

whioh should point out the mutual relation of action 
and reaction between these rintelleotual movements} 
and the sooial and oolitioal condition of the masses 
from which they sprang or which they affected.!

The foroes, or conditions, franoke generalized under the terms 
'’sooial," "religious," and "moral." He stated that they "deter
mined the growth of German literature as a whole." As a further 
determining force he added

the incessant oonfliot of two elemental human tend
encies; the tendency toward personal freedom and 
the tendency toward collective organization."
As examples of Franoke*s interest in and aoooptanoe of 

this principle of criticism might well be quoted his warm com
mendation of Herder. Franoke wrote, for instance,

It is in this Intuitive grasp of the organic unity 
of all mankind, of the inevitable interdependence 
of the individual, the nation, and the race whioh 
has made Herder the father of the modern evolution
ary view of history.3

Again he wrote,
He for t:;e first time dearly and systematically 
considered all literature as the expression of 
living forces, ae the reflex of the whole of the 
national civilization.4
In suoh a manner Kuno Franoke planned end wrote his his

tory of German literature. The fact that he wrote the book while

1 .2.
3.
4.
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in America gives hiT additional importance in that he influ
enced Allen Rogers Benham, whose work probably had Influenoe 
on Barrington.

Georg Brandeg (1842-1927)
A standard work whioh eeeras to have exerted influenoe upon 

Farrington* is Georg Brandes* six volume study entitled .Main 
Currents in Nineteenth Gentury Literature. 1872-82. The title 
of Farrington*s book is obviously a copy of Brandes’. There is, 
also, considerable similarity of purpose and method in the two 
works. TSaoh proposed to traoe the main ourrents of thought in 
oertaln eras und plaoee. Brandes, however, made no effort to 
keep aesthetic criticism out of his di souosion, although his 
main interest was on the psychology of a writer. Brandes lo
cated the germinal eouroes of the nineteenth oentury trends of 
thought in a reaotion, fostered by political upheavals, against 
the formalism of eighteenth century Frenoh thought. Basically 
Brandes studied literature in the light of social phenomena.
Be tried to see trie social phenomena as an individual psychol
ogy refleoted them.

There are spiritual qualities in a writer belonging to him 
even though he does represent an age and an idea. Brandes wrote 
that

Literary hlBtory is, in its profoundeet signifi
cance. psychology, the study, the history of the 
soul.®

1. Gu^rard, A., Literature and Society. Appendix, p. 412.
2. Brandes, Georg." Main Currents in l9th Century Litera

ture. P. x.
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It is true that this is soientiflo oritioism, but it inoludes 
more than the materialistic oritlo will allow. Brandes meant 
by this statement of the soul that more than moterialistio 
oauses serve to explain an idea, or to explain the book that 
embodies an idea. In faot, he allows three types of explana
tion: the aesthetio; the environmental, whioh is both physioal
end sooial; and the psyoology of the author. The following 
quotation shows Brandes* oonoept:

Regarded from the merely aesthetio point of view 
as a work of art, a book is a self-contained, self- 
existent whole...But looked at from the hlstorioal 
point of view, a book...is only a pieoe out out of 
an endlessly oontlnuous web. Aesthetically consider
ed, its idea....may satisfactorily explain it, with
out oognioanoe taken of its author or its environ
ment as an organism; but historically ooneidered, it 
implies, as the effeot implies the oause, the intel
lectual ldiosynorasy of its author, whioh asserts 
itself in all his productions.1
Noticeable in Brandes* oritioal work, as in the quotation 

just given, is the faot tiiat he considered both aesthetics and 
environment inadequate to explain a book. He said "merely aes
thetics." He seic! that the idiosynoraoy of the writer will 
"assert itself." This seems to oharaoterize his tendency. He 
did the type of oritioiara that Bainte-Beuve did with complete 
mastery.

Bliss Perry (1860- )
In 1912, Bliss Perry, American orltio, published a small 

book called The American Mind. the contents of whioh are re-

1. Ibid.. pp. x-xi.
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lated to the stream of sooiologioal oritioism as it dosoende
from Taine. Indeed, the first paragraph dlsoussed Taine and
oonoluded in these words:

latitude and longitude, soil and rainfall and 
food supply, raolal origins and oroesings, poll- 
tioal and sooial and eoonomio conditions, must 
assuredly leave their marks upon the mental and 
artistio productiveness of a people and upon the 
personality of Individual writers.!

One is not to oonolude from this, though, that Perry went as 
far and as dogmatloally as did Taine. Blood will tell, a raoe 
or a nation will impose its mark; but there ore limitations to 
these things. They do not tell the whole story of cause and 
effeot; for there ere men, such as Keats and Poe, who are out
side history and raoe.

Perry dlsoussed these blind places and danger spots In 
the philosophy of sooiologioal oritioism and then stated its 
positive aspects, in words that dearly antedate Parrington.
A history of Amerloan literature must include

the sooial and eoonomio and geographical background
of Amerloan life ; the passion of old political
battles; the yearning after spiritual truth and sooial 
readjustment; the baffled quest of beauty. Such a 
history must be broad enough for the Federalist and
for Webster’s oratory It must picture the <ia 1 ly
existenoe of our oitizens from the beginning.2
Perry’s second chapter, "The Amerloan Mind” is an attempt

to state the traits of charooter that ore typically Amerloan
and that es suoh ou^ht to exist in typloally American litera-

1. Perry, B., The Amerloan Mind, p. 4.
2. Ibid.. p. 4W T
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ture. His last chapter, "Individualism and Fellowship," is
"hitmaneaque in its thesis. The individual personality in its
highest development is a oopy of national oharooter. There Is 
no longer room in America for the old Individualism, either in 
literature or in the general activities of society.1 In the 
plaoe of this old type of individuslism there will bo a body of 
Individuals united by spiritual demooracy. American literature 
as a result will be, as it has in part been, a citizen liters* 
ture.

Aside from a few masterpleoes of lyric poetry and
aside from the short story as represented by auoh
Isolated artiste as Poe and Hawthorne, otir litera
ture as a whole has this oivio note.8

As Perry saw it, tie Amerloan mind and conscience were becom
ing socialized} and as a oonsequenoe

The needs of the worker, his problems, his hopes, 
his untold longings, his sacrifices, his triumphs, 
all of these are the field of the art of the 
future.3

The artist is to submerge his individualism in national brother
hood. Then literature and art will function a a instinctive ex
pressions of is national civilization;

with fellowship based upon individualism, and with 
individualism ever leading to fellowship, Amerloa 
will perform its vital tasks, and its literature 
will be the unconscious and beautiful utterance of 
its inner life.4
Perry held that an Amerioan art must be made of Amerloan 

materials by artists who had beoorae imbued with the spirit of

1. Iblg.. p. 229•
2. T O T ., p. 230.
3* IH i< »  P» 8S®»4. to ld . . p. 249.
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American demooraoy. He wen not a strlot determlnist. The will 
oould operate in a oholoe of materials.

summary
The discussion of the leading exponents of the sooiologioal 

in literary oritioism is not complete; the remaining critics, 
however, are so much more interested In eoonomio forces, said 
to be the foundation of all sooial institutions, that it is not 
praotioable to demand a separation of the two theses any longer. 
The persons already discussed ignored or did not think of eoo- 
nomios in terns of ort oritioism. They seem to have oonooived 
of the artist os having been a racial representative drawing 
upon hie natural and sociological environment for his genius 
and his materials. Blackwell and Perry alone had something to 
say about economics, Darante arid Franoke noticed that litera
ture has n tendency to take sides in sooitil conflict, whore 
neoessary, the men treated thus far will be called upon again; 
but for the most port they will not need additional development. 
Their places in sooiologioal oritioism have been shown.

The Determination of Ideologies by TSoononio Forces
The second proposition In Harrington's oritioal philosophy 

to be examined historically states that ideologies are the ex
pression of social institutions, whioh are determined by eoonomio 
foroes. still being considered is the theory that literature 
is related to sooial institutions. The additional thesis is that 
sooial Institutions have an eoonomio basis whioh shapes them, 
determines their ideologies, and provides literature with con
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tent. It Is the oritio’s funotion now not only to show that 
literature affects and is affeoted by sooial institutions, but 
to go deeper and to show that the whole complex in a phenomenon 
caused by eoonomio forces. It is the purpose of this aeotion 
of the dissertation to give a general historical background of 
this eoonomio theory and to deal speoifically with the men who 
had a direct influenoe on Professor Farrington. No attempt 
will be made to exhaust the list of materialist philosophers 
and of economists who wrote on the subjeot.

aome Gene re 1 Background 
The searoh for the relationship) of economics to ideologies 

finds a good beginning in the disoovery that climate has an 
influenoe on sooial institutions. If literature is the mouth
piece of social institutions, nnd if they are determined by 
economic foroes, as Marx believed, for instance, then the eco
nomic influenoe of climate and geography is on obvious starting 
point, for it was early revealed that climate and geography are 
economic factors.

It is generally convenient to coll first attention to 
Hippocrates and his famous Treatise. It seems, however, that 
he was more oonoerned with the influenoe of climate on men’s 
spirit than on their wealth. After Hippocrates, Montesquieu 
receives next attention, his connection with Bodin and ■Chardin 
being pointed out. Montesquieu’s ffsprlt des lols: du rapport
cue lee lols doivent avoir eveo la constitution de ohaque 
gouverruaent. les aoeurs. la. ollmat, la religion, etc., 1748, 
does contribute to the development of the eoonomio prinoiple.
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But there ts eri earlier, little known work whioh preceded
Montesquieu by twelve years: Thomee Blackwell’© An Inquiry
Into the Life and VYritings of Homer. 1736. Important enough
in this book is vie attention given olimate and Homer, but
more important here is a paragraph concerned with the direct
influenoe of wealth on literary content. Suoh n statement as
this by Blackwell will not be found again until comparatively
modern times:

But let us be ingenuous, My Lord, and confess, that 
while the moderns admire nothing but pomp, nnd can 
think nothing great or beautiful, but what in the 
product of wealth, they exclude themselves from the 
pleasantest arid most natural Images that adorned the 
old )oetry. State and form disguise nan; wealth and 
luxury disguise neture. their effeots in writing are 
answerable: A Lord-ivayor’s show, or grand procession
of any kind, is not very delicious reading, if des
cribed minutely, and at length; and great ceremony is
at least equally tiresome in a poem, ae in ordinary
conversation

There is more then inferenoe here. This is an expliolt state
ment that the economics of an age, creeping into the minds of 
people, helps determine what will go into the literature those 
people will read. In the sooiety Blackwell complains about it
is no longer -.possible for literary ertlets to use the type of
content that the Greeks could. Knglish sooicl life, centered 
on wealth, bored readers.

Iiow one glance at Montesquieu to put him in his ohrono- 
logioel position. His principle, elaborated in 1748, said 
that from the different human wants attributable to differences 
in olirnates have arisen different ways of living, whioh have

1. Blaokwell, T., An Inquiry, etc., p. 25.
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resulted in different systems of laws and governments. The
laws of a people, he said,

have « very great connection with the fashion by 
whioh divers peoples procure their subsistence. A 
people attached to commerce and t.o the sea need a 
more extensive code of laws than a oeople content to 
oultivate their lands.1

Montesquieu did not apply his theory to literature. Fe pointed
that some sooial institutions have an eoonomio connection with
olimate.

In the tradition of Montesquieu is Henry Thomas Buokle,
whose Introduction to the History of Civilization. Volume I,
1057, and Volume II, 1861, is an attempt to create a philosophy
of history on a synthesis of statistically ascertainable facts.
All the events that happen to the human raoe, according to
Buckle, are the fruit of a double action:

An aotion of external phenomena upon mind, and 
another aotion of the mind upon phenomena.2

Buckle’s theory of the influenoe of climate and geography upon 
history and social institutions has two parte. First, olimate, 
food, and the fertility of soil form a combination of eoonomio 
forces that determine the original foundation of wealth. Second, 
euoh aspects of nature as storms, mountains, deserts, and ooatal 
plains influence the accumulation of thought.® The combination 
of these two kinds of effeots of nature forms the original pres
sure that produoes social institutions: religion, literature,
government, eto. when Buckle oame to speak particularly of

1 .  M o n te s q u ie u , C , ,  B s p r l t  dea l o l s . p .  3 6 0 .
2 .  B u c k le , H . T . ,  In t r o d u c t io n  to the H is t o r y  o f

C i v i l i z a t i o n , n .  BO.
3 .  I b i d . .  pp. 1 1 8 -1 1 9 .
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literature, he made a remurk that might properly belong with
the previous section exoept that he ie concerned with eoomonlos.
Note that he nearly phrases the concept that literature ie the
mouth-pieoe of social Institutions:

literature Cevery thing written— an application of 
letters to the record of foots or opinions!, when 
it 18 In a healthy and unforced state, is simply 
the form in v.hioh the knowledge of a country is 
registered; the mould in which it is cast.l
This completes for Ruckle the logical connection of litera

ture with economic forces, til though it must bo stated that he 
keeps human spirit, conceived to be natural in itself, distinct 
from eoonomio forces. Literature is a reflection of civiliza
tion. Civilization is determined by wealth and by human im
agination. vealth and imagination spring from two effects of 
nature upon man, the eoonomio effect and the apiritual effeot.

There is one more name to to this general background: 
John william Draper, an American scholar. The book under con
sideration is The History of the Intellectual Development of 
Rurope, 1858. Draper aooounted for ethnological differences 
between raoes on a basis of climate and geography. He apoke 
of Greek mythology® as a reflection of the period that sew its 
creation.3 The discussion was not of eoonomio forces, however;

1. Ibid.. p. 2GQ,
2. Ibid.. p. 42.
3. A book that should not be completely ignored by this

study ie The Relations of Geography and History by 
the Reverent! II. B. tieorge." It presents no especially 
new materia 1b; yet its original date, 1901, and its 
oubjeot warrant mention. "History," said Mr. George, 
"is not intelligible without geography." The book 
does exuotly what the title indicates, and only the 
dullness of repetition keeps the book from elaboration 
in these pages.
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end not until he spoke of the influenoe of the printing press
did he reeoh econotnlos in connection with literature. To quote:

...to print a book not only implies literary oapaoity, 
but ell the connections of business and trade, and 
hence works ere more likely to be issued in plaoes
where there is a racroantile aotivity.,.1

Thic Is an early hint of an idea that will be clearly developed
by Professor Denham eighty years later; and it, though fragment
ary, does have historical signifioanoe: printed literature is 
at least portly determined by eoonomio foroee.

When he came to speak of drama, Draper made a distinctly 
eoonomio allusion, very muoh like that made by Hlaokwell in 
1736:

  sinoe the art of reading was by no means
generally cultivated in the seventeenth oentury, the 
most ready method of literary oommunioation was through 
theatrical representation. It was for that reason that 
play-writing was the beat means of literary remuneration, 
if we exoept the profit derived from the practloe whioh, 
to some extent, survives, though its disgraoeful motive 
has ceased, of dedicating books to rich men for the sake 
of the fee they would give. It is seid that books have 
actually been printed in consideration of the profits of 
the dedication. Especially in the composition of plays 
was it judged expedient to minister to the depraved pub- 
lio taste by indecent expressions, or allusions broad 
and sly. The playwright was at the mercy of an audience 
who were critlosl on that point...**
Draper’s ohief interest while discussing literature was to 

show that it follows a development similar to that followed by 
nations, but it is clear that he suspected a relationship be
tween the art of writing and economic forces.

From here on the problem of traoirig the historical baotc-

1. Draper, J. Tr., History of the Intellectual Development
of Europe. Vol/'n. p T W ; ------------------ ----

2. Ibl?.. p. 245,
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ground of the theory of eoonomio determinism of literature be
comes more speoific. The comments made hove been epaemodio 
find without d e a r  oonneotion. The line of develooraent does 
hove e plain path, however; and it began even before Montes
quieu. It has been shown how literature has been thought to 
be a sooial institution with definite relationships with other 
institutions, how the emphasis will be on the thesis that lit
erature is the mouthpiece of sooial institutions, a crystalliza
tion of their ideologies, and that the foundation of the whole 
ia eoonomio.^ The history of this thesis begine with the dis
cussion of government and its economic souroes.

James Harrington (1611-1677)
James Harrington, author of The Commonwealth of Oceana.

1656, was first to write the ooraplete theory that wealth in
the shape of land ownership is the determining factor in the
control of government, and in the type of government.

3uoi: os Is the proportion or ballanoe of dominion 
or property in Lend, such is the nature of the Um
pire. If one nan bo sole Landlord his Umpire

1. The phrase "economic forces" is general. Suoh a foroe 
is any object that directly or indirectly influence* 
the relationship between man*s neede and the material 
satisfaction of those needs. Systems of production 
nnd distribution (Marx), land (Harrington;, natural 
resources, banka and bank credits are illustrations 
of economic forces. It ie the influenoe that these 
foroes have on ideologies that forms the general back
ground of this dissertation. Those who use eoonomio 
determinism in an absolute sense must argue that all 
of manfe relations with his environment are primarily eoonomio.
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is Absolute Monarchy... .If the whole people be Land
lords .... the Jinpire Is a Commonwealth.*

Again Harrington wrote:
If the people hold three parts in four of the ter
ritory, it is plain there osn neither be any single 
person nor nobility able to dispute the government 
with them; in this oase, therefore, except foroe be 
interposed, they govern themselves.2
James Herrington is important to Professor Farrington, be

cause the latter interpreted the foundation of American govern
ment, and thus in part the foundation of Amerloan literature, 
as being determined by conditions of land ownership, with the 
frontier as the natural focus because it was the greatest eco
nomic clement in American history to date. If Professor 'Far
rington is oorreot, James Harrington has been enormously influ
ential in shaping the political theories developed in America. 
The history of that influenoe extends, to use the summary of 
the Italian economist Achilles Loris, through the following 
names and groups of people: Harrington, JJavenant, lialrymple,
Fir James Stewart, Herzberg, John Adams, the Physiocrats, Adam 
Smith, Arthur Young, Burke, Fox, Gentz, Haller, Daniel Webster, 
Proudhon, Marx, Bngels, Lassalle, Hoheel, De Molinert, De Greef, 
and Orumplowioz. The list, of course, should include Loria 
himself.^

The persons of this list who seem to have had an important 
and assignable contact with Farrington are these: Harrington,
John Adams, Webster, Marx and Angels, and Loria; with the addi-

1. Harrington, J., Oceana. p. 4.
2. iuoted in Main Currents in American Thought. Vol. I, p. 26.
3. Loria, A., aoonomio Foundations of aooietyT pp. 333-337.
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tion of some lesser names: Saligman, Ogburn, Smith, T u r n e r ,

and Beard of America; and James ts. Thorold Rogers of England. 
They are all political and eoonomio philosophers.

Harrington*s influenoe seems to have reached Professor
Parrington in part through John Adams. In discussing John
Adams, Parrington wrote It was the former’s belief that

control of property means control of men, for 
sovereignty inheres in economics.1

This is Harrington’s thesis in Oceana. For himself Adams wrote
i

that wealth has a "natural and inevitable influence in society.”2
The type of government and the type of activity permitted the
government is a resultant of opposing types of property holders:
Ian! holder groups versus mercantile and industrial groups.

Suoh it was in the beginning, is now, and I fear, 
ever will be, world without end.®

Again Adam stated his oonviotlon
That property has been, is, and everlastingly will 
be, a natural, and unavoidable cause of aristooraoy.*

Arietooraoy he defined as any group able to control more voteB
— he was speaking of aristocracy in "democratic" sooieties— or
to gain more votes than its own.® The direct meaning of thie
is that property controls the electorate of a democracy and
thus determines 0overnraental form and activity.

A matter considerably closer to the thesis of economic

1. Parrington, V . L., Main Currenta. Vol. I ,  p. 313.
2. Adams, John, works. Vol. Iv, p. 504.

John Adame (1735-1886)

3.
4.
5.
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determinism In literary content is Adame* belief regarding 
the "press" and wealth. He granted that the press is a power
ful "governor,but he added emphatically that the press ie 
governed by property:

It is certain that property is aristocracy, and 
that property oontrols the press.2

Although Adams woe arguing that wealth promotes knowledge, the 
inferenoe is that wealth also can define knowledge by deter
mining whet is to be printed.

Adams was a doughty rebel whose political philosophy wes 
frankly based on Harrington’s thesis that land ownership de
termined control of government.

L*anlel vvebster (1782-1852)
Daniel ’debater is another of the important Americans whose 

political philosophy contains elements of Harrington’s. Pro
fessor Parrington culls nebstar a disciple of Harrington, "ac
centing the doctrine of economic determinism as it had been 
elaborated in the Oceana."3 Webster aooounted for the rise 
of republicanism in New England on the basis of popular owner
ship of land. He said that the situation of the colonists
demanded that land be parceled and that this "neoeseary act
fixed the future frame and form of their g o v e r n m e n t T h e  
administrative details of the government in their turn made 
land easier of transfer. This faot reacted to make popular 
ownership even easier. 8aId Webster:

1. Ibid.. p. 513.
2. Ibid.. p. 514.
3. Parrington, V. L., Main Currents. Vol. I, p. 25.
4. Webster, I)., Works. Vol. I. pp 35-36.
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The consequence of all these causes has been, a 
greet subdivision of the soil, and n great equality 
of conditions; the true basis, most certainly, of 
a popular government.
To shoe how thoroughly Profe.saor Parrington understood

the historical relationship of Adams and Webstar with the thesis
of land determinism and to serve as a transition to Marx and
Engels the following quotation taken from Farrington*s "A
Chapter in American Liberalism” in appropriate:

The current conception of the political state as 
determined in its form and activities by eoonomio 
groups is no modern Marxian perversion of political 
theory; it goes back to Aristotle, it underlay the 
thinking of Harrington and Locke and the seventeenth 
century English school, it shaped the conclusions 
of Madison and Hamilton and John Adams, it ran through 
ell the discussions of the Constitutional Convention, 
and it reappeared in the arguments of Webster and 
Calhoun.®

Karl Marx (1818-1883) und Proderlok EngelB (1820-1895)
The person traoing Farrington's intellectual ancestry has 

to face the problem of Marx and Engels' connection. The theory 
of land determinism as set down by James Barrington in Oceana 
is closer to Farrington's general philosophy than is the Marxian 
concept that productive foroes are the determining factor. Yet 
it was certainly Marx and Engels who most fully developed the 
idea that eoonomios form tut? foundation of all sooial institu
tions. Three of the Marxian tenets arc identioal with the three 
main tenets in Farrington's oritioal philosophy. These are the 
three:

Ibid., p. 36.
2. Farrington, V. L., Main Currents. Vol. Ill, p. 408.
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1. Economic foroea determine history.
2. Economic forces determine social institutions 

and their ideologies.
a. state
b. Law
o. Politios
d. Philosophy
e. Religion
f. Art— including literature

3. Society is e turmoil of class conflicts.
To Marx and Engels the primary source of all sooial rela

tionships is the economic foundation of life. The final oauae 
of all aooial changes and politioal revolutions is to be sought 
in the economios of each particular epoch. There are two ele
ments in this economio basis: production and exchange of goods.^
Underneath these, providing the material ujjon which they work, 
are two natural facts— man himself with his wants and needs, and 
man’s "geologic, oro-hydrographio, olimotic” environment. The 
economic mainspring determining history, however, is not man's 
desire and need nor the basic materials used in satisfaction of 
them; but it, is the method man employs in produoing and in han
dling the objects of satisfaction. There is no history until 
this third element joins the two natural facts.

Writing in a preface to The Communist Manifesto. Engels 
said that

 in every historical epoch, the prevailing
mode of economio production and exohange, and the
sooial organization necessarily following from it,

1. Engels, ?., Sooialism: Utopian and Soientifio. p. 84.
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form the basic upon which is built up, and from 
whioh alone can be explained, the political and 
intellectual history of that epooh,...1

This confirms point number one: Marx and Kngele believed that
economic foroes determine history.

Concerning the economio foundation of social institutions
and their ideologies, Marx has a oomplete statement:

In the sooial production which men carry on they enter 
into definite relations that ere indispensable and 
independent of their will; these relotions of produc
tion correspond to a definite stage of development of 
their material powers of production. The sum total 
of these relations of production constitutes the eco
nomic structure of sooiety— the real foundation, on 
which rise legal and political superstructures and to 
which correspond definite forms of social conscious
ness. The mode of production in material life deter
mines the general character of the sooial, political 
and spiritual processes of life. It is not the con
sciousness of men that determines their existenoe, 
but...their sooial existence determines their con
sciousness.^

In Ludwig Feuerbach Engels wrote that the state, the will of
the state', and public law are determined in the last resort
by the development of the productive foroes and relations of
exchange.3 This is a re-statement of Marx’s general prinoiple.
In the same discussion, he wrote

If the state and public law are determined by eco
nomic relations, so, too, of course is private law.4

Concerning philosophy and religion, Engels said:
Still higher ideologies Chigher than legal systems!, 
that is, such as are still further removed from the 
material, economic basis, take the form of philos
ophy and religion. Here the inter-connection between

1. Marx, IC., Capital and Other Writings, p. 7, edited
by Max Eastman.

2. Marx, K., Critique of Political Economy, p. 11.
3. Engela, ?.. Ludwig Feuerbach, p. 53.i£SL* olt.
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the ideas and their material condition of exlstenoe 
becomes more and more complicated, more and more ob
scured by intermediate links. But; the inter-oonnootion 
exists.*
These ore complete statements of the inter-relationship

of sooial institution;- and of their eoonomic foundations, and
the statements could hardly be more positive and sweeping in
their assertions. All institutions ere related, said Marx and
Angels. All ideologies spring from the institutions end their
relationships. Economios is the foundation of institutions
and historical events.

The element of olass conflict in its ideological forme,
so essentially a part of iiarxiem— and of Barrington*s philosophy—
is illustrated in the following quotation:

At a certain stage of their development, the material 
foroes of production in society come in oonfliot with 
the existing relations of production...With the change 
of the eoonomio foundation the entire immense super
structure is more or less rapidly transformed. In 
considering such transformations the distinction should 
always be made between the material transformation of 
the economic conditions of production whioh can be 
determined with the precision of natural science, and 
the legal, political, religious, aesthetic or philo
sophic— in short ideological forms in whioh men become 
conscious of this oonfliot and fight it out.
It might be an .ropriafce now to glance at a summary of Marx

and Engels* philosophy written by H. K. Sea:
Their theory is that eoonomic phenomena determine 
all other historical facts.....The eoonomio founda
tion has always determined all legal and political 
institutions, all intellectual faotB such as those 
of literature end art, all that superstructure whioh 
up to that time had been exclusively considered by

m a .. P. G5.2. i'arx, K., C r i t iq u e  of P o l i t i c a l  Economy, p. 18.
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historians. The latter had been blind to ell save 
ideology. whereas this ideology was merely the pro- 
duot of the fundamental phenomena related to the sat** 
isfaction of the essential needs of subsistence and 
reproduction.1
One additional point now needs to be made to explain ex

actly how far harx end Kngels meant eoonomic determinism to 
be taken as * he foundation of ell social phenomena. In a let
ter to J. Dlooh, written in 189-, i’ngels wrote:

According to the materialist oonoeption of history 
the determining element in history ia ultimately 
the production and reproduction in real life. Wore 
than this neither Marx nor I have ever oseerted.
If therefore somebody twists this into the statement 
that the eoonomic element is the only determining one, 
he transforms it into a meaningless, abstroot and 
absurd phrase. The eoonomic situation is the basis, 
but various elements of the superstruotur©--political 
forms of the class struggle and its consequences, con
stitutions established by the victorious class after 
a successful battle, etc.— forms of law— and then 
even the reflexes of ell these actual struggles in 
the brains of the combatants: political, legal, phi
losophical theories, religious ideas and their further 
development into systems of dogyna*— also exercise their 
influence upon the oorjrse of historical struggles andp 
in many oases preponderate in determining their form.

The conclusion is to be reached then that upon a foundation of 
economio forces soolsl. life expands until the various elements 
of it reach o point where they themselves may bo said to have 
become foroes in their own right, modifying, and even determ
ining social forms and movements. It is this conclusion that 
is closest to Farrington.

Achilles Loria (1BS7- )
Professor Allen Rogers 3enhan, who appears e little later

1 .  K . S . ,  The iSoonoralo I n t e r p r e t a t i o n  o f  H i s t o r y .
P. 53.

S. Quoted from Fox, R., The Novel and the People, p. 81.
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In these pages, stated in on interview with the investigator
that Aohilles Lorie, an Italian economist, was one of the men
who helped him (Benhera) to reaoh o oritioal philosophy. It is
therefore necessary to discuss Lorio’s book, The Boonomlo Poun-
dations of .r'ooiety. 1898.

The book hod first been outlined in 1885. It develops
the thesis that "the anteoedents of society are strictly eoo-
nomio in character”— this from the translator's prefaoe,*
Loria's theory of property control of government is similar
to that of Harrington's: land is the source of control of the
state; but the theory of an eoonomic foundation of all sooial
institutions is like that of Merx. Lories stated the latter
element of his mein principle thus:

All the non-economio factors running through the 
social system would seem to be ultimately derived 
from underlying economio conditions whioh alone 
furnish an adequate explanation of their compli
cated mechanism.2
Loria's logic supporting, his thesis that social institu

tions are at basis economio is simple. Modern society is cap
italistic. Capitalism is possible only by the suppression of 
free lands. But

in order to support itself, capitalistic property 
must furthermore have recourse to a series of what 
we may call connective Inst1tut tons, whose function 
it is to guarantee property age Inst all reaction on 
the port of those excluded from the possession of 
the soil. The most important of these so-oolled 
connective institutions are: morality, law and
politios.3

1. Xeasbey, L. M., p. vlii.2. Loria, A., The lieonomlo Foundations of Society, p. 380.
3. Ibid.. p. 9.
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Morality, with Christian religion os ally,
is mode up of a series of regulations, imposed by 
the owning classes upon the labourers in opposition 
to their real egoism, and u^on their own numbers in 
opposition to their immediate interests; and...it is 
these regulations which succeed in guaranteeing the 
persistenoe of on pitalistic society.*

’"owover, t' ore will be some who rebel against moral regulations,
and the law steps in to handle them. The 3 aw stands for the
justification and support of economic privilege;

the law is really derived from eoonomic conditions,
...the lav; is a monopoly of wealth.*

.ind finally, to make the lews after its own pattern end to ore-
serve the law, capital mu- t oontrol politics, bur political
system is the necessary outgrowth of our capitalistic system.

In this fashion lorie argued for tie thesis of the eooriomlo
foundation and inter-relationshipa of social institutions. Ve

seems to have bee:- under the influence of Jeraea Farrington and
of lorl :.'arx. he exerted influence in this country.

James A. Thurold Rogers (1823-1890) 
ttention must now be given to the Uuglish eoonomist James 

Thorold Rogers, whose book, The Economic Interpretation of 
Ml story, 1830, was a favorite of Barrington’s? It well oould
have boon, for its method and ideology are similar as far as
two books on different subjects cau be. In addition to Rogers’ 
direct influence ie the influence tunt oame indirectly through 
hrofessor J. Allen frtuth, a cloae friend of Arrington’s and a 
political economist who accented all the i m l i o a t i o n E  of Rogers*

1. Tbia.. p. 69
2. Loo. oit.
3. From an Interview with Denham, who knew Farrington many

years.
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theory.
As the title indicates, Holers le trying to explain his

tory by an approach through the economic conditions of a period
or of a notion, his material deals with England, and it is
founded on the facts collected in his history of prices There 
is no need to elaborate hie thesis; but because the kinship with 
J'mi th and -erring ton is close, some of Honors * chapter headings 
might well be inserted here, for comparison with ’err ington:

I. The fcononic fide of fistory
"I. legislation of I-abor end its Effect
I V .  The noolal Iffeet of Religious Movements

XII. His tori col Effect of High arid Low Prioes
XV". lelssez Fa ire: Its Origin and ’-i story

These problems, with application to a different looellty, of 
course, and as will be seen in the analysis of Farrington’s 
work, form part of the subject matter of :-‘a 1 r Currents in Ameri
can Thought. Compere the titles with such as these from Har
rington’s first volume:

a. Greenbeokism end Peter Uooner
b. Frol eta r is n Hopes
a. The New England Conscience find Capitalism

An additional point in Rogers’ theory that should be men
tioned is his strict adherence to the "1s t " of cause and effect, 
and of the permanence of effect after the original cause has 
been removed:

we are what we are by virtue of causes whioh have had 
an historical beginning...and.,.the analyst of history 
soon discovers that effects endure after causes have, 
to all appearances, wholly passed away.~

1. Rogers, J. E. T., The Economio Interpretation of History.
P. x.2. Ibid.. p. 2.
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The long train of cause and effect as it is revealed in thought 
is exactly what Professor Parrington tried to examine, ror 

that reason Rogers, beoeuse he was a favorite of Parrington'?;, 
is important in this study.

Frederlok Jackson Turner (1861-1938)
In Frederick Jaokson Turner, Professor of history at the 

University of ’’isoonsin, Parrington seems to have found one of 
hie fruitful sources of Inspiration: a complete exposition of
the influence of the frontier on American ideologies and sooial 
institutions. Professor Parrington mentioned Turner only twice 
in three volumes; once to say that it was ISdwin Lawrence Codkin 
who first stated the theory Turner used, and once to acknowledge 
Turner's help in discovering a theory of American social evolu
tion. Yet it is undeniable that Turner speaks with a loud voice 
in Mb In Currents in Amerloan Thought. The frontier i i; a fairly 
constant element in the American mind as Parrington interpreted 
it.

Two volumes contain the best of Turner; The Rise of the 
Kew j£est, 1906, and The Frontier In Amerloan Hi story. 1980, 
the latter a collection of previously published essays that be
gan in 1893 and ended in 1918. An essay with great value is 
entitled "The Significance of the Frontier in American History." 
It was a paper read at the meeting of the American Historical 
Association, July 12, 1893; and it lies since been widely pub
lished, recently gaining the dignity of a position beside 0. 
Henry in a college anthology of Amerloan literature.*

1. Fo era ter, M., American Prose and Poetry.
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Professor Turner is a little vague concerning his theory 
of economio forces. At times he wrote as though he considered 
such forces to be the foundation of society; at other tines he 
gave tae impression that economic forces form but one of the 
determining elements. In spite of the ambiguity, however, he 
is to be token os primarily like the other men in this study.
He is without question like tiarx in believing that the ultimate 
element in history is the economio force, and like him in be
lieving that other institutions are forces in their own right. 
The distinguishing trait is that Turner apoke about American 
history in termB of sooio-eoonomio foroes released by the fron
tier. One quotation from Turner’s prefaoe to The Rise of the 
New Wost will reveal the ambiguity:

In the present volume I have kept before myself 
the importance of regarding American development 
as the outcome of economic and sooial as well as 
political forces.1

That Turner considered 11. ■ frontier as on eoonomic influence, 
however, ic easily discovered. In his essay "Pioneer Ideals," 
1910, ho said that the Anerioen ideal of demooreoy, along with 
many others, was the result of vast areas of free land.^ Amer
ican political forms, legal systems, and educational patterns 
are, furthermore, oil produots of the ideal of democracy.3 
Understanding Turner in this, It is safe to soy t at he pri
marily believed American society to hove on eoonomic foundation.

1. Turner, F. J., The Hise of the New West, p. xvii.
2. Turner, F. J., Tne Frontier in Amerloan History, p. 274.
3. Ibid.. p. 282.
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Turner’s theory was completely stated when he wrote that
...The existence of an area of free land, Its 
continuous reoession, and the advanoe of Ameri
can settlement westward, explain Amerloan devel
opment.

Behind institutions, behind constitutional 
forms and modifications, lie the vital foroes 
that call these organs into life end shape them 
to meet ohanging conditions....the expansion west
ward. .,.furnishes the foroes dominating American 
Character A

The effeots of the frontier on American character were exten
sive. First, said Professor Turner, was the composite nation
ality made possible beoause frontier conditions promoted an 
easy mixture. Another was toe lessening of American dependency 
on ring land by the development of frontier resouroes. A third 
effect, through the conditioning qualities of the frontier, 
was the legislation whioh most developed the national govern
ment. Along with this was the prevention of sectionalism by

pthe eoonomic needs of the frontier itself. But
the most important effect of the frontier has been 
the promotion of demooraoy here and in Europe...So 
long as free land exists, the opportunity for a 
competency exists, and economic power secures politicalpower,®

After speaking of political effects, Turner reached his discus
sion of the intellectual traits nourished by the frontier.
These effeots are summed as follows:

That ooarseneaa and strength combined with acute
ness and inquisitiveness; that praotloal, inventive 
turn of mind, quick to find expedients; that master
ful grasp of material things...; that restless, nerv
ous energy; that dominant individualism, working for

!• Ibid.. PP. 1-3.
*• PP. 22-27.
3, Hid., P. 32.
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good and evil, and withal that bouyenoy and exuber
ance whioh oomea with freedom— these are traits of 
the frontier, or traita oalled out elsewhere beoeuse
of the existence of the frontier.*
Suoh in brief is Professor Turner's principle of the funda

mental foroe in American history, and the effects of that force 
on the character of American social institutions. Turner holds
a tigh and original place in American intellectual history.
Any study of arrington must recognize Turner as one of the 
progenitors of the former's history of the nation’s mental ac
tivities. The tvo men belonged to similar schools of thought.

A* Seligmon (1861- )
In 1901 and 1902 Professor K. R. A. Selignan published in 

the Political Soienoe huarterly, Vole. XVI and XVII, a series 
of articles oalled "The Toonomio Interpretation of History."
The artioles were a summary of the theory and ite history, and 
they were important because they had a decided effect later on 
Prander Matthews, who apparently was the first professional 
oritio in America to state the theory of eoonomic determinism 
in literature.

In hie summary of the history of the idee Pelignan said 
that Aristotle pointed out the essential inter-relation of pol
itics, ethics, and eoonomios. Buckle is given credit for hav
ing been the first really to state the inter-relation of so
ciety, wealth, end the physical environment. Put it was Marx, 
Celigraen said, vho took the theory, gave it its fullest expres-

1. Ibid.. p. 37.
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slon, and used It for a oomplete interpretation of history and 
sooiety. Feuerbaoh is oredited by &ellgman as having modified 
Hegel*a absolute idee 11 am into a sooial idealism, whioh is a 
materialistic point of view. Marx aooepted the materialistic 
implications in this and on them founded scientific socialism.* 
Further developing his analysis of Marx, Heligman said that 
the former was convinced that all social relations ere intlmate- 
ly oonneoted with the productive forces of sooiety, and that 
social ideologies are similarly oonneoted. tfellgnen then gave 
Marx oredit for being the originator of the eoonomic method of 
historical interpretation.

When he came to his own position, sellgman aooepted the 
principle with the same reservations that Bngels held: foroes
now removed from their eoonomle souroe— religion, aesthetios, 
eto.— may aot in their own right. Seligman wrote that civili
zation must fight for its material needs, and

As long, however, as this oonfliot endures, the primary
explanation of human life must continue to be the eoonoralo

1. Of some interest, partly beoauae it shows to what length an 
idea may be carried, is w. F. Ogburn's essay in the Amerloan 
Economic Review Supplement. Yol. IX, No. 1, Maroh 19IS,wffii 
Psychological Basis for the Economic Interpretation of His
tory.'* Mr. Ogburn was on the University of Washington fac
ulty at the time this was written. Hie purpose is "to set 
forth oertaln of the newly discovered mechanisms, the unconscious, the oensor displacement, projection, compensation, 
the use of symbols and rationalization, whioh have been 
developed by Freud, Jung...and to show how the instincts 
function through them, and how these mechanisms offer an 
explanation of the sooial behavior, oalled the eoonomic mo
tivation.'' The way these meohanisms work out collectively, through the sooial mind, is as follows: Certain individuals
prepare opinions whioh hide their selfish motives. These 
opinions are aooepted by the masses, who do not penetrate 
the disguises. The first safety movements, for instance, 
were promoted as altrulstioj but they did not begin until 
compulsory insurance laws, etc., made accident prevention 
profitable.
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explanation--the explanation of the adjustment of material 
resources to human desires. This adjustment may be modi
fied by eeethetio, religious and moral...foroes; but in 
last resort it still remains an adjustment of life to the wherewithal of life.1

This is e fair statement of the principle as Engels wantod it.
All one needs is to apply it to literature, whioh was done by
3rander Matthews in 1910 and by Aliens Gregory in 1915. From
these lost two sprang Professor 3eahara*s essay "The Eoonomic
Interpretation of Literary History." But first the remainder
of the historians who influenoed the principle in Amerioa.

j. msn. a m  .MMgsMtei
Professor J, Allen smith end Professor Parrington were 

friends for many years, travelling similar intellectual roads; 
and a reader of the works of these two men is at onoe aware how 
alike they were in Ideals and in manner of presentation. Their 
oonoluslons are similar, and so are the materials used to reaoh 
them. Smith was particularly Interested in the problems of 
government and its relationship with demoorsoy. Parrington was 
partioularly interested in the total of Amerloan thought as it 
stemmed from what he took to be its main souroes. Of the two 
men, the debt is owed from Parrington to Smith, for the latter*a 
influence on Main Currente in American Thought is great, smith 
helped develop in Parrington politloal liberalism and wisdom in 
Interpreting politloal institutions.

Smith’s The Spirit of Amerloan Government. 1907, may be 
briefly summarised in order to establish the similarity of Par
rington* s thought and in preparation for a statement of Smith’s

1. sellgman, 8. B. A., Hoonotaio Interpretation of History. 
P. 155.
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actual theory of economic determinism. The central thesis of 
the book is that AmerioGu government is essentially a system 
of checks end balancer designed to keeo capitalist minorities 
in control. Smith first of all attempted to show that ttnglish 
government was undemocratic in spirit, and that this spirit 
was curried over into American colonial government, where it 
was fought by a rising spirit of denocrsoy. The American dev
olution wee part of a denooratio movement checked finally :;y 
aristocratic reaction. The reaction revealed itself, accord
ing to fratth, in such federal instruments as the Constitution, 
the Supreme Court, and the ISlectoral College. The fixed and 
difficult prooees of constitutional amendment is also assumed 
part of a design to thwart popular will. All though the book 
Smith tried to show that the power that dictated each element 
of the federal government, or shaped the compromise, was wealth.

The following excerpt not only shows Smith’s thesis, but 
it contains an interesting allusion to dogers. Smith is here 
speaking of the spirit of -.'nglish government:

That the house of Commons was not •?emooratio in 
spirit is clearly seen in the character of parlia
mentary legislation...While the interests of the 
land-holding aristocracy were carefully guarded, 
tuo well-being of the laboring population received 
scant considers lion...The landlord and capitalist 
classes controlled the government and, as Trofessor 
hogers observes, their aim was to increase rente 
and profits down to the lowest oittence. "I con
tend,” he says, ’’that from lb6S to 1824, a con
spiracy, oonoooted by the law and carried out by 
parties interested in its suocees, was entered into, 
to cheat the English workman of hie wages, to tie 
him to the soil, to deprive him of hope, and to de
grade him into irremediable poverty. ' (?.’ork and Wages, 
p. 398)...Both the common and the statute law of isng-
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land reflected in the eighteenth century the political 
aupreraaoy of the well-to-do minority.l

Professor bmith acoounted for the rising denoorntio spirit in 
America, reaching its oliruax in the Ameri orm devolution, by the 
conditions of wealth distribution at the tine, i'e believed 
that political equality follows the condition of economic equal
ity.2 ilpeaicing of liberty end the Constitution, fmith made the 
following remarks a out the influence of wealth:

it may be said vi ihout exaggeration that the Ameri
can scheme of government was planned and ret up to 
perpetuate tho ascendency of the property-holding 
close in a sooiety leavened with democratic ideas.
...The ion at 1 tut ion was in form a political dooument, 
but its significance was mainly eoonomic. It was the 
outcome of an organized movement on the oart of a 
class to surround themselves with the legnl and con
stitutional guarantees which would oheck the tendency 
toward democratic legislation.3

Clearly wraith followed the lend set him by Hogors.
In 1930 appeared posthumously .‘■Jmith’s Growth and Deoedonee 

of Constitutional Government. Of chief interest at this time 
is the introduction, written by Professor Farrington. The last 
paragraph will serve to summarize Smith’s significance for Far
rington :

I have written these few meagre pages of comment on 
the life-work of a courageous and relf-saorifioing 
scholar with u deep sense of personal loss. For near
ly twenty years Professor Smith was my colleague and 
friend, and our intellectual interests and political 
sympathies:! travelled congenially the same paths.4

Charles A. Beard (1374- 'I

Attention may now be turned to the last of the historians 
to be discussed here, Charles a. Beard. Beard’s first important

1. fanith, J. A., The h»plrl t of Amerloan Government, p. 11.
2» JLMA** p. 12.
3. I b i d . .  pp. 298-299.4. Bmith, J. A., Growth and yeoadeaoe of Con. Government. p. xvi
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contribution In his field is An Aoonomio Interpretation of the
Constitution of the United states. 1913. As he sold In his
introductory essay, the book was designed to suggest to other
writers new lines of his tori an 1 research. To quote him:

T print it in the hone that a few of this generation 
of historical scholars may bo encouraged to turn away 
from barren '’political" history to a study of the 
real economio foroes whioh condition great movements 
in politics.3-

For his method and for much of his natoriui he acknowledged 
Turner, I,lb by, Ambler, and Sc ha per. He was ewore of roligrum’s 
article in the dolitioal Science ..uortcrly and quoted from it; 
but nowhere in the volume does he seem to have hoard of Smith’s 
work in 1907, The Splrlt of Amorionn Government. which certain
ly did exactly the same thing that Beard claimed to be inaugu
rating in 1913.

Concerning hin sources, heard said that Jenes Madison re
alized that economio foroes were involved in governmental forms, 
of closer sources, .Beard vroto that Turner hod done extremely 
significant work.

Beard’s similarity to Bmlth and the others of this school 
of historians Is easily shown. Observe some of hie chanter 
headings:

a. A survey of Economic Interests in 1787
b. The Economic Interests of the '.embers of the

Convention
c. The Economic Conflict over Ratification os viewed

by Contemporaries.
One quotation will suffioe:

The Constitution was essentially an economic dooument 
based upon the oonoept that the fundamental private

1. Beard, 0. A., An Economic Interpretation eto.. p. v.
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righte of property are anterior to government and 
morally beyond the reach of pooular government*.1
The lost few pages have been given to historians primari

ly, They belong hero because they took leading parts in devel
oping in .America the thesis that social life is determined' by 
economio foroes. They had, furthermore, as has beon shown, a 
close connection with Farrington’e intellectual life.

From here on, however, the persons considered will be lit
erary figures involved in the thesis that economic determinism 
controls liter-ry phenomena, These persons are "’iHinm Morris,
Bra rider .-.‘tat thews, All one Gregory, and Allen Rogers Benhcm. They 
will conclude this section of the d is sorts t, ion.

T. 1111 am Morris (1834-1096)
The study of literary critics who sow an eoonomic determin

ism, partial or complete, in art forms and concent must include 
the school of socialists banded against the spiritual degrada
tion of macMuo slavery. In iJngland Buskin and Morris were 
leaders. Professor Penhem, a colleague of Farrington’s, stated 
thrrt .Farrington acknowledged some influence from Morris; for that 
reason it Is appropriate to examine Morris’s philosophy.

It is part of orris’a basic point of view that riches—  
whioh he defined ae wealth used as o means of gaining power over 
men— destroy deoent living. Riohes degrade society to low spirit
ual and physical levels. The funde mental spiritual qualities 
that must go into great, or Just good, art can not be released

1. Ibid.. p. 324.
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by a sooiety based on oonmerolal competition. lUohes foroe
artists to work by oommand rather than by individual impulse

*1toward creation.^ Koonomic foroes, then, are to be oonoeived 
as being a temporary determining influence. In the proper so
oiety art will spring from the human aoulj and economics instead 
of being the fundamental creative power, will serve merely as 
the guarantor of creative freedom.

The essays in which this thesis receives its fullest elab
oration are these: "Art, Wealth and Hiohee," 1883; "Art Under
t'lutooraoy," 1883; "Art and Socialism,” 1884; and "The Aims of 
Art," 1886.

Hichee, by destroying natural beauty and by destroying the 
laborer’s Joy in his work, have ruined the well-springs of art. 
Man's instinct for beauty is submerged in ugliness and hateful 
work. Competitive sooiety is the oause; and, according to 
Morris,

so long oa the system of competition in the pro
duction and exohtmge of the means of life goes on, 
the degradation of the arts will go on.2

Art is man’s expression of his joy in his work.® If there is
no Joy in work there otm be no art; and if a competitive sooiety
persists,

Art will utterly perish, qb in the manual arts so 
in literature, whioh will become, as it is indeed 
speedily becoming, a mere string of orderly and 
calculated ineptitudes and passionless ingenuities.4

1. Morris, w., Works. Vol. m i l ,  p. 146.
2. Ibid.. p. 172.
3. Ibid.. p. 173.

P* 98 •
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This is the pessimistic outcome of existing eoonomio conditions. 
Morris's hope for all art was in the substitution of e guild 
socialism for competitive capitalism. It might be argued from 
this tliat eoonomic foroes are still at the bottom of art if art 
can exist only in a certain economic environment. It should he 
said again, however, that spiritual foroes as Morris saw them 
would be the oreativc impulse. There is nothing absolute in 
his theory th&t economic forces destroy art, for the theory 
applies only to competitive capitalism.

Brander Metthews (1858-1929)
Brander Matthews was one of America’s leading literary 

oritios during his time, end his vest amoixit of critical work 
has had an important influenoe on students and on creative 
writers alike. For this dissertation, however, the outstanding 
essay by Matthews iE a pzveeidentia 1 address to the Modern 
Language Association in December, 1910, "The Koonomlo Inter
pretation of Literature.”

This essay is frankly based on Seligman’s "The Koonomic 
Interpretation of History,” written in 1901 and 1908. The 
first part of Matthews' work is given to an analysis and sum
mary of aellgman’s. iieligman hesitated to say that art has an 
economic foundation, but Matthews did not. Of the theory in 
general as an aid in historical interpretation, Matthews wrote:

Underlying many, if not supporting most of the sig
nificant events in human history we can find, if we
seek it diligently, an eoonomio explanation.......
A majority of the mighty movements of mankind and of
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the salient struggles of the race, the stalwart ef
forts for freedom and for expansion, including not a 
few of those whioh may seem purely political, or in
tellectual, or even religious, have also their eoo
nomio basis...1

This excerpt might well have been written t,o explain Professor 
Perrington’s book end intentions. v?hen Matthews became specific 
with his theory of eoonomio determinism in literature, however, 
he was less comprehensive. It wos his belief that a writer 
writes what he can sell and under the conditions regulating 
his selling; such us copyright laws, financial reward, and edi
torial restrict lone.

The impulse for self-expression and the desire to 
accomplish an immediate purpose are both potent, 
but neither is as insistent and es inexorable? as 
the necessity for money.*

This allows other forces, and it merely seys that out of a 
body of subject matter a writer will select what will sell the 
best. It does not say, us is implied in his acceptance of the 
historical principle advanced by Seligoen, that the body of 
ideas is originally determined by eoonomic foroes. Continu
ing in this strain, he said*

Literature cannot help being more or less aristo- 
oretio in its tone when the man of letters must look 
for his living to a pension from a monarch or to a 
guerdon from a noble patron. Literature beoomes 
democratic inevitably when the man of letters is re
leased from this servitude to a social superior and 
when he finds himself free to appeal for supoort to 
the publio as a whole. Economic and political and 
legal conditions need to be taken into aooount by all 
historians of literature, anolent and modern.

1. Matthews, B,, "The Eoonomio Interpretation of Literature,
Horth American Review. Vol. 193, p. 229.

2. Ibid.Tp. 233.
3. TOT.. P. 240.
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Matthews is somewhat like Blackwell, Adame, and Draper in his 
dieousslon of the eoonomio compulsions that work upon a writer. 
He did, however, go further. He said that at least in pert 
many important intellectual movements had an eoonomio origin.
He said in addition that "economic and politloal and legal 
conditions" must be considered by literary historians in any 
account of literature. Matthews* speech before the Modern 
Language Association reached a wide audienoe. He called atten
tion to the theory as few other Amerloan oritios could have 
during hie time.

Aileng Gregory; 11890;, j

The name of Dr. Allone Gregory is little known in the 
field of American literary oritioism, for she has been eoant 
of production. Her "Introduction" in her The French Revolu
tion and the English Hovel. 1915, is of speoial Interest here. 
It is entitled "On the Economic Interpretation of Literature." 
It is a mid-point between Matthews and Denham.

Dr. Gregory made a separation between the eoonomio In
terpretation of literature and the already common historical 
interpretation. History, she said, has been a gainer by the 
sociological and eoonomio methods of Interpretation. Litera
ture should also gain.

It may be objected that all this Is included in 
the aooepted historical Interpretation of litera
ture. That is not altogether true. Eoonomio 
changes and the resulting sooial conditions do un
doubtedly affeot literature through the medium of 
the general events whioh they cause. But they also
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affect literature In a more direot way, without the 
intervention of those political occurrences whioh 
determine the chronology of historical epoohs.1

The point Dr. Gregory is getting reedy to make is similar to 
that made by ^Parrington. He implies that literature is nade 
of materials that arise in sooial conflicts primarily boused 
by eoonomio conditions. Dr. Gregory found illustrations of 
these eoonomic oonditlons in the Peasants* Revolt and In the 
rise and foil of the Guilds. Fiach of these hod economio moti
vation, and each was reflected in literature. iJhe wrote that

An examination of almost any one of the generally 
recognized movements in literature will show that 
it was immediately preceded by some eoonomic or in
dustrial c iange of significant nature, involving a 
change in the relative power of the eoonomic groups 
in the state.2
Dr. Gregory did not account, for the presence of an idea 

by an eoonomio force; rather ahe said that the ideas are pre
sent and that economics determines which one rill be given 
emphasis:

ve may say Him t various ideas being present in the 
national minu, the eoonomic condition is a prime 
factor in determining which ones shall be empha
sized.3

At this point Dr. Gregory went to Marx for authority to sup
port the "popular theory" known as economio determinism, She 
answered the protests of the romanticists and the humanists 
and then stated her purpose iri the book:

In the following discussion of the "tendenz* novels

1. Gregory, A., The French Revolution and the English 
Novel, p. 2.

2 * Ibjd>i p• 4•
3« Ibid«| p• 4 •
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of Revolutionary England we ahull endeavor to Illus
trate to some extent the prootioal application of the 
method here suggested. To a consideration of the 
English history of Frenoh Revolutionary philosophy, 
and of the stimulus given to English radicalism by 
the example of Frunoe, we shall add some observations 
of the social maladjustments arising from the Indus
trial Revolution and their influence on the thought 
of the time.l

Allen Rogers Denham (1879- )0 /  *• ~—
T’ith Allen Rogers^is reached the last of the formulators 

of the theory of economic literary oritioian before Parrington. 
The problem of iienham’t influence on Parrington is controversial. 
A student-oolleague of Farrington's, Professor E.'A. Fby, editor 
of the third volume of Koin Currents in Amerloan Thought, said2 
that a poem written by Parrington in 1909 contained by implica
tion the eoonomio theory elaborated years later. Denham's in
fluence would hove toad to cone after that, for his most impor
tant works, using or expounding the method, were published in 
1916 und in 19P2. Barrington's poem Is lost, or unavailable. 
There can be no doubt, however, that Benhan’a critical work pre
cedes ’orrington's. The two men, furthermore, worked together 
on e dissertation committee in whioh the student involved used 
the method jointly held by the two men.3

1. Ibid.. p. ID.
2. in nn interview the investigator had with Eby.
3. K. L. Gregg’s dissertation: Thomas Pekker: A Study

in Eoonomio end Sooial Backgrounds. 1924. Tn her 
acknowledgment she said: "I wish again to thank ny
friends and teachers at the University of Washington, 
Dean Frederick R. Fedelford, Professor Vernon L. Par
rington, and Professor Allen R. Denham, for guidance 
and encouragement.** Concerning her purpose Miss 
Gregg wrote: '’This study is an attempt to apply the
eoonomio theory of history to literary criticism."
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Denham’s first book for disouselon here is Engli sh Litera
ture from Wldsith to the ?)es th of Chauoer: A Souroe Book, 1916. 
Denham’s intellectual antecedents, as he gave them in an inter
view, nre Huno Froncke, with whom he had oontect os a student 
of German literature at Harvard in 1396-1900; ,T. H. Robinson’s 
Headings in History; Charles a , Beard’s Headings in Modern Euro
pean History; and idrard f. Cheyney’s Headings in "ingltsh History. 
*71 th the execution of ’rancke these men wrote souroo books of 
the sane type as Denham’e Hr am "rldnlth to Chaucer. Denham nat
urally was familiar vith the development of historical criticism 
of literature. -Tames Harrington, in Oogana, made the earliest
statement that ho, Benham, was aware of that polities! and eco
nomio footers ore necessary for an interpretation of history.
As will appear later, Denham knew the articles by felignan, Mat
thews, and the ohanter by Dr. Gregory. At tho present moment 
thd objeot of interest is From Midslth to Chaucer. Of this Den
ham wrote;

The title of this venture is to be taken seriously; 
the work Is a source-book, not an anthology nor a 
text-book; it exemplifies and urges in literary his
tory the same methods that hove long been successful
ly used in constitutional or political history.!

After defining his terms, Benham reached his exposition of his
method. Literature, he wrote,

is not produced In a vacuum; it is a sooial insti
tution in a real world, affecting and picturing men 
who hove reel problems end real outlooks whioh we 
must see if we ere to draw sound conclusions. Hence, 
moet of the space in this book is given to the back
grounds, --political, sooial, industrial, and cultural,

1. Denham, A. R., From Wldslth to Cheuoer. p. ix.
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— whioh largely determine the literary output.*
In 1922, Professor Benham published an essay oalled The 

uconorolo Interpretetion of Literary History. In this he sum
marized the literature on the subject, presented his objections, 
and added the elements he thought necessary. The literature 
he summarized consisted primarily of Religman*s, Matthews*, and 
Gregory*s articles.

The; main function of tho essay is to explain the com
plexity of nineteenth century English literature. Benham found 
partial explanation -in the greater freedom of printing and pub
lishing than ever existed before; the rise of magazines; the 
settlement of the copyright question; the expansion of the read
ing public; and the spread of the spirit of politloal reform.** 
However,

The trend of all the evidenoe adduced so far in my 
attempt to explain the complexity of nineteenth cen
tury Knglish literature should hove by this time pre
pared you for my next step, which ie that the princi
pal cause of the sooial complexity of the nineteenth 
oentury England was the Industrial devolution, an eco
nomic cause.®
It is at this point that Benham discussed the articles ol- 

ready written by his contemporaries and presented his objec
tions. Matthews, he said, applied his economic theory to lit
erary form only. Gregory did not carry her theory into the 
field of outstanding artists, failing to tell us how the great 
literary figures und works are related to the eoonomio baok-

1. Ibid.. p. x.
2. Benham. A. R.. The Eoonomic Interpretation of LiteraryHistory, p. 21-----------* -------------------
3. Ibid.. pT 12.
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ground.1 Benhem’u ahief criticism of Matthews is revealed in
the following excerpt, which contains as well a statement that
economlo forces partly determine literary content:

...he confines himself too much to an account of 
literary forms and omits the significance of the 
subject matter altogether. My contention is that 
the subject matter quite bb much as the form of 
literary work in largely determined by economic 
causes,2

Some pages later vre find another statement of the determined
element in literary material:

?e should like to think of the writer as the pioneer 
doing as he likes and in any given c b e o  one can un
doubtedly do as he likes; but what determines his 
likes and dislikes. Undoubtedly his heredity and 
environment,s
Benhora was cautious in his remarks concerning economic de

terminism in literature. Ho issued no dogmatio statements of 
absolute neoenaity. Rather he said that literary oontent and 
form ore ''quite largely'* or "in part" determined by economic 
forces. This is a contrast -'ita the economic historians Rogers, 
Smith, and Heard, who seemed much more certain of the truth of 
their theories.

Summary
The discussion of the thesis that literary subject matter 

and form are determined by eoonomic forces is finished. During 
the early period of the history of this thesiE writers with 
suggestions to make about it were scarce find vague. Blaokwell,

p * 16*2. Ibid.. p. 17.
3. Ibid.. p. 25.
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Buokle, tmd Draper eaoii lied something to say directly. When 
the thesis began to attract real attention, however, it found 
its greatest nourishment from such economists, historians, and 
politioinns as Harrington, John Adams, Farx and Tngele, Loria, 
Turner, Boligman, Smith, and Beard. Based on the work of these 
men, and of course on that of Herder, de ntoel, Taine, and the 
others, such literary figures es Matthews, ferry, Gregory, and 
fenhara erected oritioal philosophies that took account of the 
influence of economic forces in determining literary subject 
matter and form. None of these literary people were absolutists—  
that is, they in some degree observed that other than eoonomlo 
foroes act as determining factors.

Literature an Expression of Conflict
The third major point in Professor Harrington’s critical 

philosophy is that literature reflects and tnkes part in social 
struggle. The antnor defends or attacks o position of some 
sort. The thoais is self-explanatory. There is partisanship 
within t ie church, the school, the cooperative movement, and 
in abstract philosophy, os well os in the brooder social insti
tutions clearly ooonomic. It is true that economic conflict 
reveals itself nort obviously in olaas conflict. It is further 
true that ifarxion traditionalists believe that such things as 
the church, the school, and philosophy hove an economic founda
tion. In this sense all social conflict may be said to be eco
nomic in origin, and it ia this sense that most interested 
Profeasor Farrington; therefore, his emphasis was on the broad
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divisions of economic olasses and class conflict in America 
and the resultant effect, as he sav? It, in American literetxire.

The actual history of the theory that literature is active 
in eoonomio struggle if* slight if one attends strictly to the 
eoonomio inter pro ta t ion. Though there has never been a lack 
of artists ready to at-taok or support social institutions, it 
has generally been considered by critics tunt such atteoks need 
not be considered by critical theories. Criticism has dealt 
chiefly with form and genius. It ignored what is obviously a 
marked characteristic of a huge proportion of literature; that 
many authors have been deliberately attempting to change soaial 
and individual institutions and -ays of living, uuoh typioal 
examples as Aristophanes, Swift, and Tolstoi attest the truth 
of this. They deliberately propagandized ideas that have clear 
socio-economic inplications. There are no?? many proletariat 
critics, but Upton Uinclsir is the important figure before Bar
rington .

It will be useful to call brief attention to some of the 
men who influenced Barrington in other ways and to see how they 
stood on the matter of ooaflict.

First, John i:.dams: John Adams was thoroughly convinced 
that society was filled with conflicts. In one of his letters 
he wrote:

I hope that my last convinoed you that democracy is 
es restless, as ambitious, es warlike and bloody, os 
aristooracy or monarohy.*

1. Adams, J., Works. Vol. VI, p. 48b.
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In another letter he wrote that business was at war with busl-
ness or oppressive groups of other types. lie concluded this
discussion with a sweeping remark that olairned strife for all
sorts of men:

Are not men of letters, — philosophers, divines, 
physicians, lawyers, orators, and poets,— all over 
the world, at perpetual strife with one another?*

It was Adams' belief they were.
Second, Kuno Tronoke: Xuno Francke saw literature as the

expression of two great forces in oonfliot. This does not nec
essarily say that literature is aggressive in the oonfliot; it 
says that literature is formed, content and spirit, as a result 
of two great forces in oonfliot. The foroee observed by Trancke 
are the tendencies toward personal freedom and toward collective 
organization. The first of these leads toward individualism and 
realism in literature. The latter leads to the beautiful, the 
universal, the ideal. Great literature rill belong to the age 
which most evenly balances these two foroes.2

Third, Charles A. Beard: Beard, in speaking of the theory
of the eoonoraic interpretation of history, said that it restB

upon the oonoept that social progress in general is 
the result of contending interests in society— some 
favors le, others op cosed to ohunge.3

Here Banrd used a Marxian concept that though the individual
has free will, he can not will a result and get it, beoause of
interference by other individual wills. A conclusion is to be

1. Ibid.. p. 521.
2. Francke, K., Social Foroee in German Literature! pp. v-vi.
3. Beard, C. A., An Koonomlo Interpretation, p. 19.
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thought of as e resultant. It is whet remains of desired goals 
after all the opposing foroes have been balanced.

Fourth, Karl Marx end F r e d e r i c k  fin.-els: These two men are
the ohief developers of the philosophy of olaas oonfliot. To 
them oonfliot is inherent in the modern system of production and  

exchange of goods and is made manifest in the active hostility 
of proletariat and bourgeoise.* Claeses are caused by eoonomio 
foroes. Rival interests bring those classes into oonfliot. Al
so fundamental in his tori owl movement, according to Horx end 
Angels, is the dialect of motion, or of prooese. That is to 
say, inherent in a social phenomenon is the antagonistic foroe 
that will rise to destroy the phenomenon. dvery movement or 
social object oarries the potential of its own destruction. 
History, or sooiety, is thus to be thought of as a complex of 
inevitable conflicts that bring about constant social evolution.

Upton Beal Si no la ir (1870-____ )_
Upton Sinclair has devoted a considerable portion of hiB 

writing effort to prove that literature is a reflection of class 
oonfliot and an aotor in it. His Ha nrnonnrt: An He say In ;Soo-
nomio interpretation. 1924, is a long book in which he states 
the argument and then re-inter rets the history of world litera
ture. Honey '.'rites. 1927, docs exactly the Bame thing for the 
history of American literature. This book, coming Just the 
year before arrington’s work appeared, could not hove had any 
influenoe on Parrington.

1. Hngels, F., Boolrllsro: Utopian and Solentlflo. p. 59.
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It is Sinclair's belief that artists, because they ere 
specialists who would perish if out off their work, ore the 
slavee of the men who pay for their products. The artist is 
under the neoesslty of pleasing hie employer. It is, further, 
Sinclair's belief that honor end suooess in art go only to those 
artists who can appeal to the ruling classes. If an artist 
rebel; against the ruling class, he must take his chances of 
recognition and support with the class with which he is aligned.1 

<fe»"̂ -onart Sinclair presented an interpretation of the 
arte from the point of view of the class struggle. He studied 
the artists who were recognized by critical authority and show
ed how he conceived them to be the servants of ruling class 
prestige and the Instruments of ruling class safety.s He took 
as possible of demonstration the following points:

. 1. The artist Is s social product, his psychology
end that of his art being determined by the eco
nomic foroes prevailing in hie time.

2. The established artist of any period is a man in 
sympathy with the ruling desses of that time, 
voicing thir interests and ideals.

3. The step to the understanding of art, and the 
history of art periods pest and present, is to 
understand the economic foroes controlling man
kind: the evolution and the struggle of the
ole sees. 3

Mote that Sinoloir talked about art end the evolution and 
struggle of the classes. That is the essentf' 1 element of this 
interpretation of art: oless oonfliot. Sinclair further wrote:

1. Sinoloir, U. B., hiaramonart. p. 7.
2. Ibid.. p. 8.
3. Ibid.. p. 81.
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All art is propaganda. It is universally and in
escapably propaganda} sometime8 unconsciously, but 
often deliberately, propaganda.*

Sinolair expected the "seroastio critic*1 to say that this theory
tnnkes the artist n knavish ami dangerous person. In reply,
Sinoloir said that that nay be so, but the artist’s

knaveries are oloss knaveries, collective orueltles, 
conventions and attitudes to life which have been 
produced as automatic reactions to eoonomio forces.2
To Sinolair, then, the literary artist is o warrior. He

stands for or against. His sword is his pen.
Little can be said in summary beyond the obvious fact that

though writers have long been engaged in social conflicts,
critics have not attempted to include conflict in critical
theory. The modern concept of dess conflict belongs chiefly
to Marx and Engels. In America Sinclair is the leading exponent
of the theory before the apoearanoe of Harrington.

Summary of Hart II
The function of the dissertation up to this point has been 

to outline the development of the principle of socio-economic 
determinism os it has been applied to literary oritlaism. Three 
distinct theses have been traced: (1) that literature is relat
ed to social institutions; (2) that the ideologies, which form 
the materiel of literature, are eoonomio in origin; (3) and that 
oonfliot is a characteristic of social ideologies. These three 
theses combined form the Booio-economic principle being examined. 

In the beginning of sociological criticism, the critics

Ibid.. p. 9.2. THd., P. 27.
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wore not oonoerned with ooonomioB except oasually. The ohief 
point of interent was the influence of sooiul institutions on 
a writer, who was conceived as being a representative of hie 
race and time working in a particular environment; and the 
influence of tne writer on the institutions. The critics of 
importance to sociological criticism during this period were 
the following: Thomas Blackwell, who studied Homer in his
physical and social environment; Johann Gottfried Von Herder, 
who followed lilookwell’s leod and in addition widely dissem
inated the special point of view of nationalism* Madame de Steel, 
who studied the inter-relations of literature and institutions; 
Prosper de 13arente, who wrote a speoiel study of Prenoh litera
ture in the eighteenth century and the relation of literature 
to Frenoh society of t ha t period, paying close attention to 
politioal situations; Sainte-Beuve, who emphasized psychological 
factors in an author’s work; Hippolyte Adolphe Taine, who as a 
positivist studied the work of a writer os springing from the 
primal souroes of race, surroundings, and epooh; Kuno Franoke, 
who interpreted the whole history of German literature in terms 
of the social forces working upon it; Georg Brandes, a Danish 
writer who separated the main ourrents of European thought dur
ing the nineteenth century in rauoh the same fashion that Pro- 
fesBor Psrrington later did it for the history of American 
thought; and Bliss Perry, who, borrowing from Turner, fully 
developed the characteristics of American personality end asked 
that literature and its criticism be not separated from the 
social, eoonomio, politioal, and geographical faotors in Amer-
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loan life. Of these men Talne has been said to be a dominant 
Influence on Barrington. The other* undoubtedly had Indirect 
influenoe.

All of thesf? are background figures. They developed the 
sociological in literary oritioism, creating the tendency away 
from aesthetic absolutes end toward the materialistic point of 
view, of which the theory of economic determinism is an extreme 
development. It is true that from the beginning of modern 
criticism there have been allusionts to the influenoe of economic 
conditions on human thought and spirit, but only recently has 
there been developed a critical science employing the principle 
of economic determinism. Logically, it started among political 
and economic philosophers rather than among literary critics; 
and it seeme that the influenoe of climate and geography on 
government was the first problem of this nature to reoeive con
siderable attention, Montesquieu, Herder, Buckle, and Draper 
are leading figures developing this problem. The clear line 
of the principle of economic determinism in government end law, 
however, begins with lames Harrington end reaches its fullest 
development vith Karl Marx. Intermediately there is a host 
of names. Those that concern this dissertation are John Adame, 
Daniel debater, Frederiok J. Turner, Thorold Rogers, Aohilles 
Loria, Alien Smith, Charles A. Beard, and 13. R. A. Seligraan. 
These men followed for the most purt t e thesis that the owner
ship of land is the source of governmental power end form; but 
Rogers, Leligmen, Smith, and Beard were less oonoerned with 
lend then with wealth in general. Professor Barrington wae
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strongly influenced by this group of theorists, coming under 
tlie sway of Harrington’s thesis as it readied him through them.

In the literary field the names that preoeded Barrington 
and had influence on him ore the following: TTllliam Morris,
Grander Matthews, Bliss Perry, Allene Gregory, and Allen R. 
Beuham. All of these developed the theory of eoonomio determin
ism from 0110 or both of two points of view: that economics de
termines whet n writer thinks or that the commercial neture of 
authorship limits e writer’s field of thought to what can be 
sold at a profit. In all ousac these persona were modest in 
their presentation of their theories and in the amount of work 
devoted to illustration.

The' element of clues oonfliot that is « part of the prin
ciple of economic determinism has received but little attention 
from literary critics until the last few years. In America TTpton 
Beal Sinolair is the man who most developed the partisanship 
nature of literature before Barrington, who broadened the thesis 
from one of proletariat-bourgeoise conflict to include the com
plex of struggle within eaoh social philosophy as well as among 
all of them. The history of this thesis in literary oritiolam 
is Just beginning, but the socio-economic type of criticism has 
had a steady development sinoe early in the eighteenth century.
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BARRINGTON’S APPLICATION OF ECONOMIC 
CRITICISM TO AMERICAN LITERATURE

The theory of literary interpretation the history of which 
ha8 Just been outlined is a part of the more general philosophy 
of materialism. Farrington applied the oritloel theory to Amer
ican literature on the pragmatio basis of rioher rewards then 
would be gained from a belletristlo approach. It is now pro
posed to analyze direct and indirect evldenoe in order to develop 
the documentary exposition of Farrington’s critical philosophy, 
including an estimate of Parrington’s work and of his philosophy. 
The chief aim of the first point is to disoover to what extent 
Farrington was an eoonomio determinlst, and the aim of the eeoond 
point is to estimate the value of Parrington’s contribution to 
literary criticism as a method. Most of the documentation will 
come directly from Main Currents in Amerioan Thought. That 
whioh la indireot will cone for the most part from sources 
closely connected with Farrington: his colleagues and his re
viewers. The estimte will gather and judge criticism of Par- 
rlngton and of the materialistic philosophy he employed, In so 
far as it applies to literature.

Documentary Definition of Farrington’s Critical Tenets
Karl Marx Is generally accredited with having reached the 

most definitive position in modern osteriallstio philosophy as 
it applies to the eoonomio structure of society. The basic
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concept is that eoonomio foroes are the primary creative ele
ments oeusing sociological phenomena. Harrington oarried this 
point of view into the specific phenomena of thought and litera
ture. He did not write out and defend his philosophy of crit
icism, but the philosophy is nevertheless apparent in hie in
tentions and in his treatment of American thought. Fundamentally 
he believed that the shaping impulses behind the broad intellec
tual movements characteristic of America are eoonomio in origin. 
It is true that Barrington discussed experiments in pure social 
idealism; but it was to show, in part at least, how each experi
ment met its master in a belligerent economics that assumed 
varied disguises and sttaoked with a multitude of subtle weapons. 
Sven in discussing social idealism, however, Barrington's eoo
nomio implications are apparent. He indicated that the ideals 
originated ae responses to social conditions frankly unsatis
factory in certain o.f their economic relatione, and he said 
many times that idealistio movements owed their force to their 
having been borrowed to oloak an economic movement with an ide
ology. The absense of aotual contrary argument, plus the heavy 
weight of implication makes it seem probable that he intended 
his work in lie in Currents in American Thought to be unified by 
the principle of eoonomio determinism, although at times he 
spoke of social foroes as distinct from eoonomio foroes. The 
eooial foroes, however, ore to be understood ub having a primary 
eoonomio base. Farrington was by nature an aesthete; and he 
did not as a general principle deny aesthetlos a place in art.
But it was not his purpose in Main Currents in Amerloan Thought
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to discuss aesthetics or the oreetive funotion of the mind, 
end he denied them a place only In the subject matter immediate
ly at hand.

In general it is to be said that Professor Arrington 
believed thet certain old world philosophies, with their orig
inal eoonomio implications, wore modified in the new world by 
a native economics, primarily the frontier end its free land, 
wl tn resulting forris of thought that are typically /onerloan in 
character. The new philosophic forms found expression in new 
institutions, whioh were vital, often bitterly antagonistic 
and frequently schismatic. Politios, religion, industrial sys
tems, law,government--a11 found their sides in inevitable oon
fliot and r.ere in themselves new forces creating, new changes, 
literature, which Barrington believed to be the written record 
of all thought, could not escape the domination of these influ
ences. By the sheer weight of propinquity if by nothing else 
economics (as the basis of social problems) kept American writers 
out of ivory towers end forced them to engage in loool or nation
al battles for thin or that point of view. The ideologies of 
these conflicts form, except in rare instances, the material 
content of Atnerioan literature. !5ven in these instances Par- 
rington attempted to find negative reflections of economic 
situations. Thus the. belletristio is of secondary importance 
in any effort to explain and unify the history of American 
thought, for, from the beginning of American life, pragmatio 
necessity has been weighted against aesthetic absolutes in favor 
of social partisanship. This does not deny any man his full
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spiritual dignity. Add to such generalizations as these an 
openly avowed Jeffersonian, liberal outlook on the Amerioan 
soene and Parrington's attempted point of view is oomplete.

This exposition of Farrington's tenets will develop the 
following topics: (1) Parrington's general aims in Main Currents
in American Thought: (2) Eoonomio character of the ideals brought 
to Amerioa; (3) Eoonomio foroes native to America; (4) The eoo
nomio origins of institutions; (5) American literature and its 
relation to social oonfliot; (6) Parrington and aesthetics; (7) 
Parrington's liberalism; (8) Estimate of Parrington's orltloel 
position.

Parrington's General Aims in MAIN CURRENTS 
The introductions to the three volumes of Main Currents in 

Arnerloen Thought are explicit concerning Parrington's general 
alms. He wanted to give an account of the beginnings and of the 
development of the ideas traditionally thought of as American, 
the opposition they met, and their influenoe on typioally Amer- 
ioan ideals and institutions.1 In outlining his task, he said 
that he ohose

to follow the broad path of our politioal, eoonomio, 
and sooiel development, rather then the narrower bel- 
letristio; and the main divisions of the study have 
been fixed by foroes that ore anterior to literary 
schools and movements, oreatlng the body of ideas 
from which literary culture eventually springs."

How muoh this is a statement of an intention to use the principle
of eoonomio determinism will be olear when it is shown to what ex-

1. Parrington, V. L., Main Currents. Vol. I, p. lii
(hereafter indioated by volume number and page).

2. Loo, olt.
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tent Arrington conceived American polltlor-1 > nd aooiol move
ment a to have been determined by eoonomio foroes.

An additional element in Herrington’s general Intentions 
is the desire to allow Jeffersonian liberalism, frankly admitted, 
to oondition hie final judgments, ~n o foreword he wrote:

The point of view from which I hove endeavored to 
evaluate the materials, ie liberal rather than con
servative, Jeffersonian rather then Federalistio.*
This general aim >--.nd the Jeffersonian tendency Indicate 

that Barrington sot out to trace the history of liberalism in 
America, showing the initial impulses of liberalism, its enemies, 
and its fate,®

15aoh of the three volumes in Mein Currents in Amerioan 
Thought fits this general aim in its particular fashion. Volume 
1 took the nocount from its earliest beginnings in 'hjriten New 
England as far as the "triumph of Jefferson and back-country 
agrarianism." The Intelleotual struggles of this period, as 
Barrington sew them, mere between o liberal politioal philosophy 
and a reactionary theology fighting for supremecy in an environ
ment dominated by the frontier.

I have considered tParrington wrote J the incoming 
into America of oertain old-world ideals nnd in
stitutions, and the subjection of those ideals and 
institutions to the presr-ure of a new environment, 
from which resulted the overthrow of the principles 
of monarohy end orlatooraoy, and the setting up of 
the principles of republicanism.*5

Suoh was the nlrn of the first of the three volumes.

1. Ibid.. p. 1.hee Hby’s estimate of Parrington, Vol. Ill, p. x.
3. Ibid.. Vol. II, p. iii.
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Volume II treated the next phase of the liberal-oonserve- 
tive oonfliot as it met the creative foroe of French romantic 
theories, the rise of capitalism, end the transition from an 
agricultural to an industrial order.^ These foroes, treated 
by Parrington as fundamentally eoonomio— Frenoh romanticism 
included— provided tho impulse that produced the romantic rev
olution in Amerioa.2 This volume, then, concerned Itself with 
the buoyant spirit of hopefulness that expressed itself in dem
ocratic programs and in faith in a benevolent progress.^

The purpose of Volume III was to deal with the slow decay 
of romantio optimism; and the subject of chief interest was 
the three-fold cause of this phenomenon, the

stratifying of eoonomios under the pressure of cen
tralization; the rise of e mechanistic soienoe; and 
the emergence of e spirit of skeptiois® which, under 
the pressure of industrialism, the teachings of phys
ical science, end the lessons of European intelleotualB, 
is resulting in the questioning of the ideal of dem- 
ooraoy..., and the spread of a soirit of pessimism.4
Before leaving the aims behind the writing of these three

volumes, und before examining the extent that Parrington oon-
oeivod economic forces to have dominated American thought, one
more point muj;t be made: Parrington was not writing a history
of Amerioan literature. He can be quoted exactly:

It ought not to be necessary to add that in these 
volumes I have not essayed to write e history of 
Amerioan literature., .but to repeat.. .that I nave 
been concerned., .with tho total pattern pf American 
thought— the broad drift of major ideas.0

1. Ibid.. Vol. Ill, p. ill.2» 2HX” P* xix«3. loo, olt.
4. Loo. Pit.
5. Ibid.. p. xx.
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Two questions rise from what Is revealed of Professor 
Parrington’s aims: were the old world ideals that oome into
America eoonomio in oharaoter, including the nineteenth oentury 
soianoes and the lessons of European intellectuals; and were 
the foroes that shaped these ideals into characteristic Amer
ioan patterns also economic? That is, to what extent did 
Parrington conoeive the ideals and native forces to be economic 
in oharootor?

Parrington was not a strict economic detorminist in spite 
of whet a friend has written about him.* Parrington himself 
said, "I hold no brief for a rigid scheme of economic determin
ism."^

Eoonomio Character of Ideals Brought to Amerloa 
American thought, according to Professor Parrington, is 

the bequest of two interweaving foroes: idealism from the old
world and a native economics.s Professor Parrington did not 
state his theory of the relationship between ideals and economics 
except indirectly, but examination of his exposition lndioatee 
that he considered several speoific ideals to have had an eoo
nomio character in that they were a i pro printed by eoonomio move
ments and in that they were antagonists of certain economic 
circumstances. These ideals, with explanation by Parrington, 
of their eoonomio implications, are treated for the most part 
as foroes in their own right. He spoke of French romanticism,

*• P. *.2. Blankenship, R., Parrington was "frankly a liberal end
an eoonomio determiniat." Nation. Vol. 129, p. 142.

3. Parrington, Vol. I, p. 3.
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for instance, arid its offeot on American thought; he spoke 
aloo of the effeot politics, Booiel development, and eoonomio6 
hod on literary culture. In every instance, within the limits 
to be shown later, it wag hie belief that these foroes had an 
eoonomio oharaoter; but lie usee? the terms as the names of foroes 
in their own right.*

The ldeal3 of which Parrington spoke were ,'cmerollzed as 
the body of thought and customs brought r‘rora the old home.2 In 
particular they were these: English Independency, French ro
mantic theory, the industrial revolution and lslssez fa ire, 
nineteenth oentury science, and Continental theories of col
lectivism.*^ 130oh of these will nor be discussed for eoonomio 
Implications as Parrington saw them.

English Independency
The first of those ideals to reach America was English

Independency, pert of the total movement of Puritanism. It
arrived as the radical doctrine of natural lights as clarified
by loger V-’illionj* end John Ixjoke, and it was entangled with
the conservative element of Puritanism: the absolutist theology.
Parrington thought Puritanism to be the legacy

of a hundred years of English idealism, strug
gling with the knotty problems of a complex mod
ern society in transition from the old statio 
feudal order to the modern capitalistic.4

The immediate origin of Puritanism was theological,® but the

1. Gee quotation from Engels, p. 47 of this dissertation.
2. Parrington, Vol. I, p. 3.
3
4
5. Loo, olt
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movement itself can not be understood unless one keeps In mind 
tho social foroes the t found it convenient to dress themselves 
in Puritan clothes. Theology must be put nside and attention 
fastened on the economics and politics of the 5uritan struggle, 
for here economics end politlos joined with theology.^ Parring
ton thought thet

On the whole it in no mistake to regard the Ihiritan 
revolution os primarily a rebellion of the capable 
middle class, whose growing trade interests demanded 
a larger measure of freedom than a paternol king and 
a landed aristoo.rocy were willing to grant...*

Parrington also thought the significant gifts of Puritanism 
to social development were the syatem of capitalism and the 
system of parliamentary government.3

Parrington*s thesis is thet a rising capitalistic system 
borrowed the idealism of Puritanism, originally theologioal, 
and provided tho energy thet made the Puritan movement. Im
plying tnst there is more than theology in the form of Puritan
ism, Parrington said that in its primary assumptions it was a 
composite of oriental despotism and sixteenth-century monarch
ism, modified by the medieval conception of a oity-state. The 
Galvinistic prinoiple of absolutism came down through the 
Roman Kmpire and the Homan Churoh, and

it vios Interwoven with oil the institutions and 
social forms against rhioh the Reformation was a 
protest.4

The following quotation shows how Parrington aooounted for the

1. Loo. olt.
2. Ibid.. p. 7.
3. loo, oit.
4- ISTa.. p. 13,
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acceptance of Puritan theology by a movement primarily eoonomio
From the Puritan conception of the stewardship of 
talents came a new ethlo of work that provided a 
sanction for raiddle-oless exploitation, by supplant
ing the medieval prlnoiple of produotlon for con
sumption v;lth the capitalistic principle of produc
tion for profit.*

All of this indicates how thoroughly Parrington conceived 
Puritanism to he intertwined with economic elements. Even 
in defeat Puritanism survived and effected a revolution in Eng
lish social oharaoter of an economic sort.

It permeated the rising tradesman olass, stimulated 
its ambition, and gave it an ethics precisely fitted 
to its needs.. .In the sanotion of such an ethios, 
wealth became the first object of social desire; and 
this ideal...was preaohod under the authority of re
ligion.*
In general the dominant theology in early America was 

Calvinistic absolutism. It was conservative. Uuah of the 
liberalism that was suppressed in Massachusetts and harried 
into the wilderness of Connecticut and Rhode Island, Parring
ton traced to Luther. There he left it, saying that political 
freedom was inherent in Luther’s doctrine of the sufficiency 
of the individual.3 Later, however, English liberalism in 
the shape of direct political theories reaohed Amerioa and 
added a new moulding force to American ideals. The philosophy 
of this liberalism derived largely from James Harrington, Looke 
and Aden Smith. These men founded their liberal politioal 
theories on eoonomio theories. Herrington was oonoerned with

*• IMS.*! P* 7’
2 .  JOT.. p .  8 6 8 .
3 .  I b i d . .  p .  1 1 .
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a land eoonomy, and Looke res taken up by the "money economy." 
Parrington did not state his conception of the way Harrington 
and Looke originated their philosophies. The liberalism of 
this group reached its high point in the doctrine of laiseez 
fa ire, a dootrine that dominated American thought for a long 
time.* It is seen from Parrington's discussion of Puritanism 
and of the politioal theories of the English independanoy move
ment that he believed thorn to have essentially an economic 
oharaoter.

French Romantic Theory
Frenoh romantic theory, according to Parrington, also had 

its economic implications; but here the movement was human
itarian in purpose instead of aiming at security of property. 
Rousseau, a disciple of Locke, went further then his master 
and turned politics end eoonomios into sociology.2 The move
ment was radical. At root it was anarchistic. Its ideal wrs 
an agrarian sooiety of free-holders.3

The New England Renaissance, of which Emerson was a high 
point, ted, according to Parrington, part of its origins in 
European thought. Kas this thought the result of eoonomio 
foroes? Again Parrington did not speak directly concerning 
ultimate causes, but it seems apparent thet he meant only to 
say that the ldeae became economic because they could be and 
were used to olothe economic a ins. Three strands of European

*• PP« 269-271, Of
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thought entered into the New England Renaissance: soolel
Utopianism from revolutionary Kranoej idealistio metaphysics 
from revolutionary Germany; and the culture of literary roman
ticism. These strande interweave and moke varying patterns in 
the new-world. They stem from a movement that runs back into 
European history of the preceding century:

a movement that in transferring eoonomio and 
political mastery from the aristocracy to the 
middle class, in destroying the worm-eaten feud
al order and clearing the way for the new capi
talistic order, laid open a broad path into the 
nineteenth century.1

'Phis movement was taken up in America because the same sort
of eoonomio transition was occurring here:

The extraordinary appeal of this vast movement to 
the liberal mind of Amerioa resulted from the fact 
that an identical revolution wee under way here.
In Hew England, perhaps more dramatically than else
where in Amerioa, aristooratio ideals were disin
tegrating, and the hopes of men were running high.®
It is unfortunate thet Parrington left his position some

what obscure. It appears thnt he did not deny the existenoe 
of creative individualism in tho important continental philos
ophies, but by the very weight ho gave the eoonomio element 
in the social development of such philosophies he indicated 
that as movementa they owed their force to economic sources. 
The creative individualism that might be at the ultimate basis 
of French humanitarianism, for instance, was lost sight of by 
maos acceptance of an availeblo philosophy that could be used 
as an aid in reaching fundamentally eoonomio goals.

I M d .. Vol. II, p. 319 
*. I W .. P. 319.
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The Industrial Hevolution and La las eg FaIre
The Industrial revolution, as another European contribu

tion, is explicitly an economic movement, and nowhere did 
^arrington feel the necessity so to argue It, By definition 
it io the revolution in production and distribution of consumer 
goods brought about by modern capitalism in substituting maohine 
labor for manual labor. The fundamental philosophy of capital
ism, Barrington said, is the sacred nature of property and of 
the right to tho acquisition of property, promulgated by looke. 
This philosophy postulates a government set up to protect, not 
to hinder, the individual in his commercial enterprise. Adam 
Smith completed tho philosophy in wealth of Nat ions. Government 
wee to let business enterprise alone. French human!tarianism, 
on the other hand, had its prinoiple of lalssez faire based on 
the theory that the government that governed the least was the 
most profitable in terms of individual happiness. It v?as the 
English lalssez fa ire that the industrial revolution in America 
followed. The result was vast centralization of wealth and 
government responsive to the needs of wealth. The movement is 
economic, though Parrington does not deny its spiritual rever
berations."1-

Nineteenth Century tiolenoe i. Continental Theories of Collectivism
Parrington did not live to complete his exposition of the 

Influenoe of European foroes on American thought. Book Three

!• Ibid.. Vol. I, pp. 267-273, Of.
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of Volume XIX was to have been given to the Bubjoots of modern 
aoience and theories of collectivism. From the printed table 
of oontents of materioln intended to be developed in this book 
it may reasonably be inferred Parrington intended to .show, in 
part at least, that the European intellectuals came to Amerioa 
through the Amerioan left-wing writers: '"alter K. Weyl, Thorsteln
Veblen, Charles A. 3eerd, Herbert Croly, Handolph Bourne, Van 
?/yck Brooks, end v.'aldo Frank.1 "/hat j’arrington had to soy about 
these men is only to be inferred, but it appears. from the Table 
of Contents that he intended to disouss them as critics of the 
Industrial civilization in Amerioa.

Concerning science, the occasional remarks that Parrington 
made on the subject do not indicate that he believed eoonomio 
foroes to have been basic in the origins of science, fjpenoer 
he discussed without relatione to eoonomios.2 The rise of 
mechanistic psychology w e  referred to similarly.3 It seems, 
then, that Herrington did not olarify his opinion; and that, 
if e judgment must be ventured, he aimed to treat science as 
an individual force allied with the industrial revolution in 
bringing about the spirit of pessimism that characterized Amer
ican thought during the period being examined.^ He said this:

The inooming of science had two immediate results: 
the application of technology to industry that was 
to further the Industrial Hevolution; and the impact 
on speculative thought of the newly discovered laws 
of science thet was to create a now philosophy.®

IMS.-* P. xxxvil.
2. I M d ..- Vol. Ill, p. 197.
3. Ibid.. p. 413.
4. Ibidf., p. 327.
5. Ibid.. p. 190.
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In addition to this it should be pointed out that Parrington 
probably believed that the forces of oapltalism borrowed the 
force of soienoe in much the seme fashion as it took over the 
idealism of Puritanism. This oonolusion is supported by one 
of his outlines of the unfinished materials in whioh he put 
the following topic for elaboration: "The appropriation of
soienoe by the middle class."!

Had Parrington been pressed it is likely he vould have 
acknowledged economic determinism to be but one force in the 
creation of human thought, end as far as American thought is 
oonoerned probably the greatest. Professor ;?by, writing in 
his esti ate of Farrington, made a remark thet Indicates the 
truth of this oonolusion. He said that it was Parrington’s 
belief that

The eoonomio foroes imprint their mark upon po
litical, social, and religious institutions; lit
erature expresses the result in its thought con
tent ,2

Note that here it is indicated thet the foroes of economics
seem to be working on existing objects, and not creating them.
One certainly, aside from this, does not have grounds to claim
Parrington wee a striot determinist, fbr he denied that himself.
The Passage is of interest, for it shows thet he knew his method
was rather weak in treating euoh men as Poe:

...I hold no brief for a rigid scheme of eoonomio 
determinism. I recognize the rioh culture poten
tialities that inhere in individual variation from 
type But in suoh a study os I have undertaken,

1. Ibid .. p. xxvi.
2. TbTd.. Vol. Ill, p. x.
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individual vi olation is significant not for Its own 
sake, but rather for the help it may offer in deter* 
mining the type.*

Parrington imlioated here that he had undertaken e definite 
type of study, limiting himself to showing the eoonomio im
print on American thought end i. nsti tut lone. He did it on 
the pragmotio grounds that Amerioan literature and thought 
gain their greatest significance when studied from the point 
of view of eoonomio determinism. The weight of all the cvi- 
denoe here presented indicates at best that Parrington believed 
that the European ideals Imported to America were eoonomio in 
character, not that they were determined entirely by economics.

The second great Influence in determining the shape of 
American ideals and institutions was the "silent pressure of

ing of the frontier and all that it implies in its influences 
on the psychology of individuals, on philosophy, on polities, 
and on methods of originating wealth. The frontier evolved a 
way of living and. thinking. It is to be taken primarily as 
an eoonomio foroe. It w&s a store of natural resources free 
to be exploited by any who would moke the attempt. In fashion
ing the mind of Kew linglend, as an instance, European idealism 
and the native eoonomio conditions were the determining fno- 
tora. The latter made freehold tenure of land possible. The 
land Itself, rather sterile, foroed people to look in psrt

Soonomlo Forces Hative to Amorloa

a free environment."^ By free environment Parrington was think-

1.2.
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to mercantile activities for livelihood. Out of this developed
a gentry and o group of capable merchants who dominated the

#

commonwealth from early days to the riee of industrialism.
The net result of these two classes was a spirit of democracy.*-

Speaking in general of the frontier, Parrington said that
it created the psychology of democratic Individualism. Anolent
habits of thought, ole! sooiel customs brought over from Europe,
were destroyed by the frontier. The creative outlines of our
history were shaped there:

Amerioan ideals and institutions emerged in large 
part from the silent revolution which during the 
middle eighteenth century differentiated the Amer
ican from the transplanted oolonlal; a ohange that 
resulted from an amalgam of the older Kngliah stock 
with other races, and the subjeotion of this new 
product on a great soale to the influenoe of dif
fused landholding.2

Thus under the Influenoe of the frontier the prlno pies of
monarchy and aristocracy were overthrown, and the principle
of republicanism was set up. Demooraoy is natural to the
frontier.*5

The frontier was, alro, the ohief factor in nineteenth 
century Amerioan nationalism.4 In addition, the defeat of 
the theoorstio program of the Presbyterian church was implicit 
in the decentralized land system adopted. These are but iso
lated instances of frontier dominance over American ideals ond 
institutions. Farrington’s work exhibits considerable of his 
interest ond belief in the frontier as an eoonomio force.

Ibid..
2. Ibid..
3. T H T .,
4. THd.;

p. 3, Cf. 
p. 131. 
Vol. II 
p. 137, . P. Cf.

ill.
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The Eoonomio Origin of Institutions
The two major sources of -American thought and their rela

tion, in Parrlnpton’s mind, to eoonomio forces have been set 
forth. It is of interest and importance to attempt nov to see 
in what manner Professor i-'e rrlngton attributed to eoonomio 
forces the nature of such specific instltutione as Amerioan 
polltios and government, law, and literature.

Politics and Oovernrntait
Politico are here understood as the soienoe and art of 

government, of whioh the ldeologioal baokground is the theory 
upon whioh government is set up ond made to function. Govern
ment is the embodiment of the theory, the instrument or the 
system by whioh sooiety or some of its members carry out the 
principles of politics. Politics is the theory. Government 
is the form in whioh politic?.1! theory is put into practice. A 
reader of Parrington will find abundant reference to an eoonomio 
origin of political theory and governmental form, ond nearly 
always with specific reference to the United States of America.

As has already been pointed out, Parrington found the 
spirit of Amerioan democracy in the spirit of individualism 
that was created by the pressure of a free, economic environment 
This individualism was created out of two major facts: a new
race, the original elements of which had immigrated to Araerioa 
almost wholly from an economic motive,1 and the free environ
ment. Out of these came the socle 1 and political philosophy 
of the older Araerioa—  characterized as democracy.2 Opposing

1. Ibid.. Vol. I, p. 133.
2. T H d ., p. 132.
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the democratic spirit was the Tory philosophy. This philos
ophy, originating in the mercantile olnss, whioh owed its 
origins to the frontier, compressed into a single sentence 
is the will-to-power of the wealthy.*

Stated thus the philosophy does not appear to ad
vantage ...In con aequcno e, much ingenuity in tailor
ing was necessary to provide it with garments to 
oover its nakedness. Kmbroidered with patriotism, 
loyalty, law and order, it made a very respectable 
appearance, end when it put on the stately robe of 
the British Constitution, it was enormously impres
sive. The Tory theory of the British Constitution 
may well be regarded as a masterpieoe of the gentle 
art of tailoring.2

Parrington*b words here could hardly be called renpeotful, but
they help to reveal what he considered a fundamental split in
the Tory ond Democrat ideas of the purpose of government, "'hat
is exhibited by the democratic group end the Tory group as
Parrington saw it, iso oonflict of interest.'-, that will result
in a theory of government suitable to the dominant group. The
two groups represent lesser property and greater property, and
the actual conflict between them at the close of the far of
the Devolution was over the form of government that would rule
the United States.

although the problem was political, the forces that 
were driving to a solution were eoonomio, and were 
commonly reoognized as suoh. Agrarian and mercantile 
interests opposed eaoh other openly and shaped their 
political programs in accordance with their special 
needs...The struggle between these two schools of 
thought determined the final outcome of a long and 
acrimonious contest.3

1. Ibid.. p. 197.
2. Loo. olt.
3. TbTd.. p. 267
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The progress of this struggle woe marked by the conflict of
Jefferson end Hamilton; whioh must

be reckoned. In port at least, a conflict between 
the rival principles of...on agrarian ond a capital
ist io economy.*
The outcome of this struggle will be shown in the dis

cussion on lav Immediately to come. Here the point hap, been 
made that Barrington saw that the forces that shaped American 
politioal and governmental theories end forms were economic 
in purpose. Earlier it we a shown that Parrington caw eoonomio 
Implications of o dominant nature in the continental theories 
brought to America. Here, in politics and governmental form, 
there Is more than Implication. There is outright eoonomio 
determinism in tho struggle of two opposing schools of eoonomio 
thought.

lew
Xe the origin of lav: interpreted in the same manner as 

the origin of politics and government? It would seem, oorollary 
to answer yoe, for If the purpose of v government ie economic 
in origin, the ccts of government would be consistent with its 
economic interests. At any event, this ie farrington^E position.

The Constitution is the bo sic law of the United ‘.'totes.
It was, said Parrington, the first response to the current 
demand for a safeguard against tyranny, "but it woo el ed at 
the encroachments of agrarlon majorities rather than at Tory 
minorities.”2 The Tory proponents of the Constitution privately
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acknowledged their eoonomio motives and their oless interests.1
The Tory leaders were Hamilton end Madison, end ’arrington made
it clear that he believed them to be after a basic lev that
would protect their property rights and elms. Hamilton was
summarized in these words:

As the creative organizer of a political state 
answering the needs of a capitalistic order...he 
seems the most modern and the most American of 
our eighteenth century leaders, one to whom our 
industrialism owes a very greet debt, but from 
whom our democratic liberalism has received no
thing.8
Opposing the Tory interests in the forme,tion of the 

Constitution were the agrarian interests, led by Jefferson, 
who wished to preserve « social structure based on smell land 
holdings, notice the kind of basic lews Jefferson wanted, ac
cording to Parrington, and that, though antithetic to the laws 
Hamilton wanted, they refleet eoonomio aims:

A free yeomanry he regarded as the baokbone of 
every great people, the producers of the real 
wealth, the guardians of manly independence; ond 
the number of factory workers measured for him the 
extent of social disease. It is this Phyelooratlo 
oonoeptlon that explains his bitter hostility to 
protective tariffs, national banks, funding manip
ulations, the machinery of credit, and ell the 
egenoles of capitaligra that Hamilton was skillfully 
erecting in Amcrloa,™
The Constitution as finally adopted was e compromise be

tween the forces of Federalism and agrarianism.* The result 
of the oonfliot is a be,sic law that is economic in origin, if

1
£
3
4 i H ? .. P. 302.
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Parrington*a earlier premises ere oorreot. Parrington, right
or wrong in his theories, is to be understood aa having followed
Lmith and Beard in their conclusions regarding the origin of
American law. -is oonolusion to this, there can be quoted what
Parrington wrote of John Parshe11, who hed considerable to do
with fashioning ;merioaa luw after the establishment of the
Constitution. ihe situation was a suit over the validity of
contracts, onid Parrington:

The agrarian and capitalistio economies were engaged 
in a mortal duel; that it should have been a Virgin
ian who saved the day for the Hamiltonians, erecting 
the old Federalism into the law [investigator*s italiosl 
of the lend, and conducting by his decisions straight to 
an augmented, consolidated state, under the shadow of 
whose power the development of corporate finanoe might 
go forward without agrarian let or hindranoe, was a 
bitter brow for the Jeffersonian planters to drink.1

Economic Determinism of Literature
It has already been indirectly riiown to whet extent Par

rington thought religion and religious movements eoonomio in 
character. There remain:- to show how fsr he carried economic 
determinism into the field of literature. Use has been made 
of the following quotation; but its repetition is worthwhile, 
for it provides; e direct, though general, answer to the problem 
under dieoussion:

I have chosen to follow the broad path of our poli
tical, economic, and sooiel development, rather 
than the narrow belletristio: and the main divisions
of the study have been fixed by foroes that are an
terior to llterarysoKooIs and movements, creating 
tile body of ideas from which literary culture event 
ually springs tInvest(gator*'s 1 telloe j
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This Is not to say the t aesthetios or thet the spiritual 
qualities of art do not belong to the art form and to the art
ist, but that the literary content ooraee from the vital eco
nomic, politlool and social souroes of American ideas, out of 
whioh literary culture springs. Barrington here usee the terms 
''political” fmd "social'’ on the same level as the term "eoonomio” 
and as though they are distinct items, as has been shown, he 
believed that the dominant character of American politios, 
government and law is eoonomio. Bolitioel and f-ooiol foroes 
are thus to bo considered, though economic in primary chareeter, 
as foroes in their own right. The tern "eooio-eoonomia” is 
appropriate to indicate this.

Parrington, It must be noted, is conoerned with more than 
what is ordinarily thought of as literature. For instance, in 
announcing hie subject matter for Volume II, he seid:

The literature of this extraordinarily vigorous period 
^following the American Revolution 3 we are now to deal 
with, not in the narrow field of belles lettree alone 
but in the outlying fields of social and politioel 
philosophies.1

Further developing this concept of literature Parrington said
that our literary historians have ignored the

world of masculine intellects and mcterial struggles.
They have so light daintier fare than polemics, ond in 
oonsequenoe medioore verse has obsoured political 
speculation, and poetasters have shouldered aside 
vigorous creative thinkers.^

The tern "literature" is to be taken broadly; and broadly
these two quotations just used reveal Parrington*s sooio-

1. Ibid.. Vol. II, p. ix.
2. Ibid.. Vol. I, p. vi.
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eoonomio point of view.
3ut how did Parrington ap,.ly eoonomio determinism to

individual writers? In s disoussion of pre-revolutionary
literature, Parrington wrote that culture and patriotism kept
their eyes on the counting house:

Ho so oner n&d business oorae out for independence 
than oulture swung over; the wit whioh would gladly 
have remained loyal applauded the aomments of the 
oountinghouse, end the newspaper essay reflected 
the new patriotic sentiments.*

This ic general; but of Franois Hopkinson, stated by Farring
ton to have been a leader of whiggiah oulture in Philadelphia,
it was said thot his

Whiggery was probably oomraeroiel in origin, a re
flection of the eoonomio interests of the merchant 
class with whioh he mingled.2

Speaking of Dr. Hopkins' The Anarohlad in a chapter entitled
"The Har of Bellea Lettres." Parrington said,

Scarcely another New England satire reflects so 
aharply the class consciousness that underlay the 
bitter struggle between agrarianism end oapitalism.
It is a slashing attack upon agrarian economics and 
democratic liberalism, a versified eoho of the anger 
Of creditors who were fighting the measures of popu- 
listic legislatures

And in general of the Hartford "-its, of which Dr. Hopkins was
a member, Parrington said that they never sulked when their
economic interests were touched.^

It might be argued that these men were first of all
anything but literary figures. What about the more genuine

1.
2.
3.
4.

Ibid.. p. 252. 
Sjj., P. 254. 
Ibid.. p. 365. 
U S . ,  p. 367.
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artists, the romantic figures? Did Parrington believe they 
oould be explained by eoonomio determinism? The romantic move
ment itself was so conceived:

The grapes from whioh the wine of romance is vinted 
...are rooted in tho oommon earth...There is no more 
fruitful source of romantic hope than e fluid eco
nomics.*

The ebullient romanticisms, which in politico, eoonomios,
theology, and literature, foresook the homespun past, were
the product of a nation obsessed over the opportunity for
eoonomio self-exploitation. Prom this condition emerged,

a8 naturally as the cook from the mother egg, the 
spirit of romanoe, gross and tawdry in vulgar minds, 
dainty and refined in the more cultivated, but al
ways romanoe. The days of realism were past...2
Now observe what Parrington had to say about individuals 

assigned to the romuntio movement: First Bryant, who is treat
ed as nore than a versifier of American soenery:

A trenchant critic of the rising onpitalism, de
lighting in exposing the fallaoies of the now eco
nomics and in prioking the bladders of politioal 
reputelions.. .Bryant was perhaps the most distin
guished of tiie liberals created by the revolutions 
that were enthroning the middle class in power.3

Of Washington Irving:
fiis cheerful optimism was little more than the opti
mism of tho prosperous.4

Of Herman Melville, who was interpreted as an escapist:
TChen he returned disillusioned from the South Seas,
...when he discovered his transcendental oroftsman- 
ship driving on the rooks of eoonomio neoesslty, when

1. Ibid.. Vol. II, p. iii-iv.
2- 2 S S a> p«
3* ZSZ»i p * 24S»4. Ibid.. p. 208.
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the publlo rejected his mystioal dreams and he wee 
inexorably 'damned by dollars', he perforce turned 
in upon his own brooding® and sought solaoe in 
Plato.1

Of James Fenimore Cooper:
His busy life covered the middle yearc of the great 
shift from an aristooratio order to a capitalistic 
order, and this revolutionary change provided him 
ample materials for brooding speculation.2
The "ideal'' seems to have been so dominant an element

of tiie work of such persons as Hmerson and Thoreau that one
wonders whether or not Parrington included them among those
webbed by eoonomio foroes. He did. The New Kngland Hensie-
sanoe, a part of the generol romantic movement in America,
is Itself explained by eoonomio forces: the textile system
that had swept over ^assaohusette. Out of this arose a new
pattern of life; and a new Utopia, approached by way of the
industrial revolution, revealed itself. The static order of
agricultural ways v-as shattered, end, said Parrington,

with tho social disruption came naturally an intel
lectual disruption.. .The result was a long battle 
of ideas, a fierce struggle between the old deter
ministic theology and the new romentio philosophy, 
with the viotory slowly inclining to the latter.3

The New Snglond Penoissanoe produced varied classes of writers.
Some of them were Anti-slavery militants. Slavery was not
destroyed by these non, aoting as the Hew England conscience,
but by the eoonomios of free labor.4 ~"hittier was Anti-slave.
He woe a Quaker, whose religion of peace and good will had

1. Ibid., P. 261.
2. TOT., p. 223.
3. TOT., p. 318.
4. TOT.! p. 360.
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beeft nourished by a narrow domestic eoonomy and by social 
non-conformityIn another group was Titaerson, forced to 
become a orltio of American life. He calmly pronounoed Judg
ment upon the idole of hie tine,

upon Ktete ftreet and Beacon Street, upon Tebster 
and Clay end Douglas, upon Everett and Choate, upon 
black slavery end white, upon the ?"exlcan ftar and 
the Fugitive Slave Bill, upon the stolid poor and 
the callous rich.2

Henry Thoreau, during forty years of exceptional activity,
sought to find an economy that would provide a satisfactory
life:

Walden is the handbook of an eoonomy that endeav
ors to refute Adam Smith ond transform the round 
of daily life into something nobler than a mean 
gospel of plus and minus.^
The romantic period in American life o; mr; to an end 

following the defeat of western agrarianism by eastern capi
talism.4 The result of capitalism’s victory was an Amerloa 
so crude ond strident that a spirit of pessimistic criticism 
rose in bitter protest. -Added to the pessimism created by eco
nomic conditions roc- the pessitaiam that followed the biological 
soienoes and their apparent definition of man as an automaton. 
Literary realism took the place of romanticism, and beoame the
speaking agent sgainet the progress of industrialism end crude

«

individualism that eventuated in the standardization of American 
life. Modern American literature found its leading character-
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istio, so Parrington Indicates, In this combination of protest
and philosophic disillusionj

The mind of the artist is more susoeptible to con
crete social fact than to abstract physioal prin
ciple, and the swift centralizing of eoonomios in 
the eighties and the nineties rwovided the stimulus 
for the extraordinary reversal of thought marked by 
the contrast between iimerson and Dreiser.. .Dreiser 
was the first spokesmen of a later America once more 
falling within the shadow of the pessimism that 
springs from every centralized society shut up with
in the portals of static eoonomios..
There is another side to this story of sooio-ooonomic 

domination of the significant body of Am or loan literature. It 
should be remembered that Parrington hud limited his problem 
to this characteristic of American thought. Hie. application 
of the limitation naturally forced him to leave holes In his 
discussion of American literary writers. There is no difficulty 
of this sort in Volume I, for the fo^ writers of the period 
easily slip into Purrington's classification; but in Volume II, 
Parrington is forced to ignore by under-emphasis writers whose 
work has had standard recognition for qualities that are dis
tinct from social philosophies end conflicts. Poe, though 
treated in two pages, was acknowledged to possess aesthetic 
interest. Longfellow was treated briefly— and gently; but the 
diBOussions of Irving, Henry James, Hawthorne, end Holmes, even 
though oomplimentory in places, leovoc the impression that 
Parrington thought them to have been weak writers. It may be 
that they were, but the inference is that their weakness con
sisted of u failure or e refusal to enter with a degree of

1. Ibid.. p. 319
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firmness and conviction into contemporary social struggles.
Parrington found vrhat ho oould of sooinl implications in the
writings of these men, approved, and gave the impression that
he felt disappointed because there was no more to say. The
following quotations vl.ll reveal the attitude. Of Irving:

The industrial revolution might work itself out 
os it would. The seventeen years he spent abroad 
on his great pilgrimage were black years for Hng- 
lend, wretchedness and poverty were all about him 
if he chose to sec...But he did not choose to coo 
end hie conscience was untroubled, /is he idled 
about the countryside or visited the hospitable 
manor houses, hie eye was caught by the grace of 
medieval spire8...otc.l

Of Hawthorne:
He was the extreme and finest expression of the 
refined alienation from reality that in the end 
palsied the creative mind of 'lew England. Hav
ing consumed his fancies, what remained to feed 
on?2

Of Holmes:
Romantic garments fitted him ill, yet he persist
ed in trying them on. He; even got to like them, 
and come finally to prefer ’’The Chambered Nautilus” 
above his other poems— e strange perversion of 
taste for a rationalist. ”The One-lioas Shay” is 
worth a volume of such pretty raorollsing.3

And of Henry lames:
The spirit of Henry James 21mrks the last refine
ment of the genteel tradition, the ooinpletest embodi
ment of its vague oultural aspirations. All hie life 
he dwelt wistfully on the outside of the realm he 
wished to be a free citizen of. Did any other pro
fessed realist ever remain so persistently aloof 
from the homely realities of life?...how unlike he 
is to .’iherwood Anderson, on authentic product of the 
American consciousness!*
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The oonolusion to draw from the varied excerpts uBed above is 
that Barrington, while aware of obvious exceptions to his rule, 
believed that literature, like politics, government, law, and 
religion, carried with it the significant imprint of eoonomio 
situations. In addition literature is to be thought of bb 
influenced by social forces acting in their own right. Thus 
in literary movements ._nd in individual writers, the aooio- 
eoonoralo character Is to be sought by the literary soholar.

Amerioan Literature and Its Reletlon to Social Conflict
To Parrington the significant American writers presented 

and defended programs of a social nature, or else spent a large 
part of their energies in attacking existing social conditions. 
This is a natural corollary of the socio-economic prinoiple.
The greatest pert of Barrington's work that he devoted to 
literary figures and works was spent discussing the evidenoe 
of oonflict. fhen Parrington found a writer who baffled such 
interpretation, he was forced to present s distorted picture.
From artists who were character is tioolly belletristio or ethical—  
such as, Irving, Poe, Longfellow, and Hawthorne— he squeezed 
what was to be found of a sooial program or gave up with short 
expositions. Again It should be pointed out that this is more 
the result of control set by method and theory, ratner than 
the result of Farrington's natural inclination, for as will be 
shown immediately after the close of this division of the study, 
Parrington was not unaware of aesthetios and their value.

The basio structure of Parrington's work is the confliot
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between liberal end conservative foroes. Anyone familiar with 
the history of the United Stat3s is aware of the eharaeter of 
this struggle. Parrington began hie discussion of Araarloan 
literature— he re the term "literature” has its conventional 
meaning— with « chapter entitled "Literary 'Echoes,” the refer
ence being to the growing revolutionary spirit among the English 
colonies:

Clever young men were turning moderns end making 
ready to wage a new battle of the books.l

They took sides, lined up in opposition oonsoiously. John
Trumbull and Francis Hopklnson were with the Thige. Jonathan
Odell and Samuel Peters were with the Tory, or loyalist foroea.
Of Odell’s "The American Times,” Parrington wrote:

Jefferson, Paine, Morris, Adams, Washington, and a 
host of others, are shallow creatures, in the Judg
ment of Odell, bereft of reason, void of honor, the 
very scum of the revolutionary pot...The attack is 
rankly and grossly partisan, with no saving grace 
of humor or humanity,2

After the successful conclusion of the Revolution, the history
of liberalism and reaction continued under a different guise;
but literature remained partisan:

To turn from the field of political theory to the 
realm of polite literature is not to quit the par
tisan battle-ground. The long struggle between 
Federalist ond Democrat was too bitter and absorb
ing...not to conscript gentlemen of oulture equally 
with politicians, Every available quill was oalled 
to the oolors, and a oivil war of belles lettres 
broke out, that exoaaded in animosity any other 
known to our literary history.3

1. Ibid.. Vol. I, p. 248
2
3
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One side In the battle were the Hartford wite, nearly all of
whom were Yale men,

Calvlnistio, Federalistic, admirable representative# 
of the oligarohiaal upper ©lass of the provincial 
Connecticut eooiety.l

The Wits were portisan rather than intellectual.2 Opposed to 
them was the Frenoi group, led by Freneau, poet of two revo
lutions, end Joel 33arlow. Freneau championed the cause of 
democracy, end along with tijet a score of lesser causes} 
Unitarlanism, deism, anti-slavery, .Americanism in education. 
The poet was deeper in Freneau*s spirit than partisanship, 
but partisanship dominated his ego arid node hie life a stormy 
one. ̂

Upon moving into the period following the devolution, the 
historian comes upon the oonfliot between the North and the 
South, treated by Parrington as a oonfliot of economic sys
tems. The literature of both regions refleoted partisanships, 
conciliatory or violently entagonioti o. In the early days of 
this conflict Caruthers and Kennedy wrote romances that re
fleoted their positions. Of Kennedy, Parrington said,

The satire is a capitalistic counter to the agrarian 
attaok on the rising money power, and it is colored 
by tie chagrin of gentlemen who find themselves dis
placed by plebeians.4
On the frontier rose the Davy Crockett myth. This, Par

rington wrote, and denied the possibility of his oeing In 
error, was in its later development u deliberate fabrication

1. Ibid.. p. 359.
2» M m  P. 367.
3. T S T d .. pp. 368-380, Cf.
4. E H . :  Vol. II, p. 55.
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In the servioe of an interest frankly partisan. It was the 
work of politicians. It was a masterpiece of Whig strategy 
to gull the simple.1

In the North, when the gathering foroes of the war of 
the Rebellion were springing up, literary work was markedly 
partisan; ond even such oloof members of the Brahmin caste 
os Holmes during this period took part in a oonfliot: he was
an unsparing critic of romantic equalitarlanism.2

One of the great figures in American literature is Mark 
Twain. Parrington said that muoh of Twain’s work is oritioal 
of the Amerioo in which he lived. The Gilded Age. Huokleberry 
n a a . and The Connecticut Yankee, to mention only the most 
popular of Twain’s work, embody reaction to contemporary eoo
nomio, political and philosophical ideals. In the instance 
of the latter, there ie hatred for a Christian civilization 
that pretends to love God while it enslaves the ohildren of 
God.3

with the complete ascension of the middle class to power 
in America and with the corresponding failure in the aims and 
hopes of the social idealists who had prayed for an Amerioa 
with a wide base of social Justice, a olnss of oritics rose 
that made neoessery a class of defenders of the thing oritloized: 
oapitalism. One of the first important literary defenses of 
capitalism was Hay’s The Breadwinners. It is Farrington’s 
opinion that this book is

PP. 173-177, Cf.
2. ibid.. p. 456.
3* H H . ,  Vo1. 1111 PP. 86-101, Cf.
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oleurly o partisan defense of eoonomio individualism, 
an attack upon the rising labor movement, a grotesque 
satire smeared with an unotuous morality...a perfect 
expression of the spirit of the upper-olass Imerloa 
In those uneasy eighties with their strikes and look
outs ond Ilayraarket riots.1
In the early eipities a reaction againBt capitalism came 

from the agrarians in the middle west. Harold Frederic,
Joseph Kirkland, and Hamlin Garland were spokesmen. They 
provided

the first conscious literary reaction to the sub
notion of agriculture to oapitelistio exploita
tion and it was marked by the bitterness of a de
caying order.s
Edward Bellamy’s Looking Backward is e good example of 

the role partisanship oan take in literary form. It is an 
advocate of a certain sort of society, and it is so interpret
ed by Professor Parrington.3

The last words in Farrington’s manusoript reveal his 
concept of how American literature entered into sooial conflict.

Oddly enough it was in the West that the new spirit 
first expressed itself most adequatelyj...Frank 
Horris in California, Dreiser in Indiana, Sher
wood Anderson in Ohio, Masters and Sandburg and 
Vaohel Lindsey in Illinois, were the spokesmen 
of the resentment welling up in the Aroerloan heart 
at the loss of the older freedom and individual 
dignity.4
These men were the opponents or proponents of capitalism 

and its methods. They illustrate for Parrington the essential 
element in the social relationships between the Amerioan artist
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ond hie environment. The individual artist, suoh as Freneau, 
may have wished to spend hie time eeerohing for end contempla
ting beauty, but eoonomio conditions led him into a fight in 
whioh art was the weapon. Only suoh rare individuals as Poe 
oould stand in steadfast, though bitter solitude ageinst the 
pressure of environment; but not even doe, Barrington sold, 
oould esoapo being violently damned end emotionally lost in 
an eoonomioe that hes had no time for loveliness, end if he 
is to be understood, he must be studied by the psychologist 
and by the aesthetic critic.3-

One of the things that strikes a reader of Main Currents
in American Thought is the fact that Parrington felt the tug
of aesthetics. It is not that he said so, but that the tug
wes oorcraunlooted to his pen. Often he took the aesthetic critic
to task, soolding him for our failure to understand Bryant,
saying that the belletristic impatience of any incursion Into
met tors of feet is to blame.2 He said in another piece that an
exaggerated regard for esthetic values has been the handicap of
genteel tradition.2 Yet one comes upon such remarks as the
following about Mrs. Stowe without a sense of inconsistency,
for they come from a natural instinct In Perrington’s heart:

Richly endowed though she was her work has suffered 
the fate that pursues those who forget that beauty 
alone survives after emotion subs ides. 4

Parrington ond Aesthetice
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Certainly it was not on the beeis of beauty that Parrington 
undertook to evaluate American thought and literature, but 
rather on the basis of Jeffersonian liberal lean. In suoh sym
pathetic statements as the following about Freneau one sees 
again the tug of aesthetlos on Parrington:

After all, the poet in Freneau was deeper than the 
partisan. ..In moments of release from cares he found 
solace in the ooetry that welled up from the unem
bittered depths of a rich and generous nature.*

Of Cabell, Professor Parrington wrote in an essay that seems 
to this writer primarily aesthetic appreciation and to illus
trate Farrington's tendency in the aesthetic direotion, this 
line:

I hav<s celled '■'r. Cabell a poet, and the Justification 
lies in his persistent idealization of life in terms
of beauty.2

And this of the same "poet":
The practical, the conventional, are alien to the 
deeper reality whioh is shadowed forth by emotions 
and dreems; whioh refuses to diooloae itself neked- 
ly, but hides behind symbols, haunting the raind 
even while one is pottering among inoonsequontials
Form in art, or aesthetics, is undoubtedly more than a 

boundary oiroumsoribing factual content. It is an attempt by 
the use of symbols and shapes to disclose the reality that 
transcends the practical and the conventional. When Farring
ton direots his attention to this, he ic boing the aesthetic 
oritio. The aesthetic undercurrent runs through all of Far
rington* s work.

Ibia.. Vol. I, p. 360.
2. l E S L » Vol. Ill, p. 337.3. TbT?.. p. 330.
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Farrington's liberalism Is Important beoause it gave the
sngle to his oritioal inclination.

Professor Parrington w s  a Jeffersonian democratand
to Parrington, Jefferson, of nil the great thinkers of the
constitutional period, rae the most vital ond suggestive, the
one to whom later generatione oould return most hopefully.^
This means that Parrington's liberal roots go back to the French
Revolution and the humanitarian ideals that inspired It.

Jefferson was an agrarian, "the most original and native
of the political leaders of the time."®

Far more completely than any other American of his 
generation he embodied the idealisms of the great 
revolution— -its faith in human nature, its eoonomio 
individualism, its conviction that here in Amerioa, 
through the instrumentality of politiosl democraoy, 
the lot of the oommon man should somehow be made 
better.4

Jefferson found hie ideals in the ’’back-to-nature” philosophy 
with its "oorollsry of agrarian economics.”5 Ke substituted 
the "pursuit of happiness” for "property." He sought decen
tralization of government end a decentralized system of eco
nomics based on small land holdings. He believed that central
ized economics brought oentrelized political control with a 
corresponding political tyranny. Ho was physiooratio in his 
hatred of Federal!stio economic machinery: tariffs, banks,

i* ihia.. Vol. i, p. i.
2. Ibid.. p. 356.
3. I M A ., p. 342.
4. Ibid.. p. 343.
5. Loo. Olt.
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credits, funding manipulations. He oonoelved the truly pro
ductive form of labor to be agricultural. Bankers, manufac
turers, and middlemen were thought to be sterile. Government, 
he believed, is inherently at war with natural freedom: thus
government should be kept at a minimum and should be terminable.* 

The social idealism of the Jeffcrsoniana, according to 
Parrington, did not suffer in a comparison vlth the soclol 
idealism of the Hamiltonians. Parrington wrote:

It is a ooxitrast in sooiol oulture, in humane ideals, 
in interpretations of the native genius of America; 
and in t.lie comparison it is not the Virginia Republi
can who suffers.2
It is this spirit and this philosophy that animated Por- 

rington. Vet he m b  not optimistio. He was nonrly ready to 
oonoede defeat, and at times the bitterness of frustration 
entered his words in cutting complaint against the superior 
power of the eoonomic foroes that created Federalism in Amer
ica and gave it the victory over Jeffersonianism. He said of 
'fhomes Paine:

Like all idealists he made the mistake of under
estimating the defensive strength of vested in
terests, and their skill in arousing the mob prej
udice. His thousands of followers among the dis
franchised poor oould not protect his reputation 
against the attacks of the rich end powerful.
Although reason may "make its own way," it makes 
its way with wearisome slowness and at unreoson- 
able oost.3

And speaking of slavery, he wrote,

1. Ibid.. Vol. II, pp. 10-14, Cf
2. fbi'cf.. p. 19.
s« Ibid.. Vol. I, p. 341.
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After the Emancipation Proclamation oame the 
Fourteenth Amendment, ond out of thet oame the 
triumphant gospel of "due prooess of law." The 
devil understands the ways of the world too well 
to beoome discouraged at e temporary set-back, 
for if righteousness auooeeds in breaking the 
bonds that bind a generation, he knows that the 
market plaoe oerrles an ample stock of new oords 
to replaoe those that are broken.*

And of Thoreau, these pessimistic vordB reveal the bitterness
that at times pervaded Parrington*e soul:

He was the connletost embodiraent of the laissez- 
faire reaction against a regimented cooiaY" orVfer, 
tHe severest critic of the lower eoonornios that 
frustrate the dreams of human freedom. Ho was 
fortunate in dying before the age of exploitation 
had ohoked his river with its weeds; fortunate in 
not foreseeing how remote ie that future of free 
men on whioh his hopes wore fixed.2
Part of Harrington’s pessimism oen be laid to the psychology 

of the individual vho n» kes up the mosses. Pessimism was in part 
his reaction to mechanistio aoienoe. where does politioal equal
ity and even ultimate human perfection come into a sooiety that
ie made up of biological unequale and of low-grade automatons?

If the moss— the raw materials of democracy— never 
rises much above sex appeals and belly needs, surely 
it is poor stuff to try to work up into an excellent 
civilization, and the dreams of the social Idealist 
who forecasts u glorious democratic future are about 
as substantial as moonshine. It is a discouraging 
essay .3
The intellectual history of American liberalism, Parrington 

said, covering three hundred years, has manifested three pheses. 
It started with Oolvinietic pessimism, went into romantic opti
mism, and has now embraced mechanietlo pessimism. It was a

1* Ibid.. Vol. II, pp. 260-361,
2. Ibid.. p. 412.
3. Ibid.. Vol. Ill, p. 413.
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sorry trip, but is the end ae now known the aotual finish of
the adventures of liberalism attempting to fashion a new soolety
out of a new, virgin world? This muoh Is oleer:

An industrialized soolety is reshaping the psychol
ogy fashioned by an agrarian worldj the passion for 
liberty Is lessening and the individual, in the pres
ence of creature comforts, is being dwarfed; the 
drift of centralization is shaping its inevitable 
tyrenniee to bind us with. Whether the quiok con
cern for human rights, that was the noble bequest 
of our fathers who hod drunk of the waters of Frenoh 
romantlo faith, will be carried over into the future, 
to unhorse the machine that now rides men and to 
leaven the sodden mass that is industrial Axnerioa, 
is a question to whioh the gods as yet have given no 
answer. Yet it is not without hope that Intelligent 
America is in revolt. The artist is in revolt, the 
intellectual is in revolt, the consoienoe of America 
is in revolt.1
Though Parrington'e book is a history of the defeats of 

liberalism, the lesson is one of hope. The years since Par
rington died would surely have disturbed him, but perhaps he 
would have seen them with the long view and have found oom- 
fort in the thunder of attack and counter attaok that terrifies 
the world. All is not lost until hope is gone, and in spite of 
his bitterness Parrington hoped. He oould not have written 
I/a In Currents in American Thought merely as the burial ground 
of his Jeffersonian liberalism.

gstlmate of Parrington's Critics 1 Position 
The estimate of Farrington's critical position consists 

of two parts. The first of these is on esti-nete of Farring
ton's rank among his colleagues. This can be ascertained by
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examining the reviews written of Main Currents in American 
Thought and by gathering comments from acknowledgments or from 
references in books on literature. The seoond estimate is con
cerned with the logioal validity of the philosophical concept 
of economic determinism of ideas. There seems to have been 
no suoh analysis applied to Farrington's work. The investiga
tor will undertake to state the faotors that enter trie problem. 
It is to be understood that his statements ere expressions of 
his personal opinion.

Farrington's Rank Among His Colleagues
The first two volumes of Main Currents in American Thought

appeared early in 1927. The reviews, though at tines adversely
critical in matters of style, were complimentary. The following
excerpts reveal how Farrington's work was reoeived: Carl Van
Daren In the Mew York HeroId Tribune wrote,

The influential American writers are individually con
sidered with freshness and brilliance. Hut the treat
ment as a whole goes decidedly beyond most literary 
history.1

W. Brown in the Canadian PTl3torloal Review wrote,
Scant attention is given to the discussion of form, and 
writers whose literary merit would scarcely justify pass
ing notice are given a piece beosuee of their importance 
in moulding or handing on ideas. Canadian readers will 
find here much valuable comment on Amerioan influences 
whioh have affected Canadian history, and on ideas which 
have run a more or less similar course in Canada and the 
United States. The outhor'B style is pungent end clear, 
although nothing would have been lost had he more often 
restrained his love of polysyllables.

1. Van Doren, 0., New York Herald Tribune: Books, May 1,
1927, p. 5.

2. Brown, Canadian Hlatorloel Bevlaw. wept., 1927,
Vol. 8, p. 269.
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Helen Houston in the Independent wrote,
This ie by no means a new subject, but it takes on 
new life under a vivid imagination, a lively sympathy, 
a well-stored mind, and c graceful and foroeful use 
of iSnglish.l

G. P. Fadiman in the Literary Review wrote, after his summary
of .Main Currents in .amerioan Thought.

This skeleton nummary gives no hint of the richness of 
the book, its evooation of e host of minor figures, its 
rediscoveries; of lost literary gold mines, the metiou- 
lousneEs of its formal pattern. Consequently orltioism 
may seem oaptioue. Yet one can hardly refrain from com
ment on a few confusing ambiguities...But these ore minor 
objections to s \<ork which offers so sweeping yet meticu
lous an interpretation of our America; whose sober and 
ohaste prose (not always as oonoise as it might be) 
rounds out half n hundred representative Americans; whioh, / 
like Dr. Beard’s history, consummates a critical movement 
and indicates o thousand paths for future interpreters.”

G. A. Beard wrote in the Nation.
In carrying out his project he hoc written a truly sig
nificant book; according to the signs on every hand, a 
work that promises to be epooh-making, sending exhilarat
ing gusts through the deadly miasma of academic oritioism.®

P. H. Boynton in the New Republic wrote,
On the whole, he has shown a surprising disregard for 
the importance of the frontier os introduced into his
tory by P. J. Turner...Yet...Mr. Barrington’s undertak
ing is an impressive one, impressively carried out 
through two of the announced volumes. It does not need 
current report to reveal that it has been the work of 
years. No book of suoh substance and such sustained 
quality could have been turned out in short order or 
under high pressure...It takes its place worthily in 
the ranks of the various broed surveys of history, phi
losophy, soienoe, religion and literature whioh are a 
significant sign of the tines.&

A reviewer in the New York Times wrote,

1. Houston, H., Independent. Oct., 1927, Vol. 119, p. 412.
2. Fadiman, C. P., Literary Review. April 30, 1927, p. 2.
3. Beard, C. A., Nation. Itev 18. 1927. Vol. 124, p. 560.
4. Boynton, P. H., New Republic. July 6, 1927, Vol. 51,

p. 181.
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Professor Parrington*8 volumes form an admireble sup- t/
plement to the Beards* work. It is muoh more exhaus
tive in its treatment of the Colonial period and in its 
discussion of the ideas which were carried to this coun
try from abroad. The outstanding contribution of ’The 
Rise of Amerioan Civilization* is its interpretation of 
the eoonomio foroes whlon hove crested the American of 
today; Professor Parrington, while not undervaluing the 
idea of eoonomio determinism, has given fuller considera
tion to political theory as such, and has made a muoh 
wider and more thorough examination of general oulturel 
ideas as expressed in our literature.*

An unsigned review in Outlook contains this statement:
Here is fresh and original interpretation of the more 
influential tendencies in American thought arid senti
ment from colonial days to the outbreak of the Civil 
?.'er. Though professedly written from o Jeffersonian 
standpoint, the real attitude is ultra-modern, and the 
text indubitably dates itself as post-war.w

K. B. Murdock in the Yale Review wrote,
Mein Gurrente in Amerioan Thought will interest students 
of history; it should awake n 1st. or lens of Amerioan lit
erature to the possibilities in o now method of approach; 
and to all its readers it will bring a generally aoourate 
tracing of significant lines in the growth of Amerioan 
ideas and a series of valuable brief discussions of cer
tain men of letter s.3

And II. S. Canby wrote in the Saturday Review of Literature.
This is a work of the first importance, lucid, compre
hensive, aoourate as sound scholarship should be, and 
also challenging, original in its thinking, shrewd, and 
sometimes brilliant. It is the book which historians 
and critics of Amerioan literature have been waiting 
and hoping for.4
Then the third volume of Barrington's work appeared in 1930,

reviews greeted it with approbation. Carl Van Doren wrote in
the Hew York Herald Tribune.

1. Unsigned, l2£i£ 1&§£± Books, May 1, 1927, p. 3.
2. Unsigned, Outlook. July 27, 1927, Vol. 146, p. 418.
3. Murdock, K. B . Yale Review. Jan., 1928, Vol. 17, p. 382.
4. Canby, H. S., Saturday Revlew of Literature. June 25,

1927, Vol. 3, p. 925.
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If ho had lived to finish this third volume it would 
have been the best treatment of these matters ever 
written.*

3. P. Brown in Current History wrote,
One may well regret that the author did not live to 
complete hie great study of .American thought, but even 
in ite present form it is o stimulating and valuable 
contribution towards an evaluation of American intel
lectual history.2

J. D. A. in the Hew York Times wrote,
Professor Farrington* a work will stand unquestionably 
as a vital and original contribution to our cultural 
history. No crltio, it may be ventured, can henceforth 
work in the same field without debt to the author.3

Harry Hansen in the New York World wrote,
Unfortunately it is fragmentary, and even the completed 
essays laok the convincing character of those in the 
first volumes. But while not the capstone to his life 
work, this book reveals how much American oritioism lost 
by Farrington’s early death.4

And in Survey Leon Whipple wrote,
Jerrington in these three volumes offers the largest 
view of American culture we possess. His oritioism is 
informed and in perspective. He is no respeoter of per
sons, old or new. The view he urges is perhaps too pre
dominantly eoonomioj he was alien in thought to our mod
ern psychology of individuals. But he had scope— and 
we need scope!*5
Several judgments were discovered in the books examined for 

traoes of Farrington’e influence. Such judgments are useful in 
arriving at a decision regarding Parrlngton's rank among his 
oolleagues. Percy H. Boynton, in Literature and Amerioan Life, 
remarked that Farrington was the most substantial historian of 
the whole oourse of American letters.6 Reuben Post He1leak, in

1. Van Doren, C«, New York Herald Tribunes Books, Nov. SO,
1930, p. 4. ----------------------2. Brown, K. F., Current History. Dec., 1930, Vol. 33, p. 10.

3* J.D.A., New York Times: Books, Nov. 9, 1930, p. 1.
4. Hansen, 177 New lork Wqyj£, Oct. 23» *95°» P;5. Whipple, L..Purvey. Jen. 1, 1931, Vol. 68, p. 396.
6. Boynton, P. H., Literature and American Mfg., P. 71.
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The Romance of Amerioan Literature, wrote that only recently 
and through the work of Farrington has it beoome possible to 
classify American authors in a now, simple, and more logioal 
way: by the dominant movements of an age.* Russell Blanken
ship wrote in Amerioan Literature as an Expression of the Ra
tional Mind that Barrington*s work was "monumental."® John 
Macy, editor of American hr iters on American Li terature. wrote 
in his preface that "the best work by one man ie Vernon Louis 
Farrington’s MaIn Currents in American Thought.. .He was scholar 
end teacher."3

An examination of these remarks and excerpts makes the 
following oonolusion possible: Farrington was accepted by his
colleagues with only minor reservation. He was criticized for 
occasional inaoouraoy, for occasional ambiguity, and for over
emphasis of his point of view; but the main tenor of all the 
criticism was to accept his work as a brilliantly written, val
uable contribution to the history of Amerioan culture.

An Estimate of the Principle of Eoonomio 
Determinism of Thought

In estimating arrington’s position on the principle of 
economic determinism of thought it should be kept in mind that 
Parrington did not exolude aesthetics from s complete picture 
of literary art. Whet he actually believed concerning eoonomio 
determinism is not oleer. He wrote, however, with a fairly con
sistent eoonomio point of view; and he asserted that soolo-eoo-

1. Halleofc, H. P., The Romance of Amerioan Literature, p. ill.
2. Blankenship, R., American literature as an Expression of

the Amerioan Mind, p. vlTH
3. Maoy, J.. Amerioan Writers on Amerioan Literature, p. xvi.
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nomlc forces were the substructure out of whioh literature 
and literary movements spring.2* In another plaoe he wrote 
that iio held no brief for a strict application of eoonomio de
terminism}2 yet Blankenship, who knew Parrington, has written 
that Parrington v®s "frankly a liberal and an eoonomio deter- 
minist."3 The following estimate of the principle of eoonomio 
determinism is therefore node with this uncertainty In mind,
©nd the principle is treated as an abstraction rather then as 
a specific ’arringtonian tenet.

The prlnoiple of economic determinism of ideas holds that 
ideologies find their primary creative forces in eoonomio sit
uations. This is to say that thought is not, oven in pert, a 
creative function of the mind, end that it is created only by 
eoonomio footers outside the mind. Probebly most modern think
ers are willing to say thst eoonomio forces explain a consider
able element of social end human phenomena; but by no means is 
everyone willing to allow economic determinism to hold the ab
solute position frequently claimed for it. To me the dogma of 
absolutism is illogioal. To say that economic forces are the 
primary source of thought le to fall into the error of over
simplification. It is to draw a sharp line where lines are 
vague. It is to Ignore factors hard to explain, simply by re
fusing to consider them. It is to state os a fact something 
thet has never yet been satisfactorily demonstrated in any other

1. Parrington, Vol. I, p. Hi.
2« Ibid.. Vol. Ill, p. xx.
3. Blankenship, R., Hation. Vol. 129, p. 142.
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field of thought: that a first oouse is known.
Are there no non-economic foroea that might Influence th e  

creation of thought? Are there no thoughts that require other 
than an eoonomio explanation?

Eoonomio forces themselves are meaningless except in terms 
of a sooiety or of an individual. To leave out the individual, 
who is the ultimate unit of social life, who really is the meoh- 
anism responding to stimuli, will result in distortion of phi
losophic oonoepts— unless it is true thnt the individual is ab
solutely unable to provide for modification of responses. Sven 
granting that ell the external stimuli whioh produce thought 
are eoonomio, whioh I do not, it still seems to me that the in
dividual modifies the responses. Thera appear to be non-eoonom- 
io elements in personality, end that this would make the total 
response of the individual only partly eoonomio in character.

The human will and the ideal goal of the will are strong 
elements conditioning response to stimuli. Mot even Sflarx and 
Engels denied the existenoe of individual will power. Their 
claim was that no single will could roach its goal because of 
interference by other wills. The goal aotually reached would 
necessarily be a resultant of all wills acting within the sphere 
of interest. Yet obviously the goal is influenced by human 
will.

An individual is o complex system of instincts upon w h io h  

s superstruottire has been raised. In no case, nowever, does 

it seem to me that the individual may be explained by isolat
ing and tagging the instinots and the elements of the super
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structure. The whole system of items forms a self. A response 
by any one of the mechanisms of the system will meet the orit- 
ioal Judgment of the self end be found satis factory cr not on 
a basis of the self’s interests, and not on e basis of the In
st inot responding. The interest of the self is an outgrowth 
of the self’s interpretation of values of its own good. As the 
self develops its will, or its oonsoiousness of the values that 
satisfy the will, it learns to set up objective standards of 
all values that eventually may become an ideal, material or ab
stract, toward whioh the individual strives. When this has 
happened, the individual has a policy whioh sets the standard 
upon which the will chooses its responses and Judges the amount 
of satisfaction gained.

The implication of this system of instincts controlled by 
a will consoious of its policies is that there is a fixed ele
ment in human nature that helps determine what the response to 
a stimulus will be. The whole story does not reside in the na
ture of the stimulus. The individual, faoed by eoonomio situ
ations, and sensitive to the dertBnda of the will, may very well 
add to his response something that is not owed to the eoonomio 
situations. It is my belief that the individual does add to 
his responses. Put into generalization this means that any 
explanation of an institution or ideology that leaves man out 
is only a partial explanetion. There are plausible forces m  
man that should be considered.

The same general conclusion may be reached by examining 
the oharaoter of man’s needs. Are all needs eoonomio in oharao-
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ter? It seems to me thet to say man’s wants and the possible 
objects of satisfaction are all economic is to take too narrow 
a view of man himeelf. It is, of oourse, recognition of the 
obvious to say that a great deal of man and his activities is 
concerned with- the eoonomio. The twainese of keeping alive is 
largely that. But there ore other faotors that enter into man, 
even into his keeping alive. Because of the faot that these 
factors appear always to have been pert of human nature, it 
seems to me that we may oall them Innate. The human need to 
satisfy such interests as those of sex, rhythm, simplicity, 
harmony, and sociability is probably as potent as the need to 
satisfy economic interests; and if need and the objects that 
satisfy the need are able to give the creative impulse to thought,
it is not logical to exclude ell needs except the eoonomic when
stating the theory.

sex and harmony are extremely powerful elements in a sys
tem of human wants. The literature of sex, implying as it does 
a body of thought oreated to matca the literature, osn not be 
explained in all of its characteristics by eoonomio factors.
There is something in it thet belongs only to the need and to 
the objects of satisfaction. As for harmony, it, with its clear 
connection with rhythm, simplicity, beauty, and other aesthetic 
elements, would appear to be part of the root of artistic and >
intellectual expression. It is not only because of a future
good to humanity that an individual seeks to discover the laws 
of the universe and to find in them the controlling principles 
of human activity. There is in man the need to discover harmony
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and meaning for the sake of the experience of discovery as 
well as for the sake of better control of environment. The 
response that follows an experience with intellectual beauty 
is valuable in itself; and it is not illogloal to wonder wheth
er the theory of eoonomio determinism, a magnifioent conception, 
finds its greatest sonroe in man’s need for experience in har
mony, rather than entirely in his need to act in eoonomio terms. 
Mathematicb quite likely rises from man's quest for intellectual 
beauty fully as muoh as it rises from eoonomio necessity. A 
work of scholarship, like a work of art, is undoubtedly in part 
an effort to reach the satisfactory glow that comes from having 
reduced a problem to its principles. The principles do not need 
to be applied in order to produce the glow.

Surely it is a narrow view of human nature that says its 
only needs are eoonomio. Do thoughts of death rise only out 
of the bread and butter conditions of life? Is there not on 
inescapable element of innate curiosity, and of poignancy at 
having to soy farewell to a state of being whioh in the main 
is satisfactory and whioh the poet, or thinker, would like to 
keep for non-eoonomic values. The literature of death, like 
that involving sex, forms so large a portion of human oulture 
that it oan not be ignored by c theory accounting for the origin 
of idees. Eoonomio determinism does not appear to explain suoh 
a literature.

A specifio example of ideas that do not have a oomplete 
explanation in eoonomios may help. It has never been demon
strated Just how the mind works, but a oomraon sense understand-
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ing of the prinoiplo of economic determinism does not show any
way to eooount for the whole of the following poem by Oeorge
Santayana, which, as the ohnnoe has fallen, is Itself e state*
ment of how ideas originate:

0 world, thou ohoosest not the better part!
It is not wisdom to be only wise,
And on the inward vision close the eyes,
But it is wisdom to believe the heart.
Columbus found a world, and ted no chart,
Save one that faith deciphered in the skies;
To trust the soul’s invincible surmise
was all his soienoe and his only art.
Our knowledge is e toroh of smoky pine 
That lights the pathway but one step ahead 
Aoroas a void of mystery and dread.
Bid, then, the tender light of faith to shine 
By whioh alone the mortal heart is led 
Unto the thinking of the thought divine.1

The material of this poem rises from human need, but the need 
does not seem to have an eoonomio souroe. Without intending to 
open the debate over the origin of the spiritual qualities in 
humanity, the need defined by Santayana's poem transoends fao- 
tual reality and rises from the human desire to set up explana
tions that will give order to the complexity of the uni verse.
As I has’e said, order is more then an eoonomio necessity in 
euoaessful living. It seems to me to be the essenoe of being 
alive.

The oonolusion to these speculative inferences would seem 
to be that the ptrinolple of eoonomio determinism does not hold 
the absolute position frequently olaimed for it. It is un
doubtedly an explanation of many phenomena, but it does not 
have a demonstrated olaim as a total explanation of all phe-

1. Santayana, Oeorge, ”0 World, Thou Chooeest Not the Better 
Part.” Taken from L. Untermeyer, Modern Amerioan 
Poetry, p. 136.
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noiaona. Man apparently has non-eoonomio characteristics whioh 
modify ell of his relationships with his environment, including
the subject matter of his literary erte.

Parrington was ssfe when he disclaimed a rigid eoonomio 
determinism at work on American literature. But he inevitably 
appears to give a one-sided interpretation to his subjeot by 
excluding tho aesthetic from his discussion. As a consequence, 
and as he well knew, he must be read as presenting to the schol
ar's attention one view of Amerioan thought. It is a view that 
must be corrected for perspective by application of different 
angles of sight.

Summary
The documentary exposition of Parrington's tenets has 

developed eight topios. The chief effort has been to find the 
philosophio conoepts that underlie the plan of Main Currents 
in Amorican Thou ght.

It was Parrington'a general intention to disouss Amerioan 
thought not as a problem in belles lettres. but as rising from 
social, politioal, end eoonomio sources. As on additional 
element in his intentions was the use of Jeffersonian liberal
ism as a criterion of value.

Parrington believed that Amerioan thought owed its primary 
souroe to two sets of foroess (1) European Ideals and move
ments imported to America, and (2) a native economies. It was 
Parrington's oonoept that these foroes were dominately economic 
in the forma that reached America. This eoonomio oharaoter
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left Its imprint on Amerioan thought, having worked through 
such institutions as politlos, government, snd law. A further 
development of Barrington's aooio-ooonomio principle was found 
in hie oonoept that Amerioan thought hes been in a large part 
concerned in the conflicts that have characterized American 
history, American thought being partisan and critical.

In opite of Barrington’s Interest in socio-economic deter
minism there is in his work an under-current of the aesthetic, 
indicating that he vms not completely comfortable within tha 
limitations he had set for his task. Bven within his philosophy 
of Jeffersonian liberalism, he was not too well at ease, for his 
liberalism was strongly marked with pessimism.

Main Ourrents In Amerioan Thought net with approval in 
America; and Barrington, though his book is not a complete pio- 
ture of American thought, .is given by his oolleagues and his 
reviewers an important rank as an historien. His theory deals 
with an important segment of intellectual aotivity, its causes 
and its history. He adds o necessary element in the total ex
planation of Amerioan culture.
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PART IV 
PARHIWCT071 ’ INFLUENCE 

The purpose of this section of the dissertation is to make 
an estimate of Barrington’s influenoe on literary critics end 
historians. Specifically t is means an ex.-rnination of critical 
and historical work following the publicotion of .Vein Currents 
in amerioan Thought in 1927. There ir on imponderable amount 
of Influenoe thet results from the use of Barrington’s work in 
oollege class rooms, but it is inadvisable to attempt an estimate 
of this."*- The influenoe certainly exists, however, for MaIn 
Currents In American Thought is now a standard bibliographical 
item in its field.

Barrington’s influenoe on critios and historians is of two 
kinds: he has directly influenced the points of view of critical
and historical writers; and he La used as an authoritative refer
ence. To renoh this conclusion bibliographies on literature and 
oritioism were searched for book titles issued since 1927. The 
books themselves were examined for assignable traces of Barring
ton’s work. The following books exhibit such traces:
1. J. E. Flitoroit, Outline studies in American Literature, 1930. 

The author stated, while acknowledging the sources upon whioh 
he drew, nI have also mode occasional use of Barrington...

1. In this connection the investigator would like to say that
Barrington’s own classes have had influence. The inves
tigator knows several of Farrington’s students. S£ost of 
them are "left Y/ing," and it is the belief of some of 
them that Parrington increased this tendency.

2. FI iter oft, J. E., Outline studies in Amerioan Lltera_ture.
P. iv.
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There seems to have been no use made of the point of view 
employed by Parrington. This Is primarily a sohool text.

2. Russell Blankenship, Amorloan Literature as an Expression 
of the Notional Mind. 1931. This book received great in
spiration from Farrington. The author nokno-wledged three 
aouroQB, and said, '’The second is the monumental vork by 
Vernon Louis Parrington on Main Currents In Amerioan Thought."^ 
The author further stated that in the course of this task
"a brief association v?ith the late Vernon Louis Parrington 
as instructor and friend v?as by fur the strongest and most 
beneficial influenoe that he received. The indebtedness to 
Professor Parrington goes far beyond the limits indicated in 
either the preface or the body of this book."2

The plan of Blankenship's book, although different in ar
rangement, parallels Farrington's in general topic and point 
of vlev. Farrington's influenoe appears even in the section 
titles, (Compare the sections on Her England.) This is a 
oollege text.

3. Nornan Foerster, American Poetry and Prose. 1934. This ool
lege anthology hoc considerable of Farrington's influenoe. 
Foerster usee the some divisions of the history of American 
literature that Parrington used: "Colonial Mind"; "Romantio 
Movement"; "Realistic Movement." The introductions to each 
section draw upon Perrington for authority. The explanation 
given of the Puritan mind is the same as Parrington gave:

1. Blankenship, R., American Literature, p. vii.
2* Ibid.. p. x.
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"America furnished a geography. Purooe Bent people and 
ideas:" Puritanism, Sngllsh independenoy, French romantic

these contributions.5 Parrington * s phrase '’Transcendental 
economist*’ applied to Thoreeu is similarly npolled by

to the Gouth, is used by Foerster. Foerster quoted Barring
ton on the frontier, using tno phrase "preemption, exploita-

quotod Farrington’s summary of the causes end then spoke hie 
own end id on tioel opinion: "Hoonomlo disillusionment doubt
less cane first; social and biologic discontent followed on 
its heels. Mechanism, Hussion natural ism, Marxian social 
science, and later Freudian psychology united to prick the 
bubble of national optimism and to coll for a re-appraisal 
of s u r r o u n d i n g s . * '5 Foerster did not insist on the aooio- 
economic interpretation of American literature as the only, 
or best one. He added the socio-economic to belleslettres.

4. Reuben Poet Ho Heck, The Romance of American Liters ture. 
1934. The author wrote, "It hoe only recently become pos
sible through the studies of Vernon I.. Parrington and other 
scholars, to classify American authors in a new, simple, and 
more logical way."® The method ip to use the dominant raove-

1. Foerster, N., Amerioan Prose and Poetry, p. 5, Cf.

6. Halleok, P.. P., Tho Romance of American Literature, p. ii.

theories.Parrington is quoted in the explanation of

arrinpton phrase "Greek democracy," aoplied

tion, progress.’’4 Speaking of the realistic revolt, Foerster

2. Ibid
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meats of fin age as the focal point.* The author pe Id some 
attention, to politico. Hie unit VII, "Transition", seems 
Parringtonlen in its analysis of the influences promoting 
change: (l) the Civil War; (2) new western frontiers; (3)
the now Industrie! revolution. The book in « scoondory 
sohool text.

5. Harry Hnrtwick, The Foregrounds of Amorloan Fiction. 1934.
The author of the foreword, H. H. Clark, wrote that Hert- 
wiok’fi pur pore: has been to explain recent novels "in rela
tion to their whole social, economic, religious, philosophic, 
and literary onvironment."2 rphe P-arrington influenoe seems 
implioit. The book devotes considerable space to backgrounds, 
but it does not keep to a narrow, or single, point of view
in its Interpretations. Parrington is quoted on determin
ism.2

6. James McDonald filler, ati Outline of inter loan literature.
1934. This in a college text, an outline emphasizing all 
the social elements used by Parrington, plus belles lettree. 
The master idea is that the literature given a place in the 
book should reveal some phase of the notional tnind.̂  Par
rington is cited in the general bibliography and in many of 
the speoifio bibliographies. An outline of the points one 
must appreciate in order to understand American literature 
reveals i1iller*s similarity to Parrington. The points fol-

1. Ibid., P. iii.
2. Itartwiok, li., The Foregrounds of Amor loan Fiction, p. vi.
3. Ibid.., P. 7.
4. filler, J. An Outline of Amerioan literature. ?. i.
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low: (1) the Puritan struggle in Hew England; (2) the mer
cantile end industrial idea8 of the Middle East; (3) the 
plantation ideas of the South; and (4) the Independent in
dividualism of the frontier.! These points seem implicitly 
Parringtonlen in their relationships.

7. Dudley C. Gordon, V. R. King, and William W. Lyman, Todays
Literature. 1935. This is an anthology. Of interest ie a
printed essay taken from Volume II of MbIn Currents in Ameri
oan Thought: "Liberalism and the 3ooi«l Conscience." This
is the only Parrington selection the investigator discovered 
in an anthology.2

8. Granville Hioks, The Great Tradition. 1935. Hioks wrote,
"I an particularly indebted to...V. L. Farrington’s Main 
Currents in American Thought, especially Volume III, ’The 
Beginnings of Critical R e a l i s m . * " * 5 Hioks takes the same 
general attitude toward the creative foroes that shaped 
Amerioan literature as Parrington took, and accepted the 
theory that Amerioan literature is traditionally critical
of social institutions.4 it seems to this investigator that 
Morx is responsible for Hioks*. theories and thot Parrington 
is the source of factual material.

9. F. L. Pettee, The First Century of Amerioan Literature. 1935. 
This book contains an occasional reference to Parrington, 
but any other influenoe is vague.5

1. Ibid.. p. 37.
2. Gordon, King, Lyman, Today’s Litersture. p. 384.
3. Hicks, G., The Great Tradition, p. 331.
4. Ibid.. p. 3297
5. Pattee, F. L., The First Century. Seepp. 258 and 297.
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10. Charles Angoff, A literary Hietory of the Amerioan People. 
1956. This is a scholarly exposition with many referenoes 
to Parrington, some in disagreement,* but the moat in deep 
approval.5

11. Percy H. Boynton, Literature and Amerioan Life. 1936. This 
is another of the scholarly expositions thet make consider
able reference to Parrington’s work. Boynton referred to 
Parrington as an insistent interpreter of American thought 
in terms of political theory.5 He called Parrington the 
most substantial historian of the whole oourse of Amerioan 
letters.4 There were many auoh references, but there were 
no attempts to use Parringtonpoint of view os a guiding 
principle.

12. Joy 13. Hubbell, Amerioan Life in Literature. 1936. This 
is an anthology. Whatever influenoe Parrington had here 
is as on authority.

13. D. Nutes, B.C. Pooley, 13. Creenlew, Literature and Life. 
1936. There is in this high school text much emphasis on 
the social background. The three editors wrote in the pref
ace that their book is "founded upon the truth that litera
ture arises out of the experience of the author and the 
life of the people and that it consequently interorets some 
aspeot or quality of the age in which the author lived.
The selections are accordingly arranged to represent the

k  S V  x ’ p> aB13. Boynton, P. H., Literature and American life, p. 10.
4. Ibid.. p. 71.
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development of Amerioan civilization, to trooe the unity 
of spirit and shifting interests.''I

14. U. F. Taylor, A HI story of Amerioan Letters. 1936. Mr. 
Taylor wote, "I have attempted to tell, clearly and Im
port tally, the story of our litereture in Its historical 
developments, and its relation to the cultural forces out 
of which it grew.”2 Considerable spaoe was given to the 
eoonomic forces, and the two section titles below attest 
to the point of view that inspired them: ”Romantio Art in
an Agrarian Republic;”3 and ’'Toward Realistic Art in an 
Urban Industrialism. ”4

15. R. Blankenship, R. L. Lyman, IT. 0. Hill, Araerloon Liter- 
ature. 1937. As one would expect in a book with Blanken
ship as an editor, there is some Parrington influenoe in 
this, a high school text. The book embodies two aims: (1) 
to reveal the social significance of literature, (2) to re
veal the aesthetic. ”All in all,” Blankenship wrote in the 
foreword, "American literature closely reflects and inter
prets American l i f e . T h e  book includes a seotion on the 
frontier and one on how America made a living.

16. H. C. Sohweikert, R. 3. Inglis, J. Gehlmsn, H. Foerster, 
Adventures in Amerloan Literature. 1937. This book, also 
a high school text, bos remarked, as preface, that ”s new

1. Mutes, Pooley, Greenlaw, Litereture and Life, p. vi.
2. Taylor, W. F., A History of Amerioan Letters, p. v.
3. Ibid.. p. 75.
4. T b H .. p. 241.
5. Blankenship, Lyman, Hill, American Litereture. p. xi.
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section, ’The Growth of the Amerioan ilpirit,* reweals the 
development of the Amerioan tradition in Its social, polit
ical, and eoonomio a s p e c t s . A  general statement of a 
similar nature follows on a later page; ’’The history of 
Amerioan literature has been entirely rewritten...It la 
not an encyclopedia of names and dates, but a readable 
story of political, social, and economic developmenta whioh 
helped to produoe characteristic American literature."2

17. H. n. -erfel, I?. II. Gabriel, S. T. Williams, The Amerioan 
Mind. IS37. The Amorloan Mind is an anthology based in part 
on a socio-economic interpretation of Amerioan thought.
The illustrations and the announced purpose of the authors 
Indioetas that litereture is defined in Parringtonlen fash
ion: "This book exhibits, for the first time in Amerioan
literature, the writings of Americans for the purpose of 
defining and illustrating American literary progress in 
relation to Amerioan intellectual progres8...Here are pre
sented, In addition to an adequate collection of acknowledged 
masterpieoee, such further materials as will clarify ohanging 
Amerioan concepts of religion, politioal independence, de
mocracy, eoonomios, humanitarian striving, education, and 
literary theory."® Parrington’s hook has a constant plaoe 
in the bibliographies of this work. The introductions to 
each section reveal the sooloiogloal interest of the authors,

1. iiohweikert, Inglie, Gehlman, Foerster, Adventures in
Amerioan Literature, p. ill.

2. Ibid.. p. iv.
3. warfol, Gabriel, williams, The American Mind, p. v.
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but no attempt Is made to use economics as fundamental 
to social movementb. The oonfllotlng Interests of various 
groups have prominent places. Althought the authors did 
not acknowledge an Indebtedness to Parrington, the anthol
ogy dearly supplements by Illustration the pattern of 
thought dealt with in T.toin Currents in nmerloun Thought.
The following conclusions are possible: Seventeen books—

histories, or i tic lares, outlines, and anthologies— written in 
the field of American literature sinoe 1927 have assignable 
marks of Farrington’s influenoe. The majority of these books 
Is designed for oollege use, although some of the books that 
have appeared sinoe 1935 are for secondary school use. It is 
in the schools, then, that Farrington’s influenoe is to be 
ohiefly observed at present.

Two college anthologies, that by Foerster and that by ffer- 
fel, Gabriel, and Williams, have strong Parrington influenoe. 
P,aoh has muoh of the sooio-eoonomic, and eaoh has drawn muoh 
on Farrington for oritlcal inspiration. It must be observed, 
though, that eaoh went further in the bellee lettrea than I>er- 
rington did. One general anthology inoluded an essay by Par
rington, but the anthology itself is not sooio-eoonomic in its 
plan. One other general anthology has traces of Farrington’s 
influenoe.

Of the books presenting outlines, history, and oritioism, 
nine show Farrington's influenoe in the seleotion of material, 
in general prlnoiple, or in the use of his oritioal authority. 
In this group Bussell Blankenship's book corresponds with Far-
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rington's work in all respeots except that of proportionate 
emphasis given to conventionally literary figures. Blanken
ship is the more conventional.

Four high school anthologies and texts— the two in a 
combination— reveal that literature classes in the secondary 
schools have sinoe 1935 taken an increasing interest in the 
sooio-eoononiio. It is noteworthy that Blankenship is an editor 
of such a high school text and that Foerster is en editor of an
other.

These findings indicate that to date the most of Farring
ton^ influenoe has been in the schools. There ’arrington has 
won considerable support. The influence of these books on stu
dents and through them on the future is imponderable* but it 
oan be said that it will exist. Parrington is a recognized 
authority In his field. He is having considerable vogue as a 
shaping foroe in textbook making. The heightened Interest in 
socio-economic forces in literary phenomena is in port due to 
his work.
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The problem was to examine the principles of literary 
oritioism followed by Professor Vernon Louie Parrington in his 
book ‘An in Currents in American Thought. There: were three di
visions mode of tho problem: (1) an historical view of the
principles Parrington followed; (2) Farrington's modifiostion 
and use of the principles; and (3) Parrington's influenoe on 
oritioal points of view.

Parrington, deliberately ignoring belles lettres. worked 
from three basio generalizations. They formed the limits within 
whioh he studied Araerioan thought and literature. The three 
generalizations, together spoken of as tho aooio-eoonoraio prin
ciple of literary interpretation, are oonocivod as explaining 
the primary creative souroes of Anorioan thought. The general
izations are these:

1. Litereture is related to oooiol institutions: 
it embodies institutional ideologies; it is 
affected by institutional and it affects in
stitutions.

2. The ideologies of social institutions are de
termined by economic forces.

3. The ideologies are in a state of conflict.
These generalizations explain literature and thought In 

America. When Parrington found it worthwhile to judge the value 
of a contribution, he did It from the point of view of a Leffer-
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sonian liberal.

Historical Background of Farrington*s Theory
The historical view outlined the development of the three 

generalizations Farrington employed and pointed out whioh men 
influenced Farrington. It was found that the soolo-eoonomio 
principle of literary interpretation had its real beginning in 
the seventeenth oontury.

The Helatlon of Literature to Institutions 
In the beginning of sociological oritioism, the oritios 

were not concerned rit'n economics except oasually. The ohief 
point of interest was the influenoe of sooial institutions on 
a writer, who was conceived as being a representative of his 
raoe and time working in a pnrtiouler environment; and the 
influence of the writer on the institutions. The oritios of 
importance to sociological criticism during this period were 
the following: Thomas Blackwell, who studied Homer in his
physical and social environment; Johann Gottfried Von Herder, 
who followed Blackwell's lead and in addition widely dissem
inated the speoisl point of view of nationalism; llaaeme de Stael, 
who studied the inter-relations of litereture and institutions; 
Prosper de Barante, who wrote a speoisl study of French litera
ture in the eighteenth century and the relation of literature 
to French society of that period, paying, close attention to 
political situations; heinte-Beuve, who emphasized psychological

faotors in an author*a work; Hippolyte Adolphe Taine, who as a 
positivist studied the work of a writer as springing from the
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primal sources of raoe, surroundings, end epooh; Kuno Franoko, 
who interpreted the t?hole history of German literature in terms 
of the nodal forcec working upon it; Georg Hrandea, e Danish 
writer who separated the main currents of 32uropean thought dur
ing the nineteenth century in much the seme fashion that Pro
fessor narriri£ton later did it for the history of American 
thought; and miss Perry, who, borrowing from Turner, fully 
developer: the ohex-notor 1.sticfi of American personality and naked 
that literature and its criticism be not separated from the 
sooial, economic, political, end geographical factors in Amer
ican life. Of these men Taine has been said to be a dominant 
influence on Farrington. The others undoubtedly had indirect 
influence.

The Determination of Ideologies by Soonomlo Foroee 
All of the men mentioned In the preoeding summary are back

ground figures. They developed the sociological in literary 
criticism, creating, the tendenoy away from aesthetio absolutes 
and toward the materialistic point of view, of which the theory 
of eoonomio determinism ia an extreme development. It is true 
that from the beginning of modern criticism there have been 
allusions to the influenoe of economic conditions on human thought 
and spirit, but only recently has there been developed a oritioal 
eoienoe employing the principle of eeonomlc determinism. Logi
cally, It started among politioal and economic philosophers 
rather than among literary oritioe; and it seems that the influ
ence of olimate and geography on government waa the first prob
lem of this nature to receive considerable attention. Uontesquleu,
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Harder, Buckle, and Draper arc leading figures developing this 
problem. The dear line of the prinoiple of eoonomlo determinism
In government and law, however, begins with James Harrington and 
reaches its fullest development rith Karl Marx. Intermediately 
there Is a heat of names. Those that concern tale dissertation 
are John Adame, Daniel Webstar, Frederick J. Turner, Thorold 
Rogers, Aohillcs Lori®, Allen Smith, Charles A. Heard, end 5. R. 
A. Saligman. These nan followed for the most pert the thesis 
that the ownershio of land 1b the source of governmental power 
and form; but Rogers, fieligman, Smith, and Beard were less oon- 
oernad with land than rith wealth in general. Professor Iterring- 
ton was strongly influenced by this group of theorists, ooming 
under the sway of Harrington's thesis us it reaohed him through 
them.

In the literary field the names that preceded Barrington 
and had influenoe on him ere the following: William Morris,
Brander Katthewe, Bliss Berry, Allene Gregory, and Allen R. 
3enham. All of these developed the theory of economic determin
ism from one or both of two points of view: that eoonomioe de
ter it 1.nc e whot a writer thinks or that the commercial nature of 
authorship limits a writer's field of thought to what can be 
sold at a profit. In ell oases these persons were modest in 
their preeentetlor. of their theories and in the amount of work 
devoted to illustration.

Literature as an Expression of Conflict
The element of class conflict that ir o part of the prin

oiple of eoonoraio determinism has received but little attention
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from literary oritios until the last few years. In America Upton 
Bed Sinclair is the man who most developed the partisanship
nature of literature before Farrington, who broadened the thesis 
from one of proletRriat-bourgeoise conflict to lnolude the oom- 
plex of struggle within each social philosophy es well as among 
all of them. The history of this thosis in literary critioiem 
is Just beginning, but the sooio-econonic type of oritioism has 
h3d o ste3dy development since early in the eighteenth oentury.

Farrington’s Application of loonomio Criticism to American 
Literature

Tho purpose of this section was to examine and document Far
rington’s three oritioal prlnciplos, which were here broadened 
and discussed in their topical application to American thought 
and literature.

Fundamentally }?arriagton believed that the shaping impulse 
behind the broad Intellectual movements characteristic of America 
wao economic in origin. ITie work in lioln Currents in Amerioan 
Thought was unified by the principle of economic determinism, 
although he frequently spoke of political end social forces as 
dlrstinot from economic forces.

The exposition of Farrington’s tenets developed the follow
ing topics; (l) Farrington's general aims in lialn Currents in 
American Thought: (5) Tloonomic oherecter of the ideals brought 
to America; (3) F,oonomio foroes native to Amerioa; (4) The eco
nomic origins of institutions; (5) Amerioan literature and its 
relation to cooial confliot; (6) Parrington and aesthetics; (7) 
Farrington’s liberalism; (8) ISstimste of Farrington’s oritioal 
position.
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Pcrrlngton»s G en era 1 A la e  In Main C u r re n ts  

P&rriugton w an ted  to give a n  ao o o u n t o f  the b e g in n in g  and

the rievelopnent of the ideas traditionally thought o f  a s  Amer

ican, the opposition they met, and their in f lu e n c e  on t y p i o a l l y  

Amerioan ideala and institutions. Interpreted from th e  p o in t  

o f  viev of JefforsontoniBja, T'arrington*s sin was to t r a c e  th e  

history of liberalism in .a m o ric a , showing its initial im p u ls e s ,  

its anemias, and its fate.

Economic Character' of Ideals Brought to innerioa 
American thought, according to Barrington, is in part the 

bequest of imported Ideals from the old world. Ho did not di
rectly state hit general theory of the relationship between ideals

✓
and economic l'oroes, but the examination of his treatment indi
cated that ho considered several specific ideals to have had an  

eoorioraio charaoter in that they were appropriated by econom ic  

movements-and in that they were antagonistic toward certain eco

nomic oirounstenoes.
?he Id sale of which Barrington spoke were generalized as 

the body of thought and customs brought from tho old home. In 
particular ohoy wore these: 'English Independency, French r o 

mantic theory, the industrial revolution and lfclscez fa ire, 
nineteenth oontury science, and Continental theories of col
lectivism. Obviously some of these ere clearly economio move

ment e . fhe others are economic in that they were borrowed by 
eoonomio movements. Iiad Farrington been pressed it ie likely 
that he would have acknowledged economic determinism to  be b u t  

one ioroe in tho creation o f  human thought end institutions,
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but as far as Amerioan thought Is concerned the greatest force.
He held no brief for a rigid soheme of economic determinism, and 
said so.

Soonomlo Forces Natlve to Amerloa 
In addition to the Imported ideals, Amerioan thought was 

determined by the silent pressure of the frontier, oonoelved 
by Parrington os an eoonomio foroe. The frontier evolved a way 
of life: of acting and of thinking. It promoted individual
attitudes that resulted oollootively in the spirit of republic
anism ascendent over the spirit of aristocracy. Parrington 
further said the philosophy of paternalism in government is 
owed in part to the frontier and the stimulus of its vest eco
nomics .

The goonomlo Origin of Institutions 
The institutions of polltios and government, of law, of 

religion, and of literature were all oonoelved by Parrington to 
have a primary eoonomio character. Koonomio forces in oonfllot 
shaped Amerioan political institutions and through them the laws 
of the country. Literary movements, the broad periods unified 
by oharaoteristlo traits, had in Amerloa an eoonomio basis. So 
also did the significant writers. It was Parrington*s conclusion 
that the sooio-eoonomio was the best approach to understanding 
Amerioan Institutions.

American Literature and Its Relation to Social Conflict 
To Parrington the significant Amerioan writers presented
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ana defended programs of a social nature, or else spent a large 
pert of their energies In attacking existing aooial conditions.
This is a natural corollary of the sooio-eoonomlo prlnolple.
The greatest part of Farrington's work that he devoted to 
literary figures and works was spent discussing the evidence 
of oonfliot. when Parrington found a writer who baffled suoh 
Interpretation, he was foroed to present a distorted picture.
Prom artists who were oharaoteristioally belletrlstic or ethloal—  
suoh as, Irving, Poe, Longfellow, end Hawthorne— he squeezed 
what was to be found of o sooial program or gave up with short 
expositions. It should be pointed out that this one-sided em
phasis is the result of the control set by method end purpose, 
rather than by Parrington's natural Inclination.

Parrington andi Aesthetlos 
Parrington was Instinctively aesthetic, and at times aesthetic 

orltloism was close to forcing him out of his self-imposed limits 
of sooio-eoonomlo determinism. He scolded the aesthetic critic 
at times; yet an aesthetic undercurrent ran all through his work.
He was not comfortable within his limits.

Parrington*o Liberallsm 
It was early made apparent that Jefferson was the basis of 

Parrington’s liberal point of view. Jefferson was Parrington's 
ideal. This means that Parrington's ideals go back to the French 
Revolution and its humanitarian hopes. Parrington hoped for a 
decentralised society based on small eoonomio units. Tet he was 
not optimistic. The defeats of liberalism that he reoorded in 
Main Currents in Amerioan Thought left him little room for more
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than a forlorn hope that a country whose artists are in revolt 
may yet aohieve its ideals.

ISstlraote of Parrington1 s Oritioal Position 
The estimate wan divided into two parts: (1) an objeotlve

estimate of Parrington’s rank among his oolleagues, drawn from 
oommants by his colleagues; (2) the investigator’s personal 
opinion of the logioal validity of eoonomio determinism of ideas.

The examination of o significant quantity of critical re
views and of remarks made in books on Amerioan literature revealed 
that Parrington was accepted with only minor reservation. He 
was oritioized for occasional lnaooureoy, for occasional ambi
guity, and for over-emphasis of his point of view; but the main 
tenor of all the criticism was to accept his work as a brilliantly 
written, valuable contribution to the history of American culture.

In the investigator’s opinion it seems that the prinoiple 
of eoonomio determinism does not hold the absolute position fre
quently claimed for it. It is undoubtedly an explanation of 
many phenomena, but it does not have a demonstrated olain as a 
total explanation of ell phenomena. Man apparently has non- 
eoonomlo characteristics which modify all of his relationships 
with his environment, inoludlng the subjeot matter of his lit
erary arts.

Farrington’s Influence
The purpose of this seotion of the dissertation wes to 

make an estimate of Parrington’s influence on literary oritlos 
and historians. This meant an examination of work produced 
sinoe 1927. The following oonolualona ere possible:
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Seventeen books— histories, oritioiams, outlines, and 
anthologies— written In the field of Amerioan literature slnoe 
1987 have assignable marks of Farrington's Influence. The 
majority of these books Is designed for college use, although 
some of the books that have appeared slnoe 1935 ere for seconds 
ary school use. It is in the schools, then, that Farrington's 
influence is to be ohiefly observed at present.

Two college anthologies, that by Foerster and that by War* 
fel, Gabriel, and williams, have strong Parrington influence.
Kaoh has rauoh of the sooio-eoonomlo, and eaoh has drawn rauoh 
on Parrington for oritioal inspiration. It must be observed, 
though, that eaoh went further in the belles lettres than Par
rington did. One general anthology included an essay by Par
rington, but the anthology itself is not sooio-eoonomlo in its 
plan. One other general anthology has traces of Parrington's 
influonoe.

Of the books presenting outlines, history, and oritioism, 
nine show Parrington's influence in the selection of material, 
in general principle, or in the use of his oritioal authority.
In this group Russell Blankenship's book corresponds with Far
rington's work in all respects exoept that of proportionate 
emphasis given to conventionally literary figures. Blanken
ship is the more conventional.

Four high aohool anthologies and texts— the two in a com
bination— reveal that literature desses in the seoondary schools 
have slnoe 1935 taken an lnoreasing interest in the sooio- 
eoonomlo. It is noteworthy that Blankenship is an editor of 
such a high school text and that Foerster is an editor of another.
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These findings indicate that to date the most of Parring
ton's influence has been in the Bohools. There Parrington has 
iron considerable support. The influence of these books on stu
dents and through them on the future is imponderable, but It 
can be said that it will exist. Parrington is a reoognlzed 
authority in his field. He is having considerable vogue as a 
shaping foroe in textbook making. The heightened interest in 
sooio-eoonomlo foroes in literary phenomena is in pert due to 
his work.
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